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Abstract
This thesis deals with the development of methods based on artificial neural network
models for analysis of textures in natural images. Specifically, we address the issues of
cell unit problem, nonstationarity and noise in the natural textures. T h e aim of this
research work is to explore neural network models for extracting relevant texture features
from natural images and to classify the extracted features.
For texture feature extraction, we use the method based on Gabor filters. Gabor filters
have several desirable theoretical properties suitable for multiresolution analysis and joint
spatial/spatial-frequency representation. Also, such filters resemble the receptive field

profiles of simple cells in the early visual mechanism, and hence are biologically motivated.
Moreover, the Gabor features are also robust to noise.
One main problem in using Gabor filters for feature extraction from natural textures
is that, the number of filters will be large in order to represent a large range of texel sizes,
frequencies and orientations.

This makes the dimensionality of the Gaborian feature

space very high. In order t o perform texture classification in a reduced dimension, we
propose a hierarchical organization of a self-organizing map (SOM) and a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) architecture. Using the property of the topology-preserved feature
mapping, the self-organizing map transforms the higher dimensional Gabor features into
a lower dimension output space. We call this output space as the secondary feature
space. T h e multilayer perceptron classifies the vectors from this secondary feature space .and labels each pixel in the image. The dimensionality reduction decreases the overall
time for classification. Also, the interclass separation of the secondary feature vectors is
higher comparedto that of the Gabor features, and hence the classification complexity
of this model is less compared t o a scheme where the Gabor features are used directly as
inputs to the multilayer perceptron.
One problem of using the self-organizing map as a classifier is labelling of the clusters
developed in its output layer. A hierarchical model consisting of self-organizing map and
an outstar network is proposed to deal with this problem. The outstar network acts as
a distributed look-up table mechanism which captures the class information of each node

in the output layer of the self-organizing map. However, the proposed methods classify
the image based only on the corresponding features of each pixel. Hence they result in
misclassified regions in the outputs and fail to bring out the texture boundaries accurately.
Incorporation of domain-specific knowledge in a suitable manner can improve the
classification accuracy significantly. We propose a constraint satisfaction neural network
based on Hopfield model for classification and segmehtation of textured images using
Gabor features. T h e network utilizes two types of image-specific constraints, namely
feature-label interaction and label-label interaction. These constraints are defined by
the feature formation, partition and label competition processes. Algorithms based on
deterministic and stochastic relaxation strategies are used to obtain the minimum energy
states of the network. This yields the maximum a posteriori estimate of the optimal
classification of the given image. In addition, we study probabilistic neural networks for
Gaussian mixture modelling of the Gabor features.
An effective classification strategy for high resolution images from remote sensing is
to combine the multispectral data with textural information. We have conducted two
studies in this direction. Use of MLP for classification of multispectral data from Landsat
TM is described, where the noise immunity of Gabor filters to extract texture features is
demonstrated. In the second study, the multispectral knowledge, textural information and
image-specific constraints are incorporated in a constraint satisfaction framework. T h e
efficacy of the proposed scheme is demonstrated in classifying multispectral-multipolar
images from SIR-C/X-SAR. In both the schemes, the feature vector representing each
pixel in the multispectral imagery is obtained by concatenating the feature vectors of the
corresponding pixels in different spectral images.
In many cases, the number of textures present in a natural image may not be known
a priori. In such situations, one would like to perform an unsupervised segmentation and

classification of the given image. An unsupervised texture classification scheme is developed which combines the principles of feature level vector quantization and the constraint
satisfaction model. A modified deterministic relaxation strategy on this network performs
simultaneously the network state updation and learning in the vector quantizer. A cluster
validation measure based on the modified Hubert index is used for the estimation of the
number of texture classes present in a given image. Finally, the theory for an unsupervised texture segmentation scheme based on texture boundary detection is proposed. The
segmentation is achieved using a constrained edge detection procedure in a feature space.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The process of transforming an image into a set of more compact representations consisting of visually distinct syntactic units such as labelled regions and region boundary
segments is called iinage ailalysis [70]. While other image processing operations such as
restoration, enhancement and coding are preprocessing methods providing another image
as the output, the image analysis receives the preprocessed image as input and separates it into discrete entities or regions in order to understand the scene. Thus image
analysis basically involves the study of feature extraction, segmentation and classification
techniques.
Traditionally, image segmentation and classification are carried out by dorlsidering the
intensity values of individual pixels in the image. This is called pixel-based image analysis.
Pixel-based analysis is suitable for low resolution images where each object present in the
image is characterized by intensity values of the pixels in it. This method discriminates
different objects in the image by comparing average intensity values of the corresponding
pixels. However, many significant characteristics are not represented by intensity values
of the individual pixels, but are described based on the intensity values across a set of
pixels in a local window of the image. This has resulted in-the contextual image analysis
[72], where the classification of each pixel is performed by considering the intensity values
of a set of pixels in a small neighborhood of the pixel.
Advances in sensor design technologies have made it possible to obtain images of
natural scenes with good spatial resolution. It is important to note that such images
cannot be analyzed using the intensity values of individual pixels or by the intensity values
of even a set of pixels in a neighborhood of each pixel. In such images, each object appears
in a region possessing definite primitive patterns or properties approximately repeated
over that region., We may view such images as texture-like. Analysis of such images
using properties related to textures provides better classification performance compared

to the pixel-based and contextual analysis approaches.
Texture analysis is one of the most important techniques used in the analysis and
interpretation of images consisting of repetition or quasi-repeti tion of some fundamental
image elements. Texture analysis is important because the boundaries of textures delineate different objects present in many natural images. Abrupt changes in texture across
edges, curves and boundaries can be used to isolate an image area for future analysis.
Human beings use textures as cues to recognize many kinds of objects in practice.
A fundamental property of human visual perception is its ability to distinguish among
textures. Human visual system does not perceive a natural scene as an array of inclependent picture points, but usually sees it globally as consisting of a number of regions
dependent to each other. While the ability of a human to distinguish and discriminate
different textures is apparent, an automated description and recognition of the texture
patterns seem to be quite complex. For example, it is easy to find textures which are
perceptually distinctive, but whose differences are difficult to quantify. Also, analysis of
textures present in natural images is much more difficult than the analysis of synthetic
textures. Therefore it is meaningful to investigate the use of biologically-inspired artificial
neural network models for texture analysis of natural images. This thesis is concerned
with the development of artificial neural network models and algorithms for texture analysis of natural images. We specifically deal with feature extraction, classification and
segmentation of textures in natural images.

1 .

Texture Definition and Characteristics

In this section, we formally define a texture and describe different types of textures, their
properties and attributes. Various steps in texture analysis are also discussed here.
I

1.1.1

Texture Definition

Despite the importance of texture due to its presence in many real as well as synthetic
data, it has been hard to find a reasonable quantitative definition for texture, which is general enough. One definition for texture describes it as a repetition of a primitive pattern
in space. But such a definition may be appropriate only while referring to deterministic
patterns such as those which can be easily synthesized or those that occur naturally as

regular patterns. In contrast, many man-made and natural images have random structure. Furthermore, the interval between repetitions of the primitive patterns need not be
constant and can be space-variant in one or more directions. Thus the diversity of natural
and artificial textures makes it impossible to give a universal definition of texture.
We adopt the following definition suggested by Sklansky [156]: A region i n a n image

has a constant texture if a set of local statistics o r other local properties of the picture
are constant, slowly varying, o r approximately periodic. This definition suits many of the
textures found in natural images. The local statistics or property that is repeated over the
textured region is called the t e x t u r e e l e m e n t or t e x e l , which can be defined as a visual
primitive with certain invariant properties occurring repeatedly in different positions of a
given area.

1.1.2

Texture Types

Textures can be treated as either deterministic or stochastic depending upon the texel
distribution. In a deterministic texture, texels consist of definite patterns repeated with
strict uniformity over the entire textured region. If the texels are described by some local
statistics uniform approximately within the region, such textures are said to be stochastic.
Also, a texture can be either artificial (synthetic) or natural depending upon the way in
which it is acquired. An artificial texture is one which is synthesized using a computer
either by repeated placement of certain primitive patterns or by using a stochastic model
activated by random noise. On the other hand, natural textures are those contained in
the image of a natural scene captured using a sensor. Natural textures may range from
nearly deterministic to purely stochastic. An important attribute which characterizes a
texture is its coarseness. A coarse texture is one in which the primitives or basic patterns
making up t h e texture are large. In contrast, the primitive patterns are small in a fine
texture.

1.1.3 Steps in Texture Analysis
The steps in t h e texture analysis are listed below:

1. Given an image region, how to determine whether it is textured or non-textured

texture identification.

-

2. Given a texture region, how to describe it

-

tezture feature eztraction.

3. Given an image with a number of textures, how to classify them - tezture classification.
4. Given a scene, how to determine the boundaries between major textured regions

-

tezture segmentation.

5 . Given a textured image, how to describe the texture formation process

-

texture

modelling and synthesis.

Scope of the Work

1.2

The objective of this research work is to identify issues in texture analysis (for feature
extraction, segmentation and classification of textures) in natural images and to explore
methods based on artificial neural network models for analysis of texture-like natural
images.
There exist several problems which make texture analysis of natural images difficult.
Some of them are as follows:

1. The size and shape of the texels in a textured image determine the resolution for
texture analysis, which in turn defines size of the analysis window for texture feature
extraction. The problem of determining appropriate resolution for texture analysis
is referred to as the cell unit problem. For an image containing textures with different
texel sizes, it is difficult to define a priori the required resolution for texture feature
extraction.

2. Within a texture itself the features may be spatially varying. Such textures can
be viewed as nonstationary. Also, images may have textural patterns which are
gradually varying within a region, still belonging to the same texture type.

3. Natural images are usually noisy and sparse (due to several atmospheric conditions
and sensor characteristics).
Our studies are concerned with texture-based methods for classification and segmentation of natural images. In particular, the following issues are addressed in this research
work:

1. How t o extract relevant texture features from natural images taking into account
t h e cell unit problem, nonstationarity and noise in the texture data.

2. How to develop methods to model and classify the extracted features, and also to

segment the given image.
In this thesis, we explore the usefulness of artificial neural network models for feature
extraction, classification and segmentation of the textures in natural images, due to the
following advantages of neural networks:

1. An arbitrary functional relationship between input and output pattern pairs can
be captured and no assumptions are needed regarding the statistical distributions
underlying the input patterns.
2. Certain neural network models do topology-preserved feature mapping from its input
space to the output space.

3. Certain neural network models can act as constraint satisfaction models which can
be used t o represent image-specific constraints.
Supervised and unsupervised methods for texture analysis are proposed in this work.
Two kinds of natural images are considered: (1) A set of texture-tile images, where each
tile is a natural texture and (2) images obtained from remote sensing. For remote sensing
images, single as well as multispectral images are considered.
Fig. 1.1 gives a brief overview of the evolution of ideas proposed and described in this
thesis.

Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, we review texture analysis methods. The review also inchdes a discussion
on different neural network-based methods used in the past. Some issues in the texturebased analysis of natural images are addressed.
We have adopted a method based on the Gabor filters for the extraction of texture features from natural images. Chapter 3 gives a description of this multichannelmultiresolution mechanism. Advantages of using the Gabor filters for texture analysis
and the procedure of feature extraction are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapters 4 t o 7 deal with texture-based classification and segmentation of natural
images. In Chapter 4, two schemes consisting of hierarchical arrangements of neural
network models are proposed for texture classification using the features extracted from

Artificial Neural Network Models for Texture Analvsis
1. Image processing: Image enhancement, Restoration, Coding.

2. Image analysis: Feature extraction, Classification, Segmentation.
3. Image analysis methods: Pixel-based and Texture-based.
4. Feature extraction in texture-based methods: Markov Random
Fields, Co-occurrence Matrices, Fourier features, Gabor features.

5. Gabor features: For multiresolution analysis and spatial/spatialfrequency representation.
Results in large dimension of feature space.

6. Classification: using Direct and Reduced dimensional feature space.
7. Reduced dimension of feature space: Classification methods using
SOM

+ MLP and using SOM + Supervised labelling.

These methods result in some misclassified regions.
They do not bring out the texture boundaries accurately.

8. Use of domain knowledge: Constraint satisfaction model with
feature-label interaction and label-label interaction.
- Use of Gaussian model for feature representation.
- Deterministic relaxation of the neural network.

9. For better feature representation: Use of Gaussian mixture model.
- Need for Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).
- Learning in PNN to reduce the dependence of the complexity of the
network on the number of training samples.
- Use of Stochastic relaxation to avoid local minima.

10. Multispectral data classification: Constraint satisfaction models.
- Multivariate Gaussian distribution model for features.
-'

Stochastic relaxation of the network.

11. Unsupervised segmentation: Useful when a priori knowledge about
the number and spatial extent of texture classes are not available.

- Using a constraint satisfaction model with vector quantization and
deterministic relaxation.
- Using a constrained edge detection scheme in the feature space.
Figure 1.1: Evolution of ideas described in the thesis.
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the Gabor filter bank. One scheme uses a combination of self-organizing map 1991 and
multilayer perceptron with backpropagation training law [147]. The second scheme is
aimed a t developing a supervised labelling mechanism to label the clusters developed at
the output layer of the self-organizing map.
In Chapter 5, the texture classification is presented as a constraint satisfaction problem
which requires simultaneous satisfaction of a number of image-specific constraints. The
chapter starts with a discussion on the advantages of combining domain-specific knowledge
with texture features. Constraint satisfaction models based on Hopfield neural network
are proposed for texture-based classification of natural images. We also discuss the use of
probabilistic neural network for Gaussian mixture modelling of the Gabor features.
An important application of texture analysis is in the classification of multispectral
images from remote sensing. We discuss the use of Gabor features and neural network
models t o accomplish this in Chapter 6. The first method described in this chapter uses a
multilayer perceptron network to classify Gabor features extracted from the multispectral
Landsat T M imagery. In the second method, an extension of the constraint satisfaction
model proposed in Chapter 5 is used to classify the multispectral textured images obtained
from SIR-C/X-SAR 1891.
Methods described in Chapters 4 to 6 belong to supervised category. In Chapter 7,
neural network models for unsupervised segmentation of image textures are proposed.
We discuss a neural network model which combines the principles of vector quantization
and constraint satisfaction network for unsupetvised classification and segmentation of
textured images. Theory of unsupervised texture segmentation scheme based on feature
edge detection is also presented in this chapter.
In the final chapter we summarize the work reported in this thesis, highlighting the
main contributions.

Chapter 2
Texture Analysis - A Review
2.1

Introduction

Spatial texture analysis is traditionally performed using syntactic and statistical met hods.
There are two attributes which quantify a deterministic texture, namely, the primitive
element and its placement rules. Syntactic approaches are most appropriate for such
regular textures, and they involve analyzing the geometric arrangement of the primitive
elements [log].

An important step in the statistical texture analysis is the identification and extraction
of texture features that can effectively characterize different textures in the image. These
features are assumed to be uniform within the region of a given texture. The feature
extraction is followed by the segmentation and classification stages where the classification
algorithm maps different points in the feature space onto a discrete set of class labels.
The accuracy of texture classification depends on the discriminating capacity and the
complexity in the distribution of extracted features. Thus extraction of suitable texture
features is crucial for proper classification and segmentation of the textured images. In
what follows, we briefly discuss some of the techniques developed for texture analysis.

2.2

Texture Feature Extraction Methods

Many texture feature extraction procedures have been proposed in the past for the purpose
of texture classification and segmentation [71, 1391. For stochastic textures, statistical
measures are used to describe the stochastic process. Such measures of local features are
expected to be similar within the regions of same texture. Examples of measurements
that have been used include gray-level co-occurrence matrices [73, 581, Fourier power
spectra [I601 and average magnitude response of filter masks [105]. There are also several

methods based on parameter estimation for the description of a region in terms of some
texture model. Examples include autoregressive models [120], Markov random fields [41],
and fractal [93] and multifractal [I521 models.
Texture description based on Fourier spectrum was one of the earliest methods used
for analyzing image textures [7]. This analysis clearly brings out the regions of coarseness
and fineness in the texture, because texture coarseness is proportional t o its spatial period. This is reflected as spectral concentration in frequencies. However, there are natural
textures that can be visually discriminated but their power spectra show regions of considerable spectral overlap. Also, the Fourier transform treats textures as periodic, even
though they may not be periodic in reality, especially in natural images. Nevertheless,
there are applications where these features have been proved useful [164, 1601.
The concept of texture unit, introduced by Dong He and Li Wang [75], is considered as
the smallest complete unit that characterizes local texture aspect of a given pixel and its
neighborhood in all eight directions of a square raster. In analyzing stochastic textures,
one is interested in the relative intensity variations among the pixels in a neighborhood
and not in their absolute values. The spatial frequency components obtained from filtering
methods such as Fourier transform may not efficiently describe these spatial relationships.
In order t o achieve this, Dong He and Li Wang [76] proposed a specific spatial filtering
technique termed as texture filtering based on the texture spectrum [75]. This describes
the distribution of all texture units in an image.
Stochastic textures can be characterized using the autocorrelation function [146]. A
region of coarse texture shows high correlation for a fixed shift than a region of fine texture.
.- .

Texture coarseness is related to the spatial spread of the autocorrelation function. Also,
to some extent the autocorrelation function can provide an idea of the resolution with
which the texture has to be characterized. Further, the function provides details regarding
periodicity of the texture. However, the autocorrelation function hardly gives details of
the texels of similar size and frequency, but with different properties.
Many of these techniques are not suitable for the description of irregular stochastic textures. Haralick [73] introduced Gray Tone Co-occurrence Matrix (GTCM) that
characterizes spatial interrelationships of gray tones in the textural pattern and is invariant under monotonic gray tone transformations. GTCM has a fine capability to classify

stochastic textures. The direction information can also be coded into this method. From
the GTCM, 14 different feature parameters can be extracted [58]. Marceau e t a1 [I161
used different features extracted from the GTCM to classify various land cover types in
a S P O T imagery. In a comparative study of the discriminating abilities of the texture
features, Conners and Harlow [31] have shown that the co-occurrence matrices perform
better than the power spectrum which is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function. But the disadvantage of GTCM is that the computation needs defining the
distance and angle which cannot be determined a priori. Also, it does not capture the
shape information of tonal primitives. Moreover, the features based on GTCM are not
rotation-invariant [25].
Elfadel and Picard [49] have shown explicit relationships between the features from the
co-occurrence matrix and the Gibbs random field [55]. A major observation is that the
nonlinear Gibb's energy can be written as a linear combination of co-occurrence measures
over the Markov neighborhood. But the studies are only theoretical and usefulness of
these results in practical applications like the characterization of natural textures has not
been explored in detail.
Feature extraction using Law's texture energy masks is based on the spatial filtering
approach of characterizing textures [105]. Small center-weighted filter masks are convolved
with the image. A number of statistics computed within the window about each pixel in
the resulting filtered image form the features to segment the image. Masks are similar to
Gabor filters [I681 and wavelets [34]. But only the high frequency contents of textures
can be captured using this method since the filter masks are relatively small. Also, this
method is a monoresolution one.
Various other mask functions like Gabor [168], difference of Gaussians [log] and
Hadamard masks [169] have been used for texture feature extraction. Yet another approach is to use General Operator Processor operations [96]. These operations involve the
use of multiple set of quadrature filter pairs, the responses of which are compared. This
procedure can be used when information on texture's local frequency and orientation is
required.
A cumulant based approach was suggested in [69] which can discriminate textures
of equal second order statistics but unequal third order statistics. Furthermore, It has

the advantage of eliminating the effects of any Gaussian noise in texture data during the
feature extraction procedure. Transformation-based texture analysis methods have also
been attempted. Ade [2] used principal components transformation of a texture sample.
The principal conlponents are used as texture features. Details of a procedure ba.sed on
singular value decomposition can be found in [6]. Another method which may provide
similar performance is the use of group-delay functions [180]. Usefulness of this approach
in texture processing remains to be explored.
Du Buf et a1 [44] have described a comparative study of texture features with particular emphasis on the unsupervised segmentation of textured images. Different features
selected include gray level co-occurrence matrices [73], fractal dimension [131, 1221, Laws'
masks [105] and Unser's convolution masks [169]. They used a quadtree snloothing based
segmentation algorithm. Their results show the need of combining different texture features to obtain better performance, because most of the discriminant features are applied
to specific kinds of textures and to particular classification problems.

Methods for Classification of Textures

%

In the process of texture analysis, feature extraction is followed by classification of the
given textured image based on the extracted features. The procedure involves assigning
class label to each pixel or a block of pixels in the image. Decision-theoretic approaches
for classification achieve it by partitioning the feature space defining a set of discriminant
functions. These approaches are often treated as either parametric or nonparametric [16].

A parametric approach defines the discriminant functions by.a class of probability densities characterized by a small number of parameters. On the other hand, nonparametric
approaches are suitable for the classification tasks in which no assumption can be made
about the underlying distribution and the characterizing parameters.
There are two types of classification techniques, namely, supervised and unsupervised,
which are described below in the context of texture analysis. Methods based on supervised
classification assume that the number and types of textures in an image are known a

priori. This necessitates a set of training sites to be identified from the image to train
the classification algorithm for eventual classification of the remaining image. Different
supervised classification schemes based on statistical techniques are discussed in [87] for

the multispectral classification of remotely sensed images. The models considered there
are basically statistical in nature describing the pixel population and its spatial/spectral
distribution. These methods may be extended for textured images by giving texture
features instead of spectral fea.tures.
T h e main disadvantage in using statistical classifiers is that the statistical distribution
of the feature subspace for each class must be assumed since the true distribution is
not known. T h e success of using such schemes lies in how closely we approximate the
actual distribution with a standard one. Another disadvantage of these methods is that
classification of a given pixel is based only on the corresponding feature vector of that pixel.
One can often use domain-specific knowledge to improve the classification performance.
Frequently, the classifier does not assume a priori the number and spatial extent
of different textures in the image. Then the classification becomes unsupervised. The
success of unsupervised classification lies in the assumption that the regions which appear
similar would produce feature vectors nearer to each other, whereas the regions which
appear substantially different would produce feature vectors that are far apart in a higher
dimensional feature space. This assumption leads t o the expectation that*similar regions
will produce groups of vectors that are closer together in the feature space. These groups
of vectors are called clusters. Clustering is a main step in unsupervised classification. One
can view clustering as a process of partitioning the patterns into groups having similar
characteristics. For this, a number of similarity measures were used in the past [124] and
some new specific measures have also been proposed recently [133].
It should be noted that a feature space partition does not necessarily yield connected
labels in the spatial domain. Thus clustering techniques without spatial connectivity
constraints [57] may not be useful in unsupervised texture classification [88].

2.4

Texture Segmentation Met hods

It is possible t o partition a textured image into regions for which there is a significant
change in texture features across the boundary. This process is called texture segmentation and is closely related with texture classification. One technique for texture segmentation is t o combine certain pyramidal feature smoothing techniques and the clustering.
Horowitz and Pavlidis [SO] proposed a split-and-merge technique which builds a quadtree

feature pyramid. Starting from a particular level of resolution, this method merges or
splits possible regions depending on whether the features of the children satisfy a homogeneity criterion or not. When all children and parents fulfill the homogeneity criterion,
the segmentation is obtained. The results so obtained may have blocky appearance depending uIjon the selected resolutions. Pavlidis and Chen [I301 used the split-and-merge
scheme in conjunction with similarity measure applied on features derived from the cooccurrence matrices.
Ando and Doi [4] suggested an approach which simultaneously carries out segmentation
and classification using histogram and second order moments incorporated in a similarity
measure. One drawback of these segmentation schemes is that they usually leave a gap
between segment boundaries depending on the size of texture matrix window. A regiongrowing step may be needed to fill these gaps.
Another scheme for texture segmentation is one based on edge detection [176]. This
scheme assumes that the texture features change abruptly near texture boundaries and
detection of these text ure~edgesprovides the segmented image. Edge detection algorithms
are applied to the features extracted from the textured images (i.e., featire edge detection). But texture boundaries in natural images may not change abruptly and hence
may not be distinguishable. Also, performance of the algorithm depends on the selected
texture features and the number of directions for which the gradients are computed. Another problem in detecting the texture edges is the selection of the size of neighborhoods
with which feature gradients are computed locally. If the size is too small, the output
fluctuates due to local feature variations, and if it is too large, the real edges are blurred.
.-
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In the next two sections, we review multiresolution and spatial/spatial-frequency representations for nonstationary texture analysis, as this is more realistic situation in natural
images.

2.5

Texture Characterization using Multiresolution
Methods

Generally the image textures have texels of different sizes. So the optimal resolution for
feature extraction cannot be defined a priori. One efficient way to represent different

image details is to reorganize the image into a number of subsampled approximations at
different resolutions. ,This is called the multiresolution representation [145]. This scheme
analyses the coarse image details first and gradually increases the resolution to analyze
the finer details. In analyzing natural textures, feature extraction using a multiresolution scheme is appropriate in order to capture features of variable sizes. In this section,
we review some multiresolution methods which have been used in image processing and
specifically in texture analysis.

2.5.1

Wavelet Tra~isforms

Wavelet transforms have been widely used as a multiresolution technique in many 1-D
signal processing problems. The method was first proposed by J. Morlet [125]for the analysis of geophysical signals, and later it has been widely used in other areas such as speech
processing [ l o l l and sonar signal processing [162]. Wavelets in 1-D are functions generated from a single function 1C) (mother wavelet) in

L2(R)by dilations and translations,

and are given by,

where ( a , b) E R 2. The mother wavelet

+ has to satisfy J +(t)dt = 0, which implies at

least some oscillations. Wavelet transform of a function f (t) is given by,

In order to reconstruct f (t) from its wavelet transform, the Fourier transform S ( w ) of
+(t) must satisfy [110],

This condition implies that 9 ( 0 ) = 0 and that 9(w) is small enough in the neighborhood
of w = 0.
At higher frequencies, wavelets have shorter windows and hence are sharper in time
domain. Also, wavelets are sharper in the frequency domain at lower frequencies. This
means that the time resolution is comparatively good at higher frequencies and frequency
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resolution is better in low frequencies. Thus the wavelets have constant relative bandwidth
performing a band-pass filtering operation on the given input signal.

Wavelets treat

both the continuous and discrete cases, and can result in orthogonal or nonorthogonal
decompositions.
Mallat [ I l l ] treated wavelet transform as a texel decomposition where each texel corresponds to a particular wavelet basis function. To compute wavelet transforms, he used a
pyramidal algorithm based on convolutions with quadrature mirror filters. Mallat's experiments have suggested that by using wavelet decomposition, statistics based on first-order
distribution of gray levels of wavelet representation might be sufficient for preattentive
perception of textural differences.
Carter reported texture classification using Morlet and Mexican hat wavelets [21].
However, these wavelets were not orthogonal, and the Mexican hat wavelets lacked the
spatial orientation selectivity. Laine and Fan [lo31 have overconle these limitations by
using wavelet packets which provide orthogonal and compactly supported wavelets with
orientation selectivity. Use of a tree-structured wavelet transform was described by Chang
and Kuo for t h e analysis and classification of textured images [22]. This method was adaptive t o select t h e highest energy channel a t each resolution which was further decomposed
by applying the wavelet transform. This was proved successful for the textures which
are rich in the middle frequency components. Chen and Kundu have described the use
of wavelet decomposition for rotation and gray scale transform-invariant texture identification [25]. They used linear phase FIR quadrature mirror filter banks for performing
.- .

wavelet decomposition of textures and hidden Markov models to model the sequence of
subband features.
Main issues in using wavelet transforms for texture processing are the following: T h e
choice of wavelet basis prototypes and the selection of the extent of dilations, translations and rotations are important to get good representations. T h e outputs a t different
resolutions may be correlated if the wavelet bases are nonorthogonal. To capture the
details of oriented textures, the bases must be orientation-sensitive. T h e selection of the
mother wavelet may be such that it has an optimal conjoint resolution in spatial and spatial frequency domains. This requirement makes the Gabor filters suitable as t h e mother
wavelet even though the constructed wavelet bases are not orthogonal [37]. While using
the wavelet transforms for images, dimension of the coefficients will be very large.

2.5.2

Gaussian and Laplacian of Gaussian Pyramids

Burt et a1 introduced a pyramidal implementation for computing the image details at
different resolutions [18]. In this pyramidal representation, the original image is decomposed into sets of low-pass and high-pass components by means of Gaussian and Laplacian
pyramids, respectively. The Gaussian pyramid consists of low-pass filtered versions of the
input image, where each stage of the pyramid is computed by low-pass filtering the output
of previous stage. Subsequently, the filtered output is subsampled by a factor 2-', where j
is an integer. Similarly, subtraction of two corresponding adjacent levels of Gaussian pyramids gives an approximation of the Laplacian of Gaussian, and the details are grouped
into a pyramidal structure called Laplacian pyramid. In fact, the Laplacian pyramid is a
wavelet transform with the Difference of Gaussians as the mot her wavelet [115].
One main advantage of using the pyramids is that the computation is fast comparecl
to other transforms. But this decomposition suffers from the disadvantage that the information at different levels are correlated and it is difficult to model this correlation.
Further, these pyramids do not possess the spatial orientation selectivity in the decomposition process. This is a severe limitation in analyzing oriented textures. Also, textures
with middle range of frequencies are difficult to characterize with the pyramids.

2.5.3

Fractal Geometry Representations

Fractal geometry describes a natural image in terms of fractal dimensions of surfaces
contained in it [112]. Pentland [132] has proposed the fractal functions as texture models
and fractal dimensions as features for segmentation. He used log power spectrum of
windowed regions of an image to estimate the fractal dimensions. Field [51] has shown
that many natural textures have a linear log power spectrum and the processing in the
human visual system is well suited to characterize such textures. In such cases, the fractal
dimension is an approximate spectral estimation. Another method to estimate fractal
dimension from images is to use second order statistics within a moving window utilizing
two distance vectors with different lengths [122]. Mallat [ I l l ] used the wavelet transforms
to compute the fractal dimension. This method is promising because of the multiresolution
decompositions. Other approaches for estimating fractal dimension include differential
box-counting [151] and modified box-counting [26] methods.

Freisleben et a1 [53] descril~eda neural network model to determine whether a given
image represents a visualization of fractal structure. They used a multilayer feedforlvard
network in which the original image presented in the input layer is successively reduced in
size by several hierarchically connected hidden layers until the size of fractal generator is
reached. Performa~lceof the network was tested on a fractal image known as Siei.plrzskz
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triangle for different noise levels. Use of this method for fractal analysis of textures has
to be explored further.
Medioni et a1 [122], Keller et a1 [93] and Du buf et a1 [44] have suggested that the
fractal dimension alone cannot, provide sufficient power to discriminate textures. Fractal
sets with different appearance of textures may have same fractal dimensions. So new
features derived from the fractal dimensions may have to be used to achieve efficient
classification and segmentation. For this, Keller et a1 [93] used the measure of lacunarity
which is a discrepancy measure between the actual mass and the expected mass of the
fractal set. This is a second order statistics, and it basically measures the coarseness of
texture. Choudhuri and Sarkar [26] used six features derived from fractal dimension to
segment the textured images. All of the above are windowed methods.. But since the
fractal dimensions are scale invariant, disadvantages of the usual windowed methods can
be overcome.
However, Pelag et a1 [13:1] observed that textures in general were not fractals and could
be a t best considered so over only a limited range of scales. Thus how well textures can
be discriminated based on fractal dimensions is to be explored yet.

2.6

'

Texture Characterization using Spatial/Spatialfrequency Representations

Spatial/spatial-frequency representations indicate the instantaneous frequency and energy
in localized spatial regions of an image. These methods overcome lack of locality in the
frequency analysis methods like Fourier transform. Spatial/spatial-frequency methods
achieve high resolution in both domains and are closely related to the multiresolution
analysis.

Also, they are consistent with recent theories on human visual system. In

this section, we review certain spatial/spatial-frequency representations in the context of
texture characterization.

.-

2.6.1

Finite Support Fourier Transform and Spectrogram

The finite support Fourier transforn~(FSFT) is a spatial/spatial-frequencyrepresentation
which characterizes localized frequency contents of a signal by taking the Fourier transforrn
of the windowed signal. FSFT in 3-D is given by,

where f,,,(x', y') is the windowed 2-D signal, centered at (x, y ) . The squared magnitude
of FSFT gives spectrogram of the image over the windowed regions. To use FSFT, the
signal must be assumed stationary within the window of limited spatial extent.
There are disadvantages in using the FSFT for texture analysis. FSFT uses a single
analysis window for all frequencies. Thus the resolution of FSFT is fixed both in spatial
and spatial frequency domains for a given window, and hence it is a monoresolution
method. If the image has discontinuities like edges, it is difficult to locate them with a
precision better than the wintlow size. Further, if the iinage has important features of
different sizes, it is not possible to define a single optimal resolution to analyze the image
[110], and hence FSFT may not satisfactorily characterize such images.

2.6.2

Wigner Distribution

.The Wigner distribution (WD) provides a good estimation of the time-frequency characteristics of the 1-D signals which have time-varying fre q uenc y characteristics [117].
General form of WD for an arbitrary N-dimensional signal is given as follows:

where x denotes' a point in the N-dimensional signal space and u denotes a point in the
N-dimensional frequency space. f (.) is the signal function in the N-dimensional space.
W D of any real or complex image is a real valued function, and hence the phase
information is implicitly present in WD. This offers facility for manipulation when dealing
with textures differ only in phase. WD is a recoverable transform which has the highest
joint resolution anlong spatial/spatial-frequency representations. The 2-D WD has been
widely used as texture features for segmentation and classification [186, 140, 1851. Certain
issues pertaining to the use of 2-D WD for texture representation are discussed here.

Computation of WD requires the image to be sampled at twice the Nyquist rate.
Otherwise, aliasing will result. Because of the bilinear nature of WD, the resulting local spectra contain interference terms which are undesirable. One method to solve this
problem is to consider the analytic image instead of the original image [1S4]. Since the
analytic image for a 2-D signal is not unique [52], there exists a problem of selecting the
analytic image to deal with different interference problems. Another way to reduce the
interferences is to smooth the WD over a neighborhood with a period greater than or
equal to the oscillating frequency of the interference.
Another problelll in using WD is that the frequency range which has the maximilnl
energy concentration is not known a priori. Usually, WD is computed over a large range
of spatial frequencies, and it yields a set of potential feature vectors of very large dimension. For example, consider an image of size 256 x 256. If we select 256 possible
frequency components for the image in the two dimensions, WD of this image will yield
an instantaneous frequency map of size 256 x 256 for each pixel. Consequently, the

spatial/spatial-frequencymap of the entire image will have a size of 256 x 256 x 256 x
256. Thus the WD is computationally very expensive to use. A possible solution that
has been adopted in [140] is to consider only the frequencies containing maximum energy.
But this method is suitable only for synthetic regular textures and is difficult to apply
for natural textures. This is because of the difficulty iil isolating individual frequency
components from natural textures.

2.6.3

Gabor Representatioii

It has been shown that the receptive fields of simple cells in the early visual system
can perform space-domain local feature extraction confined to narrow, spatially oriented
frequency channels which are quasi-independent in nature [19,8]. MarEelja [118] proposed
that these receptive fields in cross-section could be described by 1-D Gabor elementary
functions. Simultaneously Daugman [35] proposed a 2-D Gabor filter model for such
receptive fields. The decomposition using Gabor filters closely resembles the mechanism
of multichannel representation of the retinal images in the biological visual systems [134].
When appropriately tuned, these filters have been found extremely useful for performing
texture feature extraction [16S, 151 and texture edge detection [115].

We have adopted methods based on Gabor filters for feature extraction in our studies.
This is because of a number of properties which make them suitable for nonstationary
texture analysis. For instance, the Gabor filters achieve the lowest limit of the uncertainty inequality [36] and it is possil~lefor thern to represent the image 110th in spatial
and spatial frequency domain optimally depending on the chosen metric [159]. This is
equivalent to achieving simultaneous spectral and spatial localization. The localization,
in the context of texture segmentation, defines the ability of segmentation strategy to
accurately distinguish emergent texture frequencies and to precisely mark the boundaries
separating the textures [13]. The Gabor filters have the noise-imrnune capability [13.5].
Another important characteristic of Gabor filters which is most essential in analyzing a
textured image is the band-pass nature [47].
Use of Gabor phase in texture boundary detection and segmentation has been described in [42, 431 which was based on global and local phase demodulation as well as the
direct use of discontinuities arid isolated zero points (points where both real and imaginary parts are zero) in the phase image. A major problem in using phase as texture
features is the phase unwrapping. Also, the band pass noise and a small amount of jitter
of texture elements lead to drastic reduction in the quality of local phase features.
Instead of taking the local power spectra as the features, some higher order features
computed over the filtered images can also be used as texture features. This was attempted
in [lo] and [ l l ] where the central moments were extracted to describe the shape of the
local power spectra. Porat and Zeevi [135] used localized features extracted from Gabor
filtered outputs for texture analysis and synthesis.
One way t o interpret the use of Gabor filter is as a texton filter [27]. The power
of texton model for texture processing lies in the evidences that the biological visual
system computes these simple features and that the visual processing of texture relies on
the computation of relative densities of these features [go]. Advantage of using Gabor
function for texton filtering compared to other methods [I381 is that the results using
Gabor filters strikingly agree with the biological perception. Also, Gabor filters allow
simultaneous local extraction and global processing of textons. T h e use of Gabor filters
for texture boundary extraction based on textoils has been reported in [82].
One issue in using the Gabor filters for feature extraction from natural inlages is the

selection of filters to suit the given image. Jain and Farrokhnia [S6] described a scheme to
select an optimal set of Gabor filters, the criteria being the minimum mean square error
in the image reconstruction. Dun11 e t a1 have suggested a number of methocls for optimal
design of Gabor filters to suit textures of different nature [47], but their studies were
mainly concentrated on ,deterministic synthetic textures with clear texture boundaries.
Bovik e t a1 [Iq?]used a simple peak finding algorithm applied on the power spectrum
to find the major frequencies associated with the textured image and this leads to an
approximate measure of the filter center frequencies.

2.6.4

Cohen's Class of Distributions

The spectrogram, Difference of Gaussians, Gabor functions and WD can be forlllulated
as special cases of the generalized class of joint-energy distributions formula.tec11)y Coheli
[29, 3111]. A multidiillensional variant of this is defined as follows [S4]:

where f(x) is the N-dimensional signal and x = [xl,xz,.. . ,xNIT is a point in the N dimensional signal space. u = [ul,u2,. . . ,.uN] is a point in the N-dimensional frequency
T

space. The kernel

a(<,a )defines particular members of the above class of representations.

For example, an impulse function as the kernel gives the Wigner distribution.

2.7

Texture Analysis Methods using Artificial Neural
.-

Network Models
Artificial neural ,network models attempt to achieve human-like performance using many
processing elements operating in parallel as in the biological neural systems. Research on
artificial neural networks has a long history starting from as early as 1943 with the development of a basic artificial neuron model by McCulloch and Pitts [121]. In 1949, Hebb
[77] proposed a learning rule which is widely used even today in many learning paradigms.
Rosenblatt [I441 invented a class of simple neuronal models to realize a dynamic interactive self-organizing system. Widrow and Hoff [I741 developed an adaptive network with
the Delta learning rule that can perform pattern recognition tasks. Amari [3], Malshurg

[ l i l ] and Grossherg [6R] have tl~velopedseveral network models based on the competi-

tive learning. Rulnelllart and McClelland [I471 discoveretl a generalized delta rule called
the backpropagat ion learning algorithm for training mu1t ilayered feed forward networks.
Hopfield and Tank showed that many classes of optimization problems can be solved by
using feedback neural network models [7S]. Also, the contributions by Iiirkpatrick et a1
[95], Kohonen [97, 991, and Ackley e t al [I] have received considerable attention in the
neural network literature.
Neural network models have been successfully employed for solving pattern recognition
problems, for example, in speech processing [1S3, 1821, in sonar signal processing (179.
1611, in game theory [I501 and in irnage processing [181, 1371. Studies on different neural
network models with general applications and specific examples can be found in [178,
102, 74). Hence a detailed discussion of these models is not provided here. Recently,
the resurgence of interest in the artificial neural networks for solving difficult pattern
recognition ~roblernshas brought to focus some of the neural network based approaches
in the different phases of texture analysis.

In contrast, to the traditional techniques,

methods based on neural network models have the following advantages:

.

1. Any arbitrary functional relationship between the input and output patterns can be
captured by certain neural network models.

2. Neural network models can learn the statistical distributions underlying the input
pat terns.
3. Certain neural network models achieve topology-preserving feature mapping from
--.

its input space to its output space.
4. Certain neural network models can act as constraint satisfaction models. Such
networks can be used to represent different domain-specific constraints.

5. Neural networks are fault tolerant in the sense that even if some connections are
snapped or some of the processing elements are damaged, performance of the network will not be affected significantly.

6. Information stored in a neural network is distributed over the entire network through
synaptic weights, rather than represented locally.

7. Artificial neural networks are biologically motivated.

Recently, some studies have been reported using neural network models in texturebased analysis and classification of images.

I11

this context, the neural networks are used

for three purposes:
1. To extract testure features: Exaniples for such networks are linear perceptron layer
[149], Kohonen's self-organizing feature map [99] and Grossberg's hierarchical organization [48].

2. As a classifier or a recognition network sucli as rhultilayer perceptron with backpropagation training scheme [147] and the learning vector ql~antizer[9S] for supervisecl
classification, or ART ['O]

for ulisupervised classification.

3. To segment the image based on textures, like a stochastic neural network which uses
Markov random field models [113].
Methods for texture analysis using neural networks can be divided into two categories:
1. All Neural Network Implementation (ANNI) where both the feature extraction and
classification are carried out by different neural networks for each task.

2. Classification Neural Network Implementation (CNNI) where the features extracted
by any of the conventional methods are classified using a neural network classifier.

A texture classification scheme based on neural networks is reported in [170]. This is of
CNNI-type which uses gray tone co-occurrence matrix for feature extraction and a selforganizing map with learning vector quantization for texture identification. One problem
in using the self-organizing Inap as a classifier is how to label the clusters developed in its
output layer. Laine and Fan [I031 have reported the use of a two-layer backpropagation
network t o classify a set of texture-features extracted using wavelet packets. In [119],
an attempt has been made to determine texture and its orientation. This was done by
separating the two tasks and employing separate network for each one. But the classifier
outputs were speckled and to overcome this, a clustering stage was needed. Tests reported
by them used textures from Brodatz album [17].
An ANNI-type classification scheme has been adopted in [155], which consists of two
multilayer neural networks, one for extracting interframe principal features and the other
for classification of these features. This method reduces the overall computational complexity of the entire classification system. In another study [45] which used an ANNI-type
scheme, feature extraction was carried out using Grossberg's hierarchical network [66] and
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the texture discrin~inationwas achieved using Iiohonen's adaptive learning network [97].
Their motivation for using Grossberg's hierarchical network stems from the assumptions
that all textures are not mathematically tractable and that one would require biologically
inspired met hods for texture perception.
Conventional methods based on second order statistics fail to classify textures wit11
same first and second order statistics. Third order statistics nlay be useful to overcolne this
problem [69]. An aclded advantage of using third order culnulants for feature extraction is
their insensitivity to additive Gaussian noise. Such an approach was adoptecl for texture
feature extraction in the study reported in [39]. Third order cumulants linked with the
autoregressive and moving average model parameters were used as texture descriptors.
Classification was acliieved using a multilayer perceptron trained with backpropagatioi~
algorithm. Reported results show good immunity to additive Gaussian noise. A similar
approach was reported in [5], where they used higher order probability density functions
and corresponding moments as texture features and a multilayer perceptron for texture
classification.
Leung and Peterson [lo61 proposed a multichannel approach for feature extraction in
conjunction with a multistage feedforward network for classification. This implementation replicates the human vision systems. Gabor filters were used for feature extraction.
Their results on real data showed low misclassification rates. Though their multichannel
feature extraction stage was efficient, the classification network used three to four layers. Furthermore a postprocessing stage was essential to incorporate spatial contextual
informat ion.

--.
Greenspan et al [60] used a hybrid unsupervised and supervised scheme for texture
segment at ion. Results were given for synthetic deterministic textures. An extension of
this study was reported in [61] where they used a hybrid approach based on multiresolution pyramids for feature extraction. It consists of statistical machine learning with
clustering mechanisms for optimal feature selection and a rule-based system for supervised classification of the features.

A data-driven supervised learning linked with an

information-theoretic measure was used to learn the rules which connect the features and
class labels. Also, they have described the implementation of this rule-based system on
a three-layer feed-forward neural architecture. The performance of the proposed scheme
011

natural images was not satisfactory.

Sukissian e t

a1

[I631 have proposed an adaptive neural network which permits efficient

retraining when new texture classes become available. Autoregressive model parameters
selected by a distance measure basecl on Itakura distance were used as reference patterns
to train the network.

Experi~nerital results were presented for tiles of synthetic and

natural textures. A lnultiresoliltion rnethod based on probabilistic neural network ( P N N )
[I581 was proposed in [loo] for segineliting textured iinages. They used a hierarchical
arrangement of PNNs, one for each resolution. This multistage arrangement may increase
the cost of computation. The results of classifying texture tile image were not satisfactory.
T h e human visual system can preattentively discriminate and segment textures in a
robust manner. Grossl~erge t a1 have extensively studied the preatteritive automatic vision
and attentive learned visual nlechanisms in the biological visual systems [66, 64, 651 ancl
proposed a neural network architecture to model the processing of simple and coinples
cells in the visual cortex [67]. The preattentive vision system was decomposed into two
subsystems: boundary contour system (BCS) a.nd feature contour system (FCS), which
perform boundary detection and texture processing, respectively. T h e network consisted
of six layers constituting BCS in the layers 1-5 and FCS in layer 6. Similar approach was
used by Malik and Perona [log] for the discrinlination of image textures. They used a
three-layer neural network model for this purpose. But the results were shown only for
synthetic deterministic textures. The idea of BCS was used in [I151 to extract intensity
and texture edges. As a texture segmentation method, this may not be satisfactory for
natural images because such ima.ges generally have gradual texture transitions. Instead
of edge-based methods, a region-based method may be useful in such case.
Van Hulle and Tollenaere [83] have proposed an entropy-driven modular neural network for performing segregation of broadband noise textures with iso-first, second and
third order statistics. The network model was a hierarchical one consisting of three stages,
namely filtering, orientation extraction and filling-in. The filtering stage used oriented
local energy maps extracted using a bank of quadrature pair Gabor filters. Subsequent
stages were used to obtain reliable texture segregation and boundary maps from the local
energy maps. Even though the method seems to be promising, the results were shown
only for synthetic textures. Usefulness of this method on natural textures needs to be
investigated further.
Most of these neural network based methods do not seem to perform satisfactorily on

natural images, like those fro111remote serising. This is due to the specific nature and
characteristics of such images. Helice it is necessary to modify the existing neural network
models and evolve new models which can successfully process the textures from natural
images. T h e networks shoulcl be capal~leof clealing with partial and noisy i~iforniatiolland
should efficiently take care of spatial alicl spectral characteristics. Further, a nulnl~erof
neural network models may be combined and hierarchically organized in order to exploit
tlie advantages of each network and lie~iceto obtain better classification performalice.

2.8

Stochastic Modelling of Textures

A mathematical process which can crea.te aricl clescrihe a. textured image is called a texture model. Examples of texture models wllicl~have been used in the past include 1-D
time series models [120], fractals [112], mosaic models [154], syntactic models [10S] and
linear models [40, 1661. Stochastic models of a texture consider it as a stochastic, possibly periodic 2-D image field and describe it by using a statistical procedure capable of
synthesizing that texture. Here, the textured image is assumed to be the sample function
of a random process described by a probability distribution on the image space. Also, the
intensity of each pixel is considered as a random variable which can have any value from
(0, 1,

..., 255)

(for an 8-bit representation).

Except for random noise images, tlie intensity of each pixel in an image is statistically
dependent on those of neighboring pixels. A class of stochastic models, known as Markov
Random Field (MRF) models [175, 331 characterizes this dependence (see Appendix C).
-.

MRF models consider the gray level of each pixel as a random variable possessing Markovian property. The probability distribution of the gray level of each pixel is modelled as a
function of the pixel intensity values in a predefined neighborhood of the pixel of interest.

A variety of probability distributions has been proposed for the characterization of
MRF. An example is the Gaussian MRF model [23] where the neighborhood dependence
is represented by using an autoregressive model. MRF allows us t o model the joint probability distribution of the image pixel intensities in terms of the local spatial interactions,
which can be expressed as Gibbs distribution. Geman and Geman [55] proved the equivalence of MRF and Gibbs distribution, and used the results in image reconstruction. In
the domain of texture analysis, several studies have been made for modelling [33] and

segmentation [10'4, 114, 241 of textures using tlie MRF. Geman et a1 [56] have proposecl
a statistical framework for finding the boundaries of the textured regions and hence to
segment the image. Also, Muzzolini et a1 [l26] presented a multiresolution texture segmeritation scheme by generalizing tlie conventiolial siniulated a~inealing[95] with a milltiresolution framework and tlie segrrielitatioil was formulated as an energy minimizatiori
problem.

A major advantage of this stochastic modelling is that the probability distributions on
the image pixel intensity as well as the image partition can be implemented using highly
parallel neural networks (1131. The neural network models can be applied in two different
steps of the texture processing using MRF. First step involves estimation of the model
pa.rameters ancl next is the use of these model parameters to classify and segment the
image. Model parameters are esti~nateclby co~isicleringthe gray level distri butions defined
over a rectangular or scluare lat,tice. Chellappa et a1 [24] posed texture segmentation as an
optimization problem which segments tlie textured image through a maximum a posteriori
estimate of the optimal state distribution. An a posteriori probability function was defined
based on pixel probability distribution as well as the label distribution, both modelled as
MRF with respect to a given neighborhood. They used a Hopfield neural network [78] to
implement deterministic and stochastic relaxation algorithms.
There are certain disadvantages in using MRF for textured images. T h e models based
on MRF combined with the relaxation methods are usually applied a t the image pixel
level using the pixel intensity probability and the pixel partition probability. Since texture
is a contextual property described over a spatial region of appropriate resolution, methods
based on the image pixel intensity do not perform well in most of the situations. Further;accuracy of texture characterization depends

011 the

order of MRF neighborhood selected

for model parameter estimation. But this is difficult to know a priori when the image
contains textures having large variations in texel sizes. Also, MRF assumes stationarity of
textures, which cannot be assured in many real images. Usually, methods based on MRF
fail t o characterize highly deterministic textures. Thus textures need t o be characterized
in a feature space like the Gabor feature space which can take into account the issues of
resolution and nonstationarity.

Issues in Texture Analysis of Natural Images
Images of natural scenes have a number of characteristics which make their processing and
analysis unique. In this sectiori, we discuss somc issues in processing and classification of
textures in natural images.

1. In an image containi~igiL number of textures, texture elements ma? have different
sizes and shapes, making it difficult to determine a priori the resolution for texture
analysis and hence to define the size of the analysis window for feature extraction.
The size of the window in turn controls the accuracy of testure description. The
problem of determining appropriate resolution for texture analysis is referred to
as the cell u n i t p r o b l e m [172]. Conventional monoresolution methods may fail
to capture the features of different sizes. Consequently, we need multiresolution
methods for the feature extraction.

2. Within a texture itself, features may be spatially varying. Such textures can be
viewed as n o n s t a t i o n a r y . Also, images may ha.ve textural patterns which are
gradually varying within their region, still belonging to the same texture type. In
such situations, conventional feature extraction methods may fail since these methods characterize the textures based on the features extracted from a predefined
window assuming stationarity of texture within the window. In such cases, we need
t o use joint spatial/s patial- frequency representations.

3. Natural images are usually noisy and s p a r s e (due to several atmospheric conditions
and sensor characteristics). This necessitates texture analysis techniques to be noise
immune.

.-

4. In most natural images, transition from one texture t o another is not abrupt, but
gradual without clear texture edges. Hence it becomes very difficult to locate clear
bou~idariesamong different textures.

5. Spatial resolution of the sensor decides whether an iinage is textured or nontextured.
For example, in high resolution imagery from remote sensing, each land cover type
appears as particular texture which differs from the textural patterns of other land
types. But low resolution imagery will have land types appearing as constant intensity regions. Also, depending on the fineness of the underlying textures, an image
can have both textured regions and constant intensity regions. Methods should

be able to analyze the irnages irrespective of whether the image contains textured
regions, nontexturecl regions or both.
6. Lack of a pr-iori knowletige about number of textures and their properties makes
the analysis of natural images difficult.
7. An important aspect of images from r e ~ n o t esensing is the multispectral nature.
Efficient use of the multispectral information for in1,erpretation of the imagery is an
important research issue.
We describe an experiment to show the dependence of the resolution of feature extraction window on the performance of texture classification. The image usecl for the
experiment is given in Fig. 2.la. It contains four texture tiles. We have used the 1-D
Fourier power spectra of windowed texture regions as texture features. The features were
extracted as follows: Gray level values of pixels from a 2-D data window of a predefined
size are concatenated to form a 1-D data vector and the power spectra of this d a t a vector is obtained using the 1-D Fourier transform technique. A two layer neural network
trained with t h e backpropagation training algorithm (1471 was used as the classifier t o
label the extracted features. Some regions were identified from the given textured image
as training sites, and the features from these regions were used to train the classifier. An
overlapping analysis window was used over the training regions and a t each positioll the
extracted features were used to train the network. This makes the network to learn the
average behavior of each texture.
Classification results are shown in Fig. 2.lb for a data window of size 4 x 4 pixels
and in Fig. 2.lc for a data window of size 8 x 8 pixels.
-.

A graph showing the variation

of mean squared error with the number of training epochs is give11 in Fig. 2.2 for both
the cases. In these experiments, the multilayer perceptroll contains one hidden layer with
twelve nodes. T h e number of output nodes in the network is 4, the number of classes.
As can be seen from the results, features extracted from a 4 x 4 window are not able to
capture the texture behavior, whereas the result using features from S x S window shows
fairly good representation of the correct classification. Also, the error curve in Fig. 2.2 for
the 4 x 4 d a t a window shows fluctuations indicating the inconsistency of the extracted
features in representingethe class information. This is in contrast with the energy curve
for 8 x 8 d a t a window. These results clearly show the importance of selecting appropriate
resolutions for feature extraction.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of textured image using Fourier transform features
and MLP: (a) Original image containing 4 textures. (b) Classification using
data window of size 4 x 4. (c) Classification using data window of size 8 x
8.

Figure 2.1: Classification of textured image using Fourier transform features
and MLP: (a) Original image containing 4 textures. (b) Classification using
data window of size 4 x 4. (c) Classification using data window of size 8 x
8.
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Figure 2.2: Graph showing the variation of mean squared error
with number of training epochs in the classification of the textured
image in Fig. 2.la using Fourier transform features and MLP.

Outline of the Present Work
Our study aims at developing methods for texture classification and segmentation of
natural images using artificial neural network models. Unlike synthetic textures where
we know the process of texture creation and the underlying texture models, analysis of
natural textures is fairly difficult due to several reasons as discussed in Section 2.9. In this
thesis, we aim at the development of artificial neural network models for two tasks: (1)
Extraction of relevant texture features from natural images which can take -into account
the cell unit problem, nonstationarity and noise in texture data. (2) Classification of the
extracted features and segmentation of the given image.
The method we have adopted for texture feature extraction is inspired from the ability
of human beings to discriminate and distinguish textures preattentively. This is based
on the Gabor filters which closely resemble the receptive fields of simple cells in the early
visual systems. In Chapter 3, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Gabor
filters in extracting texture feature from natural images.
In order to deal with the high dimensionality of the Gabor feature space, we propose
a hierarchical neural network model consisting of the multilayer perceptron and a self-

organizing map. This is described in Chapter 4. The chapter describes another neural
network model which combines the self-organizing map and an outstar structure in order
to label the clusters developed in the output layer of the self-organizing map.
Incorporation of domain-specific k~lowledgewill improve the classification accuracy
significantly. Chapters 5 to 7 describe coristraint satisfaction neural network nloclels
for texture classificatio~land segmentation by incorporating image-related constrai~ltsas
domain-specific knowledge. In Chapter 5, we present neural network models which use
the following kinds of domain knowledge: feature-label interaction and label-label inter-

action. To characterize the feature-label interaction, we use Gaussian model as well a
Gaussian mixture model. A probabilistic neural network model is used to generate the
Gaussian mixture model. A multispectral texture classificatioll scheme for the images
from remote sensing by cor~lbiningthe multispectral knowledge, textural informat ion and
image-specific constraints is proposed in Chapter 6.
In some cases the number of textures present in a natural image may not be known

a priori. In such situations one would like to perform an unsupervised segmentation of
the given image. Chapter 7 describes two methods for this. One method is based on the
classification of the image by making use of a constrained vector quantization applied on
the Gabor feature space. The second method estimates the texture boundaries using a
constrained edge detection in a higher dimensional feature space.

Chapter 3
Multichannel-Mult iresolut ion Feature
Extraction using Gabor Filters
3.1

Introduction

Several spatial filtering approaches have been proposed in the past to characterize the
textures on the basis of the frequency contents a.nd/or the orientation of texture elements
in the image [105, 281. These methods characterize the spatial frequency contents, but
do not consider the infornlation in the spatial domain. Information regarding the spatial
frequency alone will not be adequate in many cases, especially when the textures are nonstationary. For analyzing such textures, one has to take into consideration the spatial as
well as spatial frequency chara.cteristics of the image. We assume that the nonstationary
behavior of natural textures is due to local variations in size, orientation and frequency
of the texture elements. In such cases the feature extraction method should yield a
spat ial/spatial-frequency representatioil which is orientation-sensitive.
We have adopted a feature extraction method based on the 2-dimensional (2-D) Gabor
.

filters. This is the 2-D extension [36] of the narrow-band filters proposed by Gabor

[54] in 1946 which can highly concentrate in time and frequency domains to provide
conjoint time-frequency signal representation. The 2-D Gabor filters constitute a joint

spatial/spatial-frequency representation that can perform multichannel-multiresolution
feature extraction [16S, 141.

The next section gives an introduction to the 2-D Gabor filters. Section 3.3 discusses
important properties of the Gabor filters which make them suitable for feature extraction
of natural textures. We also discuss various issues in using the Gabor filters. The feature
extraction procedure using Gabor filters is presented in Section 3.4.

3.2

2-D Gabor Functions

A 2-D Gabor filter is an oriented conlplex sinusoidal g a t i n g modulated by 2-D C;aussia~~
function. The general expression for 2-D Gahor filter is given as,

The spatial extent of the Gahor function in the spatial domain is defined by (a,, a,).
The orientation of the span limited sinusoidal grating is given by tan-' (wy/w,) and its
frequency is specified along the .x and y coordillates by w, and w,, respectively. Fig. 3.1
shows a typical Gabor filter.
Assuming unit aspect ratio for the modulatilig Gaussian (with a width a ) in the Gabor
filter, the expression for Gabor filter can he written as,

In the following section, we describe the advantages of using Gabor filters for texture
feature extraction.

3.3

Properties of Gabor Filters

Gabor filters encode the textured images into multiple narrow frequency and orientation channels measured a t different spatial resolutions. The output of each channel is
a complex-modulated subimage whose instantaneous amplitude and phase envelopes de.-

scribe the spatial support of frequencies and orientations to which the channel is tuned

[15]. The assumption in texture processing using the Gabor filters is that each texture
is characterized by a given localized spatial frequency or a narrow range of dominant
localized spatial frequencies which differ significantly from dominant frequencies of other
textures. The frequency and orientation of complex sinusoid in the Gahor filter describe
the local structure of the texture in that frequency channel while the Gaussian envelope
defines the resolution (and hence the local window of frequency analysis) with which the
texture structure is characterized.
An important property of 2-D Gahor filter is its ability to represent the image both in
spatial and spatial frequency domains optimally (because of the minimal time-bandwidth

Figure 3.1: A typical Gabor filter which has an orientation of 45 degrees.

Figure 3.1: A typical Gabor filter which has an orientation of 45 degrees.

product of the modulating Gaussian) by achieving the theoretical lower bound of joirit
uncertainty [36] depending upon the chosen metric [159]. This optimizes the tradeoff
between spatial feature extraction and spatial frequency selection which is essential for a
spatial/spatial-frequencyrepresentatio~i.See Appendix B for a theoretical proof regarding

the optimal joint resolutio~iof 2-D Gabor filters. Further, the Gallor filters have the
ability to capture features even in the presence of additive noise, and tlie degradation of
performance occurs only at high noise levels [135].
01ie attractive feature of Gabor filter is its orientation selectivity, which becomes clear
when the expression of the Gabor filt,er is rewritten in polar coordinates as,

Here, 0 = tan-' (wy/wx) is the orientation of Gabor filter, and w =

+
c
wz

w 2 is the radial

frequency. T h e orientation selectivity of the Gabor filters allows us to discriminate the
textures having different orientations.
It is possible to achieve multiresolution analysis [ I l l , 1101 by selecting the filters
similar to wavelet decomposition where the mother wavelet is a 2-D Gabor function. This
is expressed as,

where a is the wavelet scale factor. This provides a set of Gabor filters with varying
support (in spatial as well as spatial frequency domains) for feature extraction in order
to detect and localize optimally the texture features at different scales. Moreover, Gabor
filters satisfy the condition in Eq. (2.3) which is essential for reconstructing the original
signal. A set of filters { f (x, y, a,w, 6,

for a given w and a forms the Gabor wavelet

family. This set of filters provides a number of scaled and rotated versions of a mother
wavelet. Usually, the values of a are chosen as a = 2-', where 7 is an integer.
One major issue in using Gabor filters is the selection of the filters to suit a given
texture. Generally, textures in natural images are characterized by a band of frequencies
rather than a single frequency. So peak finding algorithms [15] in the frequency domain
may not be satisfactory for natural images. Also, it is difficult to find a single resolution
with which each texture can be characterized. To capture even small changes in the texel

size, frequency and orientation, the number of filters required will be large. This make it
difficult to characterize natural textures with a single filter for each texture.
One approach adopted in our studies is to use a number of Gahor filters with different
parameters (bandwiclth, frecluency and orientation) assuming that some of them will
match with each texture. A clisaclvantage of this is that it makes the dimension of the
texture feature space very high. Another method that we have adopted is to use a Gahor
filter as the mother basis of a wavelet transform and its scaled versions as the bases for
the transform. In this selection, the width in spatial domain is inversely proportional to
the width along the axes in the frequency domain. It must be noted that the selection of
the filters as wavelet bases is data-independent.

Feature Extraction Procedure
In this section, we describe the feature extraction procedure adopted in our texture analysis studies. Gabor-filtered output of the image is obtained as convolution of the image
with the Gabor function. The squared magnitude of the Gabor-filtered outputs at each
pixel position is used as features to characterize that pixel.
If T is the textured image, the feature vector at each spatial location (i, j ) is specified
as,

where

where,

* denotes 2-D convolution operator.

In cases where the filters are used as the wavelet bases, the feature extraction procedure
is similar to Eqs. ( 3 . 5 ) and ( 3 . 6 ) , but the parameter set is {a, 0 ) instead of {w, 0 , a ) . Here,
we keep w and a as constant, and vary the orientation 0 and scale a of the mother wavelet.
Fig. 3.2 shows a number of Gabor filters and corresponding filter outputs when these
filters are applied on the texture tile image given in Fig. 2.la. Note that each of these
filters gives high response to certain textures in the image.

Figure 3.2: Gabor filters and corresponding filter outputs of the image given in Fig. 2.1:
(a) Gabor filter with w = 0.8, a = 12.5 and 0 = 135 degrees. (c) Gabor filter with w =
0.6, a = 12.5 and 0 = 90 degrees. (e) Gabor filter with w = 0.4, a = 25.0 and 0 = 135
degrees. (b,d,f) Corresponding filter outputs.

Figure 3.2: Gabor filters and corresponding filter outputs of the image given in Fig. 2.1:
(a) Gabor filter with w = 0.8, o = 12.5 and 0 = 135 degrees. (c) Gabor filter with w =
0.6, o = 12.5 and 13 = 90 degrees. (e) Gabor filter with w = 0.4, o = 25.0 and 6 = 135
degrees. (b,d,f) Corresponding filter outputs.

For a number of va111esof w!O and a (in the case of Gabor wavelets, for a number
of values of a and 9 ) , let us assume that .A1 number of Gabor filters are used for feature extraction. The IC.1-dimensional vector g(;,,) then constitutes the feature vector to
cliaracterize each pixel (i, j ) in the image.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed different aspects of using 2-D Gabor filters for feature
extraction of textures in the natural i~nages. The main advantages of Gabor- filters in
texture ailalysis have been highlightecl. T h e high dimension of Gaborian feature space
necessitates t h e use of proper classification schemes to efficiently classify the features. In
the follo~virigchaptess, we propose a number of texture classification arid segmentation
methods which use the features extracted using Gabos filters.

Chapter 4
Combined Neural Network Approaches for
Supervised Texture Classification
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we propose classification schen~eswhich combine principles of different
neural network models for texture classification. This makes them possible to otjtain
advantages and overcome linlitations of each network.
In Section 4.2, a texture classification scheme is proposed which uses a hierarchical
arrangement of the Self-organizing Map (SOM) and the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
in order to deal with the high dimensional Gaborian feature space. SOM maps the high
dimensional Gabor features onto its output space which is of much lower dimension than
that of Gabor features. This, in turn, forms the feature space from which the features are
fed into MLP for training and subsequent classification. It is shown experimentally that
the proposed scheme increases the separability of features, yielding a better classification
performance. The reduction in dime~lsionalityresults in a significant reduction in the
overaIl classification time.
Instead of using an MLP for learning the cluster distributions in the SOM output
layer, we can use a labelling mechanism as another layer of nodes in SOM itself. This
is described in Section 4.3, where a set of connections trained by LMS algorithm [174]
acts as a distributed look-up table to label the clusters. This mechanism resolves the
ambiguities associated with the labelling of clusters formed in the SOM output layer.

4.2

Texture Classification using Self-organizing Map
and Multilayer Perceptron

In this section, we describe a texture classificatioil framework based on a two-stagc neural

. network model comprised of SOM and MLP. The texture features are extracted froill the
image using a bank of Gabor filters. SOM acts as a clustering mechanism which projects
hf-dimensional Gabor features froin the filter bank into its N-dimensional oiitput space.
The resulting vectors are fed into an MLP which categorizes them into one of tlie prelearned texture classes. It is sllown that this mechanism increases the interclass distance
(average distance among the vectors of different classes) and decreases the intraclass distance (average distance anlong the vectors of the same class) in the feature space at the
same time, thereby reducing the classification coml~lexity.
The proposed scheme is an exa.n~pleof how different neural network models can be
cascaded to reduce the conlplexity of classification. A similar neural network al~proach
was proposed by Huang and Iiuh

[sl]in another context

where they used it for isolated

word recognition to obtain high recognition rate. They mapped features from each frame
of the word onto the SOM output to form a trajectory of winner nodes for a given word.
The MLP learns this trajectory for each word and classifies it.

4.2.1

Architecture of the Proposed Classification Scheme

The proposed classification scheme consists of a hierarchical organization of SOM and
MLP. A schematic diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in-- Fig.
4.1. The Soh11
receives inputs from the Gabor filter bank and maps onto an N-dimensional space where

N is the dimension of the SOM output node distribution. The transformed feature vectors
are fed into the MLP which classifies them. We call the feature space generated from the
Gabor filter output as p r i m a r y feature space and the N-dimensional feature space from
SOM output as s e c o n d a r y feature space. The vectors from the secondary feature space
are called secondary feature vectors. The concept behind using SOP1 as intermediate
stage is that, it can perfornl a topology-preserving feature mapping from its input space
to output space and these mapped features which are of reduced dimension can represent
the necessary information in the input features. Thus the training and classification of the
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the combined SOM and MLP architecture
discussed in Section 4.2.

upper stage (MLP) can be done in a reduced dimension compared to the higher d i ~ ~ ~ e n s i o n
of the primary feature space. Each stage is described below in detail.

4.2.1.1

Secondary Feature Extraction Stage

This stage uses the topology-preserving self-organizing feature nlap proposed by Iiohone11

[99] to extract the secondary feature vectors from the input data. 111a topology-preserving
map, units located physically next to each other in an N-dimensional o u t p l ~ tspace will
respond to the classes of illput vectors which are likewise next to each other in an -11dimensional input space. So the similarity of signals is converted into proximity of excited
neurons. A remarkable property of SOM is that the dimension of the sensory input space

(A!) and of the output neuron space ( N ) need not agree, and usually N is selected
to be less than Ad. While preserving the neighborhood relations between neurons, t l i ~
best mapping is carried out i11 sucl~a way that the input space is uniformly covered I]?
associated neurons in the output space. Thus larger dimension data is projected down to
a smaller dimension map in a way that maintains the natural order of the input vectors.
In order to achieve a time-economic training for the classifier (MLP) while preserving the
information in the M-dimensional Gabor filter inputs, we have selected a 2-dimensional
output space (i.e., N = 2) for SOM. Hence the SOM contains an input layer having A1
nodes and a 2-D lattice of output nodes.
Kohonen's algorithm is a well-established learning rule in the field of neural networks
"

for training the self-organizing feature maps. The algorithm describes a niap Qcv: R" -+

R~ from the input space X onto the output space Y , which assigns to each element
x; E X, an element y j = Qw(x;) E Y corresponding to a node j in the output space
[141]. The map Qw is defined by the synaptic strengths W = {W,), W, E RM for all
nodes r in the output space. For a given input stimulus xi E X, the node j and hence
the image yj of the map Qw are specified by the following condition,

Here, j is called the winner node for the input stimulus x;. Thus, an element

xi

E X

applied to the input layer is mapped onto a vector y j E Y which is the normalized
coordinate of that node j in the output layer for which the distance between the element
xi and the synaptic weight vector Wj is minimum.

.-

The nodes in the output space are arranged as an N-dimensional lattice. Each nocle in
the output layer is connected from all nodes in tlie input layer and has lateral interaction
with other nodes in the output layer. This lateral interaction is defined by a neighborhood
function A y J t Y , ( t of
) the distance hetween the winner node and any other nocle r in the
output layer. .4 typical neighhorhoocl function is a Gaussian fu~ictiongiven by.

where p ( t ) is the width of Gaussian which decreases as the number of training epochs t
increases.
The learning in SOM slowly establishes the map @ by incremental adjustments

ill

ea.cli

connection weight W , . The following weight update rule giver1 by [99] is used to train
the network,

where, AW,(t)= V A ~ (~t ),[xi
~ -, W , ( t ) ]Here,
.
7 is the learning constant,.
The SOM is trained so as to cluster the feature vectors from the Gabor filter bank in its
output space. After training, feature vector from the Gabor filter bank fed to SOM makes
one of the nodes in the output layer to win. The normalized coordinates of this winner
node in the output layer form the N-dimensional (in our experiments, N = 2) secondary
feature vector to train the MLP. The normalization involves dividing each component of
the coordinate by the total number of nodes in that direction.
.- .

The transformation from image to the Gaborian space is recoverable to get back the
original image, hence the Gabor filters can completely represent the given image. But the
secondary features from SOM are not recoverable, but they preserve necessary information
to discriminate different classes in the input feature space.

4.2.1.2

Classification using M u l t i l a y e r P e r c e p t r o n

If the data to be classified is noise-free and unambiguous, SOM itself is sufficient for
classification because the clusters formed in its output space will have crisp boundaries
and nodes belonging to the clusters can be assigned with the corresponding class labels.
But this cannot be assured for natural data and hence the cluster boundaries will be fuzzy.

The dispersion of the cluster/clusters of a given class is proportional to the dispersiou of
input patterns for the same class in the M-dimensional feature space. For the purpose of
learning the cluster distributions, we used a two-layer feed forward neural network. The
texture class labels are assumed to be known a priori and hence error backpropagatiori
algorithm (1471 is used for training the network.
T h e working of this network hierarchy consists of two phases

-

training phase ant1

classification pha.se. Iinown regions from the image a,re used as training sites to train the
network. Texture features at each pixel in the image are extracted using the filter I,ank
and applied to SOM. T h e competition in SOM output layer makes one node to win

iri

response to the input. T h e normalized coordinates of the winner node of SOM are the11fetl
to the MLP. T h e training phase contains two steps. First, Soh4 is trained with Il;olionen's
unsupervised training algorithm using the fea.tures from the Gabor filter.

T h e SObl

training is followed by the training of MLP with the backpropagation algorithm using the
secondary features from the trained SOM network. During the image classificatioll phase,
the feature vector corresponding to each pixel in the image is applied to SOM and the
normalized winner coordinates are given to MLP for labelling. Depending on its output,
the pixel is assigned t o one of the classes. If the MLP outputs are not distinguishable or

if they are less than a particular threshold, the pixel is labelled as unclassified.
There are a number of advantages of the proposed scheme compared to the classification scheme where the feature vectors from the filter bank are given to MLP network
directly. One main advantage is the dimensionality reduction of the feature space. The
classifier takes a 2-dimensional input in proposed scheme instead of an M-dimensional input in the latter case.'This reduces the training time of the classifier significantly. Further,
it was observed that the interclass separation was increased and intraclass separation was
decreased for the secondary feature vectors from SOM than the primary feature vectors
from t h e filter bank. This is demonstrated in the results on classifying different images.

4.2.2

Results and Discussioil

Performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed using a variety of textured images including those from rernote sensing. The images are categorized in increasi~lgorder of
difficulty. T h e first set of images consists of texture tiles made up of natural textures and

is characterized by known texture boundaries and unknown texture models. Since tiled
images are characterized by known boundaries, the classification results are easy to verify.
The second category consists of images of natural scenes and processing becomes difficult
due to both unknown boundary and unknown texture'model. The classifier used in the
experiments is the MLP with one hidden layer. In each case, the results obtained using
the proposed method as well as the classified result when the filter bank outputs are directly fed to MLP without SOM interface are shown. The normalized distance matrices'
of the primary feature vectors from filter bank and of the secondary feature vectors from
SOM are also shown. Each result is provided with a SOM cluster map which is formed
by giving class labels (a,b,c,..) to the winner nodes when input patterns of known classes
are applied to SOM.
Fig. 4.2a shows an image of size 256x256 containing 4 texture tiles, all are of neardeterministic nature with known texture boundaries. We have used 36 Gabor filters,
having 3 different bandwidths (a = 6.25, 12.5 and 25), 3 frequencies (corresponding
to wavelengths of 2.5x, 5x and lox pixels/cycle) and 4 orientations (0, 45, 90 and 135
degrees), constituting a 36-dimensional feature vector representing each pike1 in the image.
We used features from 600 pixels from the center of each texture for training. Table 4 . l a
shows the distance matrix of the prinlary feature vectors of the training samples which
indicates the interclass as well as intraclass distances. Fig. 4.3a gives the classified image
when a SOM having an output node array of 5 x 5 is used. Corresponding distance matrix
of the secondary feature vectors from the SOM is shown in Table 4.lb and cluster map in
the SOM output layer is shown in Fig. 4.5a. This shows four distinct clusters, each one
for on5 class. Fig. 4.3b shows the classification result when SOM of 10 x 10 output nodes
is used and the corresponding secondary features distance matrix is shown in Table 4 . 1 ~ .
The cluster map in this case is given in Fig. 4.5b. The classification when the Gabor
features are fed directly to MLP without SOM is shown in Fig. 4 . 3 ~ .T h e results show
improved classification performance of the proposed scheme when compared to the scheme
which uses MLP to classify the primary features directly. This is true especially for the
upper left and upper right textures. But as can be seen from the results, this classification
scheme is not able to locate accurately the boundaries among different textures.
'In t h e distance matrix, t h e diagonal elements show the average intraclass distance within each class
and the off-diagonal elements sllow the average interclass distance between the corresponding classes.

Fig. 4.2h shows a 256x256 point image containing'4 texture tiles, two of then1 are
nearly deterministic (dots - upper left, diamonds

-

lower right) while the other two are

of near-stochastic nature (sand - upper right, pebbles

- lower left). In this case also,

texture boundaries are known n priori. We have used 36 Gahor filters, having 3 different
bandwidths, 3 frequencies and 4 orientations constituting a 36-dimensional feature vector
representing each pixel in the image. The chosen bandwidths, frequencies and orientations
are same as those in the previous experiment. In this case, we have used features from 400
pixels selected from the center of each texture for the network training. Tahle 4.3a shows
the distance matrix of the primary feature vectors of the training samples. Fig. 4.4a gives
the classified image using a SOM with output node array of 5 x 5 . Corresponding distance
matrix of the secondary feature vectors is shown in Table 4.2h and cluster map in the SOM
output is shown in Fig. 4.6a. Fig. 4.4b shows the classification result when used l o x 10
output nodes of SOM and the corresponding secondary feature distance matrix is shown
in Tahle 4 . 2 ~ .T h e cluster map in this case is given in Fig. 4.6b. T h e classification result
of using MLP alone is shown in Fig. 4 . 4 ~ .The classification results in Figs. 4.4a and h
in comparison with Fig. 4 . 4 ~show improved performance of the proposed scheme. The
improvement is significant for the pebbles texture (lower left tile). But in these results
also, the texture boundaries are not detected correctly. Further, there is a prominent
misclassification occurred in the lower right part of the classification result.
The above two experiments show the performance of the proposed scheme on the
images which consist of texture tiles. The results prove that the proposed scheme gives
much better performance compared to the scheme where MLP alone is used. The distance
matrices in each case give the intraclass distances (the diagonal elements in the matrix)
and the interclass distances (elements other than the diagonal). It can be seen that the
diagonal elements in the dista.nce matrices produced from SOM outputs are very small
compared to the diagonal elements of the distance matrices of the primary feature vectors.
Also, the relative differences of interclass and intraclass distances in each case indicate
that the discriminating capability needed to classify the secondary features is much less
than that required for primary features. The cluster maps show the clusters for each class,
and the function of NILP is to learn the structure of cluster distribution.
The next two images used in our experiments belong to the second category described
previously. They are samples from remotely sensed imagery. Fig. 4 . 2 shows
~
the image of

Figure 4.2: Images used in Section 4.2.2 for classification experiments: (a,b)
Images containing texture tiles (4 classes each). (c) Image of the Venus
surface (2 classes). (d) Band-2 Image of IRS imagery (4 classes).
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Figure 4.2: Images used in Section 4.2.2 for classification experiments: (a,b)
Images containing texture tiles (4 classes each). (c) Image of the Venus
surface (2 classes). (d) Band-2 Image of IRS imagery (4 classes).

Figure 4.3: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2a using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5x5 SOM output array
and MLP. (b) Classified image with l o x 10 SOM output array and MLP.

( c ) Classification using MLP alone.

Figure 4.3: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2a using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5x5 SOM output array
and MLP. (b) Classified image with 10x10 SOM output array and MLP.

(c) Classification using MLP alone.

Figure 4.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2b using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5x5 SOM output array
and MLP. (b) Classified image with 10x10 SOM output array and MLP.
(c) Classification using MLP alone.

Figure 4.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2b using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5 x 5 SOM output array
and MLP. (b) Classified image with l o x 10 SOM output array and MLP.

(c) Classification using MLP alone.
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(b)

Figure 4.5: Cluster map of SOM output layer in the classification of the
image in Fig. 4.2a using the corrlbined SOM-MLP approach: (a) 5 x 5 case.
(b) l o x 10 case.

ri'
' e e a a
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Cluster rnap of SOM output layer in the classification of the
image in Fig. 4.2b using the combined SOM-MLP approach: (a) 5 x 5 case.

(b) l o x 10 case.

Table 4.1: Distance matrices for the image in Fig. 4.2a: (a) Distance
matrix of raw feature vectors from the Gabor filters. (b) Distance matrix
of secondary feature vectors from SOM output : 5 x 5 case. (c) Distance
matrix of secondary feature vectors from SOM output : 10 x 10 case.

Table 4.2: Distance matrices for the image in Fig. 4.2b: (a) Distance
matrix of raw feature vectors from the Gabor filters. (b) Distance matrix
of secondary feature vectors from SOM output : 5 x 5 case. (c) Distance
matrix of secondary feature vectors from SOM output : 10 x 10 case.

a particular region in the Venus surface, taken by the Magellan spacecraft. The image is of
size 256x256 and contains 2 textures. In this case, we have used 12 Gabor filters, having
single bandwidth (a = 6.25), 3 frequencies (2.5n, 5n and 10n pixels/cycle wavelengths)
and 4 orientations (0,45, 90 and 135 degrees), constituting a 12-dimensional feature vector
representing each pixel in the image. Training is done using the features from 200 pixels
of each texture. Table 4.3a shows the distance matrix of the primary feature vectors of the
training samples. Fig. 4.7a gives the classification result when SOM with an output node
array of 5 x 5 is used as secondary feature extractor. Corresponding distance matrix of
the secondary feature vectors is shown in Table 4.3b and cluster map in the SOM output
is shown in Fig. 4.9a. Fig. 4.7b shows the classification when used SOM having 10x10
output nodes and the corresponding distance matrix of secondary features is shown in
Table 4 . 3 ~ .T h e cluster map in this case is given in Fig. 4.9b. The classification result of
using MLP alone is shown in Fig. 4 . 7 ~ .The performance of the proposed method for this
image is similar to that when MLP alone is used. But the advantage here is in the time
taken for the classification which is given in Table 4.4 and explained later in this section.
Fig. 4.2d shows an Indian Remote sensing Satellite (IRS) image. T h e image is of size
256x256. In this image, we have identified 4 texture classes for supervised classification.
36 Gabor filters, having 3 different bandwidths, 3 frequencies and 4 orientations are used
for feature extraction, and this constitutes a 36-dimensional feature vector representing
each pixel in the image. In this case also, the filter parameters are same as in the first
experiment. Fig. 4.8a shows the classified image when used SOM output node array
of l o x 10. Corresponding cluster map in the SOM output is shown in Fig. 4.10. T h e
classification result by using MLP alone is shown in Fig. 4.8b. A visual comparison of
these results with the original image shows the improved performance of the proposed
method compared to the case where Gabor features are fed t o the MLP directly. In the
latter case, classified output (Fig. 4.8b) is noisy and classes are not well distinguished.
The cluster m a p in this case (Fig. 4.10) shows more than one cluster for each class except
for the class d. So it is irrelevant to compute distance matrix for the secondary feature
vectors. Also, few nodes get activated for more than one class, thereby making t h e cluster
boundaries fuzzy. The purpose of MLP here is to learn the complex cluster distribution
and also to defuzzify the cluster boundaries.
Another important aspect is the overall time taken for training and classification.

(4
Figure 4.7: Classification of the Venus image in Fig. 4 . 2 ~using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5 x 5 SOM output array and
MLP. (b) Classified image with 10x10 SOM output array and MLP. (c)
Classification using MLP alone.

Figure 4.7: Classification of the Venus image in Fig. 4 . 2 using
~
the combined

SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 5 x 5 SOM output array and
MLP. (b) Classified image with 10x10 SOM output array and MLP. ( c )
Classification using MLP alone.

Figure 4.8: Classification of the IRS image in Fig. 4.2d using the combined
SOM-MLP approach: (a) Classified image with 10x10 SOM output array
and MLP. (b) Classification using MLP alone.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.9: Cluster map of SOM output layer in the classification of the
using the combined SOM-MLP approach: (a) 5 x 5
Venus image in Fig. 4 . 2 ~
case. (b) l o x 10 case.
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Figure 4.10: Cluster map of SOM output layer in the classification of the

IRS image in Fig. 4.2d using the combined SOM-MLP approach: 10x10
case.

Table 4.3: Distance matrices for the Venus iinage in Fig. 4 . 2 ~ :(a) Distance
matrix of raw feature vectors from the Gabor filters. (b) Distance matrix
of secondary feature vectors from Soh4 output : 5 x 5 case. ( c ) Distance
matrix of secondary feature vectors from SOM output : 10 x 10 case.

real

Fig. 4.2d

user
sys

2:36:48.9
0:45:42.9
0:07:00.5

-

0:33:54.8
0:13:54.4
0:00:13.3

Table 4.4: Time taken by different classification experiments in Section
4.2.2 when conducted on Godrej Symphony-860 workstation. T h e table
shows t h e time required when MLP alone is used as well as when SOM is
interfaced with MLP. Time is shown as hrs:min:sec.

The time for each case when the experilnents are conclucted on an ISGO-based U N I X
workstation is shown in Table 4.4. It shows real time, user time and system time separately
for each case. The time taken by tlie proposed two-stage method is much lower with the
same or increased performance in classification when compared to the sclnenne which uses
MLP alone. \Ve have observed that an increase i11 tlne ~ i u ~ n bof
e rnodes from 5 x 5 to 10 x

10 in tlne SOM output layer did not provide better classification. On tlne other halid, the
increase in the size of the output array increases the overall. time taken by tlne proposed
scheme.
It must, however, he noted that the efficiency and performance of the proposed scheme
depencl on the dimension of the SOM output layer.

I11 some

cases, the best reduced map-

ping recluires more than two dimensions; violati~igthis will give degraded performance.
Also, if the di~nensionof SOM output lattice is increased, the overall classification time
requirement becomes higher. Moreover, tlie clustering accuracy and hence the overall
classification depends on the parameters of SOM, especially the width p of the neighborhood interaction function and the factor by which it is changed with respect to the
number of training epochs.

4.3

Texture Classification using Self-organizing Map
with a Supervised Labelling Mechanism

Training in the SOM partitions the set of output nodes into conjoint sets of winner nodes
and a set of nodes which never wins in the competition (which is disjoint to sets of
winner nodes). While a particular node, which wins for a given &ss, is assigned the class
label, a nearby node which never won in the competition cannot be left as not associated
with any class. .This is because the feature space is more or less continuous without any
crisp boundary among different classes. This necessitates the use of a suitable labelling
mechanism for SOM which can make all nodes of SOM output layer to have the class
information.

In this section, we propose a neural network architecture for the supervised classification of textures by combining the principles of SOM and the outstar network model.
This network can be interpreted as a SOM with a supervised labelling mechanism which
is distributed in nature.

4.3.1

Proposed Architecture

The proposed architecture consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer
connected in a feedforward manner. Fig. 4.11 gives the schematic diagram of the proposed
network. The hidden layer consists of nodes arranged in a IV-dinlensiorial fasllion. The
inpot-hidden layer

of tile network is exactly same as liol~o~ien's
sellorganizi~igmap.

with lateral interaction among nodes in the N-dimensional hidderl layer. Each node in the
hidden layer together with the input layer nodes form an instar structure. Each hiclden
layer node is connected to every node in the output layer, and this constitutes an outstar
structure. The hidden-output layer connections form the mechanism which assigns label
information to each node in the hidden layer. The working of the network is as follows.
Consider the network with M input nodes and I< output nodes (corresponcling to 1;
number of classes). Assunle that the network contains a hidden layer with 2-D arrangement (i.e., N = 2) of nodes and suppose H denotes the domain of hidden layer nodes.
Let us denote the weight vector connected from all input nodes to a hidden node r by W,
and weight vector from the hidden node r to all output nodes by V,. Suppose an input
pattern x; E R" is applied into the instar structure of the network. Let d; E R" be the
corresponding desired output for the supervised 1ea.rning. Competition takes place anlong
different nodes in the hidden layer. Based on the winner-take-all principle, a winner node

j E H among the hidden layer nodes is selected. The following rule is used to choose the
winner.

(Wj- x ; I

= min IW, - x,(

(4.4)

tEH

.- .

Each node in the hidden layer is connected from all nodes in the input layer and has
lateral interaction with other nodes in the hidden layer. This lateral interaction is defined
by a neighborhood function AYJtyr(t)
of the distance between the winner node and any
other node r in the hidden layer. As mentioned in the previous section,

yj

is the 2-D

coordinate of the node j. Here also, a Gaussian function is used for the neighborhood
interaction as given by,

where ,o(t) is the width of Gaussian which decreases as the number of training epochs. t
increases.

Class Labels

Input Features

Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the SOM with a supervised labelling
mechanism discussed in Section 4.3.

T h e learning

iri

the input-hidclen co~inectionis basecl on Iiohonen's learning. rule for

SOh.1. For any nocle r in hiclclen layer, the weight adjustment is given by,

, (-t W,(t)]
)
where, AW,(t) = ~ 1 A ~ ~ , ~[x,
T h e hiclden-out,put connections, which are trained using the outstar learning law, act.
as a distributecl look-up table. Here also, weight of the winner node as well as weights of
neighborhood nodes are adjusted. The same neighborhood function A is used t o definc
the lateral intemctions. Learning in any hidden node r is given by,

where, AV,(t) = <Ayl,,,(t) [d; - V,(t)]. In this discussion, 71 and

< are learning rate

parameters. T h e lateral interactioll function iilcorporated in the hidden-output layer
leaning and the corresponding weight adjustments of nodes neighbor to the winner make
the labelling mechanism to be distributed in nature.
Learning in the network enables it to respond for spatially nearer input patterns in
M-dimensional space with nearby nodes in the 2-D hidden layer and eventually with
nearby output patterns in the I<-dimensional output space. Analogous t o the model
described in the previous section, this network can be viewed as a mapping Qwtvfrom
the M-dimensional feature space t o a Ii-dimensional space with an intermediate mapping
in 2-dimension. The mapping Qw,v: RM

-+

RK is defined by the connection weights

{(W,, V , ) ) , W, E R", V, E R" for all nodes r in the hidden layer. The learning in the.network slowly establishes the map Gw,v by incremental adjustments of the connection
weights W, and V, according t o Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7).

4.3.2

Results and Discussioi~

T h e proposed scheme is simpler than the colrlbined SOM and MLP approach in terms of
the number of layers, number of connections and the training process and also provides
improved classification performance. This is demonstrated here experimentally.

The

image in Fig. 4.2a, containing 4 texture tiles, is used as the data for first set of experiments.
For this image, we have used 36 Gabor filters, having 3 different bandwidths (a = 6.25, 12.5

and 2.5), 3 frequencies (corresponcli~igto wavelengtlis of 2.5?;, .57r and 1 0 pixels/cycle)
~
ancl
4 orientations (0, 4.5, 90 and 13.5 degrees), constituting a 36-dimensional feature vector
representing each pixel in the image. Fig. 4.121 s1~o~c.s
the classified image when the
nettvork having a hidclen node array of

Fjx.5

is used. Fig. 4.12b shows the classification

result when a network of 10 x 10 hiclclen nodes is used. In comparison wit11 the results of
the scheme using SOM and MLP (Fig. 4.3.3 and b), the proposed scheme sho~vsbetter
classification performance for this image. The proposed scheme has brought

011t

the

texture boundaries more accurately compared to the previous scheme. Tllis is noticea1,le
especially in the boundary between the upper right and lower right tiles. But for both
the schemes, there are misclassifications in the left~nostboundary.
Next, the image in Fig. 4.2b which contains 3 tiles of textures is used for classificatiori
experiments. We have used 36 Gabor filters, having 3 different bandividths, 3 frecluencies
and 4 orientations, constituting a 36-dimensional feature vector representing each pixel
in the image. The chosen bandwidths, frequencies and orientations are same as those
in the previous experiment. Fig. 4.13a shows the classified image using a network with
hidden node array of 5 x 5 . Fig. 4.13b shows the classification result when used 10x10
hidden nodes in the network. For this image also, the proposed scheme provides improvecl
classification performance compared to the scheme which combines SOM and MLP architectures. There are only a few misclassifications within the textured regions present in
the image.
Finally, the IRS image shown in Fig. 4.2d is used for supervised classification where
we selected 4 texture classes. Here also, 36 Gabor filters, having 3 different bandwidths.
.-.

3 frequencies and 4 orientations are used, constituting a 36-dimensional feature vector
representing each pixel in the ima,ge. In this case also, the filter parameters are same as
in the first experiment. Fig. 4.14a shows the classified image when used hidden node array
of 5 x 5 in the network and Fig. 4.14b gives the result when a l o x 10 hidden node array
is used. For this image, the proposed scheme gives similar results as those of the scheme
which uses SOM and MLP. On visual comparison with the original image in Fig. 4.2d,
the results of both the schemes represent a good approximation of the ideal classification.

Figure 4.12: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2a using SOM with the supervised
labelling mechanism: (a) with 5 x 5 hidden node array. (b) with l o x 10 hidden node
array.

Figure 4.13: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2b using SOM with the supervised
labelling mechanism: (a) with 5 x 5 hidden node array. (b) with 10x 10 hidden node
array.

Figure 4.12: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2a using SOM with the supervised
labelling mechanism: (a) with 5 x 5 hidden node array. (b) with l o x 10 hidden node
array.

Figure 4.13: Classification of the image in Fig. 4.2b using SOM with the supervised
labelling mechanism: (a) with 5 x 5 hidden node array. (b) with 10x10 hidden node
array.

Figure 4.14: Classification of the IRS image in Fig. 4.2d using SOM with
the supervised labelling mechanism: (a) with 5x5 hidden node array. (b)
with 10x10 hidden node array.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed the use of two models for the classification of textures
based on the features extracted using the Gabor filters. The first classification modei
was a combination of SOM and MLP where clusters developed in the output space of

SOM are classified using an MLP. This model takes care of the high dimensionality of
Gabor feature space and also reduces the classification complexity in the sense that the
secondary feature vectors from SOM are more separable compared to the primary feature
vectors obtained from the Gabor filter bank. Also, we have compared the classification
results and time-requirements of the proposed scheme with a system where a MLP is
used directly to classify the Gabor features. The second model was proposed to show
how a supervised cluster labelling mechanism can be incorporated in an unsupervised
classification scheme like SOM.
One major limitation of these schemes is that they depend only on the feature vector
of each pixel to label it. The label of each pixel is assigned independent of the labels
of neighborhood pixels. As can be seen from the classification results of the tile images
in Figs. 4.2a and b, the impact of this kind of labelling is twofold: (1) The algorithm

Figure 4.14: Classification of the IRS image in Fig. 4.2d using SOM with
the supervised labelling mechanism: (a) with 5 x 5 hidden node array. (b)
with 10x10 hidden node array.

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed the use of two models for the classification of textures
based on the features extracted using the Gabor filters. The first classification modei
was a combination of SOM and MLP where clusters developed in the output space of
SOM are classified using an MLP. This model takes care of the high dimensionality of
Gabor feature space and also reduces the classification complexity in the sense that the
secondary feature vectors from SOM are more separable compared to the primary feature
vectors obtained from the Gabor filter bank. Also, we have compared the classification
results and time requirements of the proposed scheme with a system where a MLP is
used directly to classify the Gabor features. The second model was proposed to show
how a supervised cluster labelling mechanism can be incorporated in an unsupervised
classification scheme like SOM.
One major limitation of these schemes is that they depend only on the feature vector
of each pixel to label it. The label of each pixel is assigned independent of the labels
of neighborhood pixels. As can be seen from the classification results of the tile images
in Figs. 4.2a and b, the impact of this kind of labelling is twofold: (1) The algorithm

leaves misclassified gaps within the classification of each textured region, arid (2) The algorithm fails to bring out the texture boundaries accurately. One has to utilize additional
knowledge regarding the image domain in order to solve these problems. For instance,
it is possible in a natural image that the nearby pixels have same labels except at class
boundaries. Another knowledge is that any pixel can have only one label. Moreover, it is
possible to model tlie nature of feature distributions for each class. These, in turn, form a
set of image-specific constraints acting on each pixel in the image. Proper incorporation of
these constraints improve the classification performance significantly. Next three chapters
discuss classification of textured images by representing these constraints on constraint
satisfaction neural network models.

Chapter 5
Constraint Satisfaction Neural Network
Models for Supervised Texture Classification
5.1

Introduction

An image classification problem can be viewed as either feature-specific or domain-specific.
A feature-specific image classifier assigns a class label to each pixel based only on its
feature vector, independent of the domain knowledge. Typical examples for the featurespecific classifier are the combined neural network models discussed in Chapter 4.
On the other hand, a classifier using domain knowledge as constraints can be developed to achieve good classification performance. Like any human decision making, an
image classification problem also can be posed as one which requires simultaneous satisfaction of many constraints. We can model different domain-specific knowledge as a set
of constraints on each pixel and on each possible label of the pixel. A suitable constraint
satisfaction model may be used to attain a state such that the constraints are satisfied
to a maximum extent. An example of the constraint satisfaction scheme is a rule-based
. .

expert system where the constraints are described as rules in its knowledge base [167].
In most of the image processing situations, the use of rule-based approach is difficult
because of the following problems:

1. Most rule-based systems are designed to deal with symbolic logic and reasoning,
whereas image features are numerical and fuzzy in nature. It is difficult to translate
these numerical features into a set of crisp rules.

2. It is difficult to describe symbolically the knowledge used by a human interpreter in
analyzing a given image.

3. Constraints modelled in rule- based system are generally hard constraints (which
must be satisfied), whereas many real-world constraints are weak constraints [12]

which ought to be satisfied to attain an acceptable solution.

4. Rule-based systems are rigid and deterministic which do not allow pattern variability
in terms of exceptions and randomness. Generally, domain-specific constraints are
ambiguous, and some times conflicting, but useful enough to decide the outcome of
tlie processing.
The human reasoning is superior to a rule-based system in these situatioris because
our brain uses a computational architecture with several neurons working in parallel, thus
representing a large number of loosely bound constraints. We also deal well with a ~ n b i guity in problems and usually have little difficulty in correctly determining the 111issing
information. In this respect, biologically inspired artificial neural network models provide
a greater flexibility than a rule-based approach as a constraint satisfaction mechanism.
Artificial neural models can be designed to handle constraints that ought to be satisfied
rather than satisfying all the specified constraints.
Thus it is useful to conceptualize an artificial neural network system as a constraint
satisfaction model where each node represents a hypothesis and connection between two
nodes represents the constraint between corresponding hypotheses [148]. The importance
and nature of the constraint are decided by the numerical value of the connection weight.
A node may have an external input and a bias providing a priori information regarding
the truth value of the corresponding hypothesis. The process of iteratively seeking a
solution which satisfies a large number of weak constraints is called a relaxation strategy.
In this chapter, we present the texture classification as a constraint satisfaction problem and propose a class of constraint satisfaction neural network models for texture
classi.- .
fication. Image-specific constraints are used to represent domain-specific knowledge. The
classifier uses two kinds of image-specific constraints, namely, feature-label interaction and

label-label interaction. The feature-label interaction, defined by a feature formation process, is used t o model the Gabor features extracted from the image. For this, a Gaussian
model and a Gaussian mixture model are used. The Gaussian mixture model is achieved
by a probabilistic neural network ( P N N ) architecture [158]. We suggest a suitable modification to the P N N model in order to overcome some disadvantages of the conventional

P N N model. The label-label interaction constraint is defined using two random processes
-

partition and label competition. The a posteriori probability of the label of each pixel is

modelled based on these constraints in the form of Gibbs distribution. The corresponding

a posteriori energy is represented on a Hopfield network. We describe two relaxation

strategies - deternlinistic and stochastic - for the network to attain a minimum energy
state.
Previous efforts of using constraint satisfaction schemes for texture segmentation and
classification utilize models based on Markov random field (MRF) [24]. This characterizes
the joint probability distribution of pixel intensities in terms of local interactions. But
texture is a contextual property and therefore methods based on intensity may not work
successfully. Moreover, the a priori resolution of the neighborhood of MRF is difficult
to know when the image contains textures with large variations in texel sizes. Many
natural images are nonstationary, whel-eas MRF assumes stationarity of the textures in
an image. This necessitates the textures to be characterized in a suitable feature space
which can take into account the issues of resolution and nonstationarity. For this work,
we use the Gabor features to characterize the textures. Since the natural images are not
really textures but are texture-like, at feature level there is no guarantee of uniformity or
consistency within the same class. Hence in this work, we exploit the dependence of labels
of neighboring pixels for labelling the current pixel together with the texture features of
that pixel.
Organization of rest of the chapter is as follows: In Section 5.2, we present a texture
classification scheme which uses a Gaussian nlodel for the Gabor features and a deterministic relaxation strategy. We discuss in detail the three random processes, namely,
feature formation, partition and label competition. Neural network representation of the
energy fuilction formulated using these random processes is also described. Experimental
results are provided t o demonstrate the usefulness of this scheme. Section 5.3 proposes
the P N N and its modified architecture for Gaussian mixture model. T h e mixture model
and the label-label interaction constraints are represented on a similar constraint satisfaction neural network. In this case, a stochastic relaxation strategy is used to achieve a
near-global minimurn energy state of the network.

5.2

Texture Classification using a Gaussian Model
for Gabor Features and a Deterministic Relaxation Neural Network

Let R = {(i, j),0

5 i < I , 0 5 j < J} be the domain designating the pixel positions

of a

given image Tn. The image Tn is characterized by a set of M-cli~nensionalfeature vectors

G

= {y, E R ~ , V ES R) which is generated by Gabor filtering of the textured image.

Assume each y, to be the realization of an kl-dimensional random process G, (called
feature process), the a priori probability of which is given as P(G,).
Since the proposed classification scheme is a supervised one, let us assume that the
image Tn consists of K different.number of textures, so that each pixel s can take any
texture label 0 to Ii - 1. The corresponding texture classes are denoted by Ca,. . . , CI,--l.
Also, let Rk, a subset of R, be the training site for the class Ck. Gabor features of the
training site of a given class are used to estimate the model parameters for that class.
We use the notation L, to denote the random variable describing the texture label of the
pixel s and the corresponding random process is named as label process. L, is described
by the a priori probability P(L,). The label random variable L, can have any value from
( 0 , . . . , K - 1). The notation card(R) is used to denote the ca.rdinality of any set 0 .
In this section, we describe the formulation of different image-specific constraints and
their representation on a Hopfield network. The first constraint, feature-label interaction,
is defined by the feature formation process and describes a model of the feature vectors
as a Gaussian distributim for each texture class. Second constraint is the label-label
interaction, defined by partiti011 process and label competition process. The classification
model is a hierarchical one consisting of these three random processes.

5.2.1

Feature Forlnation Process

The feature formation process is defined by the probability of assigning a value g, E R~
to the feature process G, of the pixel s given the model parameters of each texture class.
Let us define the conditional probability of G, as

given the label L, of the pixel s as k.
Since feature at each pixel is contributed by large number of pixels within the window
function of the Gabor filter, we assume a Gaussian model to describe the feature formation
process, and the energy function Ef(.) takes the following form:

Also, the normalization factor Zf( L , = k) for this Gaussian process is defined by,

The model parameters - mean pk and variance ak - are defined for each class Ck as,

where Sk= card(Rk).
We can write Eq. (5.1) as,

5.2.2

Partition Process

The label of any pixel in an image is highly dependent upon the characteristic features of
that pixel as well as labels of the pixels in its neighborhood. The dependence of features
with the pixel labels is described using the feature formation process. The partition
#

process is used to model the dependence of a pixel label on the labels of pixels in its
neighborhood.
Let N i be a set of displacenlent vectors corresponding to a

pth

order noncausal sym-

metric neighborhood of the image pixels. The neighborhood of any pixel s is defined as

+ is defined as follows : for any pixel
s = (2, j) E R and for any displacement r = (k, I) E N i , s + r = (2 + k, j + I).
the set of pixels s

+ r for V r E N I .

The operator

Figure 5.1: Neighl~orhoodsystem used for MRF model in the partition
process. 'x' is the pixel of interest. The numbers in the boxes show the
order of neighborhood p.

Since N i is symmetric, r E NL implies that -r E N i . Also, the set has a property
that N;-'

c N i . It should be noted that a neighborhood for s does not include the pixel

of interest s. An example of displacement vectors for a

znd order

neighborhood is,

Fig. 5.1 shows the structure of a typical neighborhood system.
We define the partition process as P ( L 8 = klL8+,,Vr E N i ) which describes the
probability of the label of each pixel s given the labels of pixels in a uniform pth order
neighborhood. The process can be modelled as a pth order Markov random field model
defined as,

This relation is also called Gibb's distribution (See Appendix C).
We define the energy function Ep as follows :

where @ is a positive constant. S(.) is the Kronecker delta function, as defined by,
S(1) =

1,

if

0,

otherwise

1=0

The -normalization constant 2, for the partition process is given as,

which is considered to be independent of s and b. The importance of partition process is
that it acts as a mechanisnl for partitioning an image into its texture boundaries. It also
smooths the classification output at each step of relaxation.

5.2.3

Label Competitioli Process

The label competition process is based on the fact that any pixel in an image can belong to
only one class, and hence a pixel can have only one label. It is expressed as the conditional
probability of assigning a new label to an already labelled pixel.
Assuming that the current label of a pixel s is 1, let us define the probability of
assigning a new label k to that pixel as,

where

CY

is a positive constant. The function

8 is the inverse of

Kronecker delta function

given by,
6(1) =

1=0

0,

if

1,

otherwise

ZC,/is a local normalization factor.
We define the label competition process using a conditional probability P ( L , = klL, =
I)vl, where

k is the new label for pixel s and 1 stands for any label already assigned to s.

This probability can be expressed in the following form,

where the energy function E,(.) is,

and Zc =

n Zctl,independent of s and k. The energy function E, is such that it reduces
1

the probability of having another label when the pixel is already labelled. The competition
process acts as a winner-take-all mechanism which controls the labelling of each pixel bj.
shutting off other possible labels of that pixel.

5.2.4

Formulatioli of a Posteriori Probability

The aim of the scheme is to find the label of each pixel in the image such that the constraints defined above are satisfied to a maximum extent. We express this mathematically
as the n~aximizatiollof the a postel-iori probability P ( L , = k(G,,L,+, , V r E NL, L, = I),[:
which describes label L, of the pixel s given the feature measurement G , of s, the labels
of the neighborhood pixels and the possible labels previously assigned to s.
Using Bayes theorem, this probability can be written as,

Derivation of this equation is given in Appendix A.
Since the feature point for any pixel is fixed in the R~ space and is known a priori,

P ( G , ) is considered as a constant. There are two ways t o handle P ( L , = k ) . One method
is t o assume that each pixel has equal probability of having any label. So, for any pixel
s and any label k, P ( L , = k) is a constant such that

P ( L , = k ) = 1 . In the other

method, the probability P ( L , = k ) is taken as 1 if s E Clk and as 0 if s E Rl where 1 # k.
For all other s and k;,the probability is assumed to be known as in the first method. We
have used the first method t o characterize P ( L , = k ) . Hence for all s and k, P ( L , = k )
is considered as a constant. This makes the denominator of the expression in (5.15) a
constant value for all s and k.
The a posterion' probability can be expressed as a Gibbs distribution,

where, the energy function E ( . ) is,

and Z = Z,Z,P(L, = k)P(G,) is a nol.malization constant independent of s and k . Total
energy of the system is obtained as,

Substituting Eqs. (5.2), (5.S) and (5.14) in Eqs. (5.17) and (.5.15), the total Gibbs
energy in Eq. (5.18) can be written as,

This energy function can be considered as a set of feature and label constraints acting
on each pixel and corresponding possible labels.

Ls for

Estimation of a state configu13ation

all pixels s which minimizes the energy will yield an optimal classification of the

textured image. This is the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the pixel labels since
minimization of this energy maximizes the a posteriori probability given in Eq. (5.15).
To evolve such an optimal state, we have used a Hopfield neural network architecture
which has an energy function defined in Eq. (5.19) and with a deterministic relaxation
mechanism.

5.2.5

Neural Network Representation of Energy Function

The energy function in Eq. (5.19) can be represented on a constraint satisfaction neural
network with a suitable relaxation method. Consider a neural network consisting of a
3-dimensional lattice of nodes. For an image Tn of size I x J with K possible labels (i.e.,
number of texture classes) for each pixel, size of the network is I x J x K . Each node in
the network is designated as (i, j, k), 0

5 i, j, k < I, J, I<,where

(i, j) = s corresponds to

the pixel position and k denotes the label index for that pixel. The network can also be
viewed as having K layers of 2-dimensional I x J arrangement of nodes. We name each
layer as a label layer. For a given pixel (i, j), the corresponding nodes in bhe different
label layers constitute a column of nodes, which we call label column.
Any node (i, j , k) in the network represents a hypothesis h(i, j, k) indicating the label
status of the pixel (i, j). Each hypothesis is provided with an a priori knowledge about

its truth value by means of a bias denoted by

B;,j,k

applied to the corresponding node.

Also, each hypothesis is influenced by other hypotheses in the lattice by means of a
set of constraints. Let us denote the constraint from a hypotliesis h ( i , j , k ) to another
hypothesis h(i1, jl, kl) by means of a connection weight

W,,j,k;i,,jl,l;l

to (& , j , , kl ). The weights are considered as symmetric, i.e.,
Let

Ai,j,k

from the node (i, j, k )

I.Vi,j,k;i, , j , , k ,

E { O , l } be the output of node (i, j , k), and we call the set

the state of the network.

Ai,j,k

= 7.Vil, j l , k , ; ; , j , s

Vi,j , k ) as

{AiSj,k,

= 1 a t any instant indicates that the pixel

(2,

j ) has taker1

a label k a t that instant. We use the notation A;,j,k(n) to denote the output of the node
(i, j , k ) a t n t h iteration of the relaxation algorithm. Neural network described above has
the following energy function

~

~

~

defined
p
j by~ Hopfield
~
' [79],
~

Now, we describe how to determine the bias and weights of this neural network in order
to represent the energy function (5.19) of the classification model. The first term in this
energy function, which is the contribution of the feature formation process, is active only
if L, = k, that is, if

A;,j,k

= 1 where s = (i, j ) . The instantiation R for the label random

variable L, of the pixel s = (i, j ) denotes the truth value
h(i, j , k). Similarly, the instantiation L,+, =

= 1 of the hypothesis

k,s + T = (il, j l ) indicates that

=1

for the hypothesis h(il, jl,k). So the term 6(L, - La+,) in Eq. (5.19) is equivalent to the

(il,jl) is in the pth order neighborhood of ( i , j ) .
T h e term Z(L, - I ) is 1 only if L, # I. If L, has an instantiation k, this term is,

product

Ai,j,kAil,jl,k,

and is active only if

So the energy function in Eq. (5.19) is rewritten as,

Comparing Eqs. (5.20) and (5.22), the bias
written as

B;,,,k

and the weight

Wi,j,k;il,jl,k,

can be

and

i , j , k ; , , k

-

I

28,
-20,

0,

if

(

if

( 1 , ) = ( 2 , ) and

-

-

1

)

and

k

k=kl

# k1

(5.24)

otherwise

The expression for weight shows the topology of connectio~lsin the network. Any
node ( i , j , k ) at a pixel position ( i , j ) has excitatory corlilectiorls with strength 2 8 from
all nodes in a neigl~borllooddefined by the displacenleilt vector set NL in the same label
layer k . The -20 term denotes inhibitory connections from all nodes in the label column
corresponding to each pixel (i, j ) in the image. It should be noted that there is no selfloop in the network which connects one node to itself. The structure of the 3-D Hopfield
neural network is given in Fig. 5.2.

5.2.6

Deterministic Relaxatioil Strategy

In deterministic relaxation method, the state corresponding to a MAP probability is
arrived when the state of the network is updated iteratively by changing the output of
each node in a deterministic manner. The state of the network is initialized using the
condition,

where P(G(;,j)= g(i,j)lL(;,j)= 1) is the feature formation process described in Eq. (5.6).
This is equivalent to performing an initial classification using the following pixel labelling
strategy without considering the partition and label competition processes:
Label of the pixel (i, j) = max P(G(;,j) = g(i,j)(L(;,j)= I)
1

.-

(5.26)

Eq. (5.25) can also be written as,

Ai,j,k(o)

=

k = max B;,jP1

1,

if

0,

otherwise

I

(5.27)

The net input I1i,j,k(n)of a node (i,j, k) at nthiteration is the weighted sum of all the
inputs to that node and is given by,

Figure 5.2: Structure of 3-D Hopfield network discussed in Section 5.2.5:
(a) 3-D lattice of size I x J x K. (b) Connections among nodes in the label
column of each pixel. Each connection is of strength -2a. (c) Connections from a set of neighboring nodes to each node in a label layer. Each
connection has a strength 2P.
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Assuming a threshold function .in the output of each node, the output of the nocle at.

(n

+ l ) t hiteration is given by,

The change of energy due to update of the node ( i , j , I;) is,

+

+ 1 ) - A;,j,k(n),the change in output of the nocle ( i , j , I;).

where, A A i , , , k ( n 1 ) = Ai,,,k(n

It can be seen from this equation that for a change in the output of any nocle using

Eel.

( 5 . 2 9 ) , the energy change is given as

This means that any change in the state of the network makes the energy t o decrease or
remain same, but it never increases. This property is utilized by the deterministic relaxation to evolve a network state corresponding to the maximum a posteriori probability in
an iterative manner.
The iteration is continued until the energy changes no more. The state of the network
at this position gives the optimal state at which the a posteriori probability in Eq. (5.1.5)
is maximum. The classification result corresponding to this network state is found out
for all pixels (i, j) by using the following laklling schedule:
Label of the pixel (i, j) = mpX Ui,j,k

(5.32)

where Ui,j,k is the net input of the node (i, j , k) when the network attains a minimum
energy. Algorithm for the deterministic relaxation strategy is given in Table 5.1
Now, we discuss briefly the significance of the parameters a, P and the order of neigh-

'

borhood p. Values of cr and j3 define the relative importance of the constraints represented
by the label competition and partition processes with respect to that of feature formation
process. Thus, a rough estimate of these parameters can be obtained by comparing the

average contributions of these random processes. After finding the rough estimates of

1. Estimate model parameters l r k and

a k

for each class k using Eqs. ( 5 . 4 )

and (5.5).
2. C'o~nputebias

B,,],k

for each nocle ( i , j, k ) using Eq. (5.23).

3. Initialize the network state using Ecl. (-5.27).

4. Select a node ( i , j , k ) .
5. Cornpute the net i ~ i p u tIi,,l,k of that node using Eq. (5.28).

6. Upclate the output

At,],k

of the node

(2,

j , b ) using Eq. (5.29).

7. Perform steps 4 to 6 on all nodes in the network selected sequentially.
S. Perfor~nsteps 4 to 7 until A E = 0.

Table 5.1: Algorithm for the deterministic relaxation strategy described in
Section 5.2.6.

these parameters, small changes in them do not affect the performance of the segmentation result. The order of neighborhood p defines the extent of receptive field of each
node in a label layer. Higher the value of p, higher the smoothing of the regions with
same texture. But at texture boundaries, high p rounds the corners. A small p leaves
misclassified regions in the output. Also, a very high value of p is meaningless because
neighborhood dependence of labels decreases as p increases.

5.2.7

Results and Discussion

A number of textured images are considered to study performance of the proposed classification scheme. The first set of images (Figs. 5.3a and b) is comprised of texture tiles.
I~nagesin the seco~ldcategory, which are from remote sensing, are same as those in Figs.
4.2a and b used in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. T h e results in each case show the original
image, the initial state of the network and the final classification result. The initial network state is also equivalent t o the result of Bayesian classification (using Eq. (5.35))

applied in the feature level without partiti011 and label competition processes.
Fig. 5.3a is an image of size 256 x 256 pixels consisting of tiles of four different
textures, two of them are nearly deterministic (dots and diamonds) and the other two,
stochastic in nature (sancl and pebbles). LVe have usecl 16 Gabor filters, having 2 differe~lt
bandwidths (a = 12.Fj arid 6.2.5), 2 frequencies ( w = 0.2 and 0.4) ancl 4 orientations (6'
= 0, 45, 90 a~lcl13.5 degrees) to characterize the image. constituting a 16-dimensional

feature vector for each pisel in the irnage. A training site consisting of 1000 pixels is used
for para~lleterestimation for each class. The initial classification is shown in Fig. 5.4a.
which is the result of applying Ecl. (5.2.5) on each pisel in the image. Fig. -5.41) slio~vs
the classificatioll result \vliich corresponds to the M A P probability using the prol~osed
scheme. In this case, we have usecl a gth order leig glib or hood system for the partition
process, and also usecl the values 1.0 and 10.0 for tlie parameters a ancl

P.

Classification

with the corlstrai~ltsatisfaction scheme shows significant improvement compared to the
results of the colnbined neural network schemes (Figs. 4.4a,b and 4.13a,b) described in
Chapter 4. There are no misclassified regions in the result using the proposed scheme.
Also, the proposed method has established the texture boundaries much more accurately
compared to the schemes presented in Chapter 4.
An image with size 256 x 256 pixels, consisting of five textures from Brodatz album
1171 is shown in Fig. 5.3b. Tiles of paper (upper left), beans (upper right), brick wall D95
(lower left), ra,ffia DS4 (lower right) and cork (middle) are used to generate the image.
In this case, we have used 17 Gabor filters with different parameters. The selection of
filters is done by visually inspecting the filtered images, so as to make out the filters which
characterize different textures in the image. The filter pxrameters are given in Table .5.2.
The training site selected for, each class consists of an area of 1000 pixels. T h e partition
process is applied to a neighborhood of order 9. Fig. 5.5a shows the initial classification.
Final classificatioll obtained using the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 5.5b. For this
image, we have used a = 1.0 and ,D = 5.0. The proposed scheme has correctly brought
out the classification of each textured region in this image. But due to the relatively
high value used for the order of neighborhood in the partition process, the boundaries
of the 'cork' texture (middle one in Fig. 5.3b) contain rounded corners. Use of smaller
neighborhoods may leave misclassified gaps in the output results.
Next two images are samples from remote sensing imagery. First image from this

Figure 5.3: Images containing texture tiles used for classification experiments in Section 5.2: (a) Image with 4 texture tiles. (b) Image with 5
texture tiles.

Figure 5.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.3a-usingthe constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial
network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.3: Images containing texture tiles used for classification experiments in Section 5.2: (a) Image with 4 texture tiles. (b) Image with 5
texture tiles.

Figure 5.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.3a using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial
network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.5: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.3b using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial
network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.6: Classification of Venus image in Fig. 4 . 2 ~using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.5: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.3b using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial
network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.6: Classification of Venus image in Fig. 4 . 2 ~using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding to initial network state. (b) Final classification result.

Table 5.2: Parameters of the Gabor filters used for classification of the
image in Fig. 5.3b. Total number of filters is 17.

category is the Magellan image of the Venus surface shown in Fig. 4 . 2 ~(in Chapter 4).
T h e image is of size 256 x 256, and it contairls two textures. The features are extracted
by using 4 Gabor filters and a training site of 200 pixels is used for the estimation of
model parameters for each class. The Gabor filter parameters are a = 0.125, w = 3.2,
and 8 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees. A 4th order neighborhood was used to characterize the
image partition. The initial and final classification results are shown in Figs. 5.6a and
b. In this case, the parameters a and ,B have taken the values 1.0 and 0.1 respectively.
T h e final classification result using the proposed scheme shows no misclassified regions in
contrast with the results in Figs. 4.7a and b produced by the method which combines
SOM and MLP models.
Band-2 IRS image shown in Fig. 4.2d containing four textures is used as next data for
.-

the experiments. In this case, we have used 36 Gabor filters (with parameters a = 6.25,
12.5 and 25, w = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8, and 0 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees) to extract the texture
features. A training site of 500 pixels are used for parameter estimation. A neighborhood
of order 6 was used for the partition process. Fig. 5.7a shows the initial classification.
Final classification result using the proposed scheme is given in Fig. 5.7b. T h e values
of a and

p used in the proposed network are 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. We compare the

performarlce of the proposed scheme on classifying the IRS image with the classification
result using inultilayer perceptron (MLP) shown in Fig. 4.8b. Visual comparison of the
segmentation results with the original image shows that the result from MLP breaks the
image into too many smaller regions, as it is not able to capture the texture regions as

Figure 5.7: Classification of IRS Band-2 image in Fig. 4.2d using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding
to initial network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.8: Classification of Band-3 image of IRS data: (a) Classification
using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2. (b) Classification
using MLP.

Figure 5.7: Classification of IRS Band-2 image in Fig. 4.2d using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2: (a) Classification corresponding
to initial network state. (b) Final classification result.

Figure 5.8: Classification of Band-3 image of

IRS data: (a) Classification

using the constraint satisfaction network in Section 5.2. (b) Classification
using MLP.

well as the proposed method.
To study the consistency of the proposed method, we have obtained tlie segmentation
results for the same image using band-3 data also, which are shown in Figs. 5.Sa and b
using the proposed alicl hILP methocls. sespectivel>. Result from the psol~oseclliiethod
(Fig. 5.Sa) has similar testured regions as for the band-:! clata (Fig. 5.'ib), since the image
is same. The differences are due to inadequacy of single band data for classification of
the complex texture pat terns.
It must he noted that tlie filial state corresponding to a mininlum energy is only locally
optimal, but as seen from the classification results, the local optimal st,ates thenlselves
would give good classification results in these cases.

However, the energy surface of

the network contains many local minima which may lead to misclassified regions in the
final results. This is true especially when the network is not initialized properly, as the
performance of tlie deterministic relaxation highly depends upon the initialization of the
state of the network. Since the feature formation process is used to initialize the network
state in the proposed scheme (see Eq. (5.25)), the statistical distribution used in the
feature formation process must be capable of providing adequate representation of the
texture features.
One method to solve the problem of local minima is to use a stochastic relaxation
strategy which may obtain a network state corresponding to the global minimum of the
energy function. Since the feature formation process decides the bias in each node of
the network (see Eq. (5.23)) which in turn shapes the energy surface of the network, a
stochastic relaxation by itself may not lead to an accurate classification of images. In
.-

such cases, one has to look for better statistical representations of texture features. We
discuss these issues in the next section.

5.3

Texture Classification using a Probabilistic Neural Network and a Stochastic Relaxation Neural
Network

4

We first describe important components of a generalized version of the proposed constraint satisfaction neural network model, along with certain guidelines to refine them for

obtaining better performance:

1. Selection of Gabor Filters: In our experiments, we have adopted two methods
for the selection of Gabor filters. One method is to select a large riurnber of filters
on an aclhoc basis, assuming that some of the filters give high response to different
textures in the image. Another way is to select the filters as a set of wavelet bases.
For the experiments described in the previous section, we have used the first niethocl.
This, in turn, makes the feature modelling relatively easy since the feature vectors of
different classes become distinct and highly separable. On the other hand, selection
of the filters as wavelet bases is a data-independent process, and hence the feature
modelling beconles nontrivial.

2. Feature Modelling by Feature Formation Process: A natural signal does
not obey any of the standard statistical distributions, and it is not possible t o
determine the underlying distribution of a natural signal. But success of the analysis
lies in the ability of how well we can approximate the true distribution. In the
previous section, we have considered a Gaussian model for defining the feature
distribution of each class, assuming that the feature vectors of each class form a
hypersphere in the Ill-dimensional feature space. This is suited for classes with
highly separable features. But when we reduce the complexity of feature extraction
(i.e., filter selection), models like a multivariate Gaussian distribution (assuming an
M-dimensional ellipsoid) or a Gaussian mixture distribution (assumin g there are a
number of distinct clusters for a given class) may provide better performance.

3. Relaxation Strategy: The deterministic relaxation method described in the previous section suffers from the drawback that the network may p r ~ v i d ea locally
optimal classification, whereas we would like to obtain a global minimum of the
energy function. In such cases, stochastic relaxation strategies yield much better
classification results corresponding to the globally optimal state of the network.

In this section, we propose a probabilistic neural network ( P N N ) as a Gaussian mixture
model for the texture features extracted using Gabor-wavelet filter bank. The feature
constraint thus generated and the label constraints obtained using partition and label
competition processes are represented on a Hopfield neural network model similar t o the
one used in the previous section. A stochastic relaxation strategy is used to obtain a
global minimum network state yielding a maximum a posterion' estimate of the optimal

classification. We also describe a training algorithm for PNN based on vector quantization
in order to reduce the de p endence of the complexity of PNN on the number of training
samples.

5.3.1

Feature Forillatioii Process: Feature Modelliiig using P N N

T h e Gaussian model and multivariate Gaussian model can be applied only to features
which are unimodal in nature. But in general, dispersion of the feature vectors for a
given class may be large and of any arbitrary shapes. Also, there can be more number of
clusters for Lac11 class, wllich may not be separable using these models. 111such cases, a
Gaussian mixture illode1 seems to be an appropriate choice. It is possible to capture this
model using a PNN.
T h e PNN model [I581 is based on Parzen's results on P D F estimators [129]. In order
to suit the framework of our problem, the description of the P N N given here is slightly
modified from that provided in [158], but the basic principle remains the same. PNN is a
three layer feedforward network consisting of input layer, a pattern layer and a summation
layer. T h e input layer contains M nodes to accept an M-dimensional feature vector. The
pattern layer consists of K pools of pattern units, where each pool k contains Sknumber
of pattern units. Here, I< is the number of classes and

Sk

= card(Rk) is the number of

training patterns for the class Ck. Each node in the pattern layer is connected from every
node in the input layer. The summation layer consists of K number of summation units,
one unit for each pool in the pattern layer. Pattern units of each kth pool in the pattern
layer is connected to the corresponding k t h summation unit in the summation layer. A
radial basis function and a Gaussian activation function are used for the pattern units.
For the summati011 units, a linear basis function and a linear activation function are used.
Fig. 5.9 shows the structure of the P N N model.
Training of the network consists of storing each training vector g,
the class Ck as the weight W,,k

(0

5 m < Sk)of

connecting the input layer and the m t h pattern unit in

the k t h pool of the pattern layer. The connection weight from each pattern unit in the k t h
pool and the summation unit for the kth class is assigned as

8.Note that the training is

a one-pass algorithm, and hence it is trivial in this case.

For any input vector g,, s E R, output of the m t h pattern unit belonging to kth pool

.-
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Figure 5.9: Structure of the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).

&

e-lbs-L"m~ki12/2u~~k,

is

wlierc a , , is a smoothing parameter for the Gaussian

activation function of that unit.
Output of k t h summation unit =

Output of the kth summation unit gives the probability of the feature vector y, of the
pixel s, given the label of that pixel is k. So, with our ilsual notations for the feature
formation process,

This relation means that the P N N represents the input feature subspace of each class

Ck as a Gaussian mixture distribution, where there are as many componerlts as the number
of training patterns for that class. Each component m of the mixture for class Ck is
represented by the m t h training vector ,
g

= W,,k

as the mean and a constant a:,, as

the variance.

5.3.2

A Poster2ori Probability Formulation and Neural Network
Represent at ion

The a posteriori probability P ( L , = kJG,,L,+,, VT E Nl, L, = l),, in this case is expressed
as the Gibbs distribution in Eq. (5.16) with the Gibbs energy,

The Hopfieltl network which is used to represent this energy function has a bias Bi,,,k
for each pixel s = ( i , j ) and for each class k given by,

T h e connection weights are given by Eq. (5.24) in the previous sectio11.
T h e computational co~~lplexity
of the bias estimation depends upon the nurnhel- of
classes and the lumber of training patterns per class. Number of pattern units in the
I<-1

pattern layer, which is eclual to

1 S k , increases

as the number of traini~lgpatterns

k=O

increases. This in turn increases the time taken for the bias estimation. Also, the accuracy
of the mixture model is decided by the smoothing parameters

cr,,k.

There are only adhoc

methods to estimate the parameters from the given data [157]. Moreover, the P N N cannot
be used to represent the feature space by a mixture of multivariate Gaussian functions. In
order to deal with these problems, we propose a modified architecture for the conventional
PNN.

5.3.3

Modified Probabilistic Neural Network Model

The proposed modificatiorl of PNN uses the principle of vector quantization. Consider
the feature subspace for a given class Ck consisting of Sk number of training patterns. A
vector quantizer is used to partition this feature subspace into Qk number of partition
regions

Rm,k,O

5 In <

Qk

- 1. The assumption here is that Q k <<

Sk.

Each pa r titi o n

Qk-1

Rm,k

is associated with a subset

Rm,k

of

flk

such that

U

Rm,k

= 01;and

Rm,k

n,,k

=

0

For each class Ck, we have used the Kohonen's Self-organizing Map (SOM) learning
algorithm [99, 1411 for vector quantization. The use of Kohonen's algorithm enables us to
overcome poor local minima of the distance measure even though it does not guarantee a
global minimum [177].
Consider a SOM (for a class C k )with M input nodes and an output layer arranged
as a 2-D lattice of nodes. Let 0 be the set of SOM output nodes and let us assume that
the number of compoilents Qk in the mixture for the class Ck is less than or equal to
c a r d ( 0 ) . The training of SOM is performed such that the network reaches an optimal

C

state corresponds to a distance measure

,2 where tVmqk is the iL1-

-V

m € O J -E ~ L
-

di~nensionalweight vector connectirig the input nocles arid a node m in the output layer
of SOM. At this stage, each node m in the output layer of SOhrI represents one partition
region

Rrn,k,

arid a set

of traini~igsite pisels is uniquely assigned to the node nz such

that every feature vector of the pixels in Om,k niakes the node m to win.
For a pixel s and label k , the feature forrnation process is espressed as a multivariate
Gaussian mixture given by,

where 7 is the transpose operation. In this, p m , k and

Cm,k

matrix of m t h component in the mixture for the class
T h e model paraineters

1

Pm,k

C

=-

Ck.

and C m V kfor each class Ck and for each coillponent n2 are

pm,k

estimated from the training site partition
Mean

are the mean ant1 the covariance

Rm,k

of that class as,

9s

S m ? k 3Enm,*

Covariance matrix

whereeach component

=

v,j,,,k

V2l,m,k

V22,m,k

-.

V2M,m,k

is the covariance of each elenlent g,(i) and g, ( j ) of g, E

and is estimated as,

Here,

Sm,k

=

the partition

card(flmtk)

which is equal to the number of training patterns belonging to

Rm,k.

The partitioning of

flk

into

is such that 0

5

Sm,k

a node m may not be winning for any training vector in

5

flk,

Sk.

This means that, ( 1 )

(2) it may win for only a

subset of training vectors in the training site of class k, or, (3) it may win for every training
vector in the training site. If

Sm,k

= 0, we simply omit that node from the parameter

estimation. However, when

Sm,k

= 1 for a node m , the covariance matrix

component will become meaningless and there is a chance that

Cm,k

for that

becomes singular. In

order to avoid this, we have adopted the following solution: Once the training of SOhI
is completecl, each output node m such that
is selected such that
y,, s E

and

Q,,,k

Qm,k

=

1V

-L

m <

/lLVq,k

Sm,k

-

= 1 is identified.

L V m , ~ ~ ~ v q E o - ~ T nand
l,

is reassigned to the node n , updating the partitions as,

Another node n
the feature vector

Qn,k

+ Qn,k U Q m , k

0. Then, the mean and covariance matrix of the component n is calculated

again based on the new partition.
With the nlodified P N N model for feature formation process, the Gibbs energy in Eq.
(5.16) corresponding to P ( L , = kJG',, L,+,, VI-E N i , L, = l),, is given by,

The Hopfield network which is used to represent this energy function has a bias

Bij,k

for each pixel s = (i, j) and for each class k given by,

and the connection weights given by Eq. (5.24) in the previous section. For the set of
experiments described in this section, a stochastic relaxation strategy based on simulated
annealing is used to attain a global minimum of the Gibbs energy, yielding M A P estimate
of the classification result.

5.3.4

Stochastic Relaxation using Siinulated Annealing

In a constraint satisfaction problem, we like to obtain a network state corresponding to the
global energy minimum. Unfortunately, the deterministic relaxation does not guarantee
the global minimum. This is due the property defined in Eq. (5.31), which means that
any state update makes the energy to decrease or remain same, but never t o increase.

So the prol~ahilityof a state change such that AE > 0 is zero in tile deterministic
relaxation. A common methocl to overcome this limitation is to use a stochastic update
of the states, which defines a non-zero probability to temporarily change the state towards
a higher energy state, leacling to an escape from a local minimum. Orie of the ivitlcly used
stochastic methocls is the simulated annealing [9,5]. Here, we describe this methocl applied
to the proposed neural network.
We call the set

K

= {A,,J,k,Vi,j, k) as the state of the network. Initially, each com-

ponent in the state of the network is randomized with a value in (0, 1). T h e simulatecl
annealing proceclure assumes that the probal~ilityof the network being in a state

ti

is

assumed obeying the Boltzrnnnn- Gibbs distribution,

where E(K)is the energy of the network at a state K. T is pseudo-temperature which controls updatior~of the states during the relaxation procedure. The probability of transition
from a state

AE,,,,,

~1

to another state

62

is derived from Eq. (5.43) as,

= E ( x 2 )- E ( K is
~ )the change of energy when the state changes from

r;l

to

~

2

T h e temperature term introduces uncertainty in evolving a stable state in the network. A high temperature means a high noise to the system which helps it to escape
from local minima and also prevents it from settling anywhere. Hence it does not make
fine discrimination anlong different energy states. At lower temperatures, convergence
becomes slower, making finer discrinlination among different energy states. At zero temperature, the network behaves exactly like the Hopfield network. The simulated annealing
procedure starts the state updation at high temperature and gradually decreases the temperature to a minimum value. This ensures that the system has the best chance of ending
in a state corresponding to the lowest energy minima with respect to a given network, no
matter what state it was started in.
T h e simulated annealing procedure sequentially updates each node selected a t random.

Let

r;l

and

KZ

be the states of the network before and after updating the output !l,,J,k(r~)

of a node (i, j , k) at n t h iteration. From the Hopfield energy function in Ey. (5.20), the

,

AE,,,,,

can be derived as [102, Cha p ter 21,

wliere, If,,,,r;(~,)is tlie net input of the node ( i , j, k ) at n t h iteration given Ily Eq. (-5.28)
and A,\,,,,k(n

+ 1) =

+

A , , l , k ( ~ ~1) - A,,,,k(n), cliange in the output of that node. The

probability of changing the output A,,,,k(n) of node (i, j , b ) is,

The output of tlie selected node is updated according to the probability of state transition given in Eq. (.5.46). Temperature T is initialized to a high value To. At each
temperature, the network state is updated until thermal equilibrium occurs at that temperature. At that instance, the temperature is reduced using an annealing schedule and
the state updation is continued in that temperature. For our experiments, the exponential
decay,

is used as the annealing schedule to get a new temperature: Here,

T

is the decay time

constant. Annealing and subsequent state updations are continued until the temperature
is reduced to a small value. At that instant, the image classification is interpreted from
the label of each pixel given as,
Label of the pixel (i, j) = m a ~ U , , ~ , ~
k

(5.48)

where Ui,j,k is the net input of the node (i, j, k) corresponding to the final state of network.
Different steps in the simulated annealing are given in Table 5.3.

5.3.5

Results and Discussion

Texture classification experiments are described here to show the efficacy of the constraint
satisfaction neural network which uses Gabor wavelets for feature extraction, P N N for
feature formation process and the simulated annealingfor relaxation. The images used
here are those consisting of texture tiles. We conlpare the performance of the proposed
method with the scheme discussed in Section 5.2 (which uses Gaussian model for Gabor

1. Esti~rraternoclel para~netersof the feature formation process for eaclr
class.

2. Compute bias

Bi,j,k

for each node ( i , j ,b ) .

3. Initialize the rletwork state randomly.
4 . Set temperature T to To.
5 . Select a nocle (i, j , k ) .
6 . Compute the net input

Ui,j,k

of that node using Eq. ( 5 . 2 8 ) .

7 . Compute the probability P ( n l

+ ~ 2 of)

changing the output of the nocle

( i , j , b ) using Eq. ( 5 . 4 6 ) .
8 . Change the output

Ai,j,k

of the node ( i , j , k ) if P ( n l

4

n2) >

R A N D ( O . 0 , l . O ) where R A N D ( x , y ) is a function generating a random
number between a: and y .

9. Perform steps 5 to 8 on all nodes in the network selected randomly.
10. Perform steps 5 to 9 until the network reaches thermal equilibrium a t
that temperature.

.- .

11. Reduce the temperature T using Eq. ( 5 . 4 7 ) .
12. Perform steps 5 to 1 1 until T

0.

13. Interpret the classification result using Eq. ( 5 . 4 8 ) .
Table 5.3: .4lgorithm for the stochastic relaxation strategy described in
Section 5.3.4.

features and a deterministic relaxation strategy) and also with a multivariate Gaussiari
model for feature vectors. We also compare the conventional and modified PNN moclels
on the basis of the accuracy of classification results and the time taken for bias estimation.
For the esperiments with co~lvelltionalPNN, we have usecl a constarlt value of
all components

771

a,,,k

for

ancl for all classes Ck.

An image shown in Fig. 5.10a consisting of four tiles of Broclatz testures is used as
the first data for the experiments. The image is of size 256 x 256. The textures in this
image are cork D4 (upper left), pellets (upper right), beans (lower left) alicl wire gauss
D l (lower right). The Gallor wavelet bank used for extracting features from this image.
consists of S filters derived from a mother wavelet of a = 25, u = 0.2 using two scales
(y =

3 and 4, with wavelengths of 1 . 2 . 5 ~and 0 . 6 2 5 ~pixels/cycle) and four rotations

( 0 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees). This constitutes an 8-dimensional feature vector for
each pixel. T h e training site selected for this image consists of 200 pisels per class, ancl
this makes it necessary to have 800 nodes in the pattern layer of the converltional PNN.
When the scheme in Section 5.2 is applied on this image, we have obtained the result as
shown in Fig. 5.11a. Fig. 5.12a shows the classification result obtained when we used
the constraint satisfaction network with a multivariate Gaussian distribution for feature
model. T h e classification results using the proposed scheme with conventional PNN for
the feature formation process are shown in Fig. 5.12b for a,,k = 0.0005 and in Fig. 5 . 1 2 ~
for a,,,, = 0.005. Finally, when we used the modified PNN for the feature formation
process, the constraint satisfaction model has given the classification result shown in Fig.
5.12d. For all the experiments, we have used a 6th order partition process.
Another image shown in Fig. 5.10b containing five Brodatz texturE tiles (raffia D l 8

-

upper left, brick wall D95 - upper right, beans - lower left, straw - lower right, and burlap

-

middle) was used for classification studies. Gabor wavelets used for feature extraction from
this image consists of 8 filters with the same parameters as in the previous experiment.
The training site per class contains 1000 pixels, and hence the total number of pattern
layer units in the conventional PNN becomes 5000. With the scheme in Section 5.2 applied
on this image, the result shown in Fig. 5.11b is obtained. The result when a multivariate
. classification
Gaussian is used for feature formation process is shown in Fig. 5 . 1 3 ~ ~The
results with the conventional PNN for feature formation process are shown in Figs. 5.13b
and c for

a,,k

values of 0.001 and 0.01 respectively. Fig. 5.13d gives the result with the

Figure 5.10: Images containing texture tiles used for classification experiments described in Section 5.3.5: (a) Image with 4 texture tiles. (b) Image
with 5 texture tiles.

Figure 5.11: Classification of the images given in Figs. 5.10a and b using the
scheme described in Section 5.2 which employs Gaussian model for Gabor
features and a deterministic relaxation.

Figure 5.10: Images containing texture tiles used for classification experiments described in Section 5.3.5: (a) Image with 4 texture tiles. (b) Image
with 5 texture tiles.

Figure 5.11: Classification of the images given in Figs. 5.10a and b using the
scheme described in Section 5.2 which employs Gaussian model for Gabor
features and a deterministic relaxation.

--.

Figure 5.12: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.10a using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.3 with stochastic relaxation and with a
feature formation process based on : (a) Multivariate Gaussian distribution. (b) PNN with
a,,k

a,,k

= 0.0005 (mixture of Gaussians). (c) PNN with

= 0.005 (mixture of Gaussians). (d) Modified PNN model (mixture of

multivariate Gaussians).

(dl
.-.

Figure 5.12: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.10a using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.3 with stochastic relaxation and with a
feature formation process based on : (a) Multivariate Gaussian distribution. (b) PNN with
um,k= 0.005

a,,k

= 0.0005 (mixture of Gaussians). (c) PNN with

(mixture of Gaussians). (d) Modified PNN model (mixture of

multivariate Gaussians).

Figure 5.13: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.10b using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.3 with stochastic relaxation and with a
feature formation process based on : (a) Multivariate Gaussian distribution. (b) PNN with

u,,k

= 0.001 (mixture of Gaussians). (c) P N N with

am,$= 0.01 (mixture of Gaussians). (d) Modified P N N model (mixture of
multivariate Gaussians).

Figure 5.13: Classification of the image in Fig. 5.10b using the constraint
satisfaction network in Section 5.3 with stochastic relaxation and with a
feature formation process based on : (a) Multivariate Gaussian distribution. (b) PNN with
u,,k

a,,k

= 0.001 (mixture of Gaussians). (c) PNN with

= 0.01 (mixture of Gaussians). (d) Modified PNN model (mixture of

mu1tivariate Gaussians).

modified P N N used for the Gaussian mixture n~odelli~lg
of feature vectors. A .3'd order
partition process is used for all experiments on this image.
It can be seen that the scheme discussed in Section 5.2, which employs Gaussian model
for feature formation process and a deterministic strategy for relaxation. fails to accurately
classify these images when the features extracted using Gabor wavelets are employed. The
results shown in Figs. 5.1 l a and b contain several misclassified regions. Tliere are mainl~.
two reasons for tliis: (1) The Gaussian model used in the feature formati011 process is
inadequate to approximate the distribution underlying the Gabor wavelet features, ancl
(2) The deterministic relaxation strategy employed in the network fails to attain a globalI~~
optimal classification of the image, since the network settles in a local m i n i ~ n u ~ nThe
.
proposed scheme which uses Gaussiail mixture model and stocliastic relaxation provides
much accurate classificatiori of the given images.

A nuinber of observations can be made from the classification results. An important
aspect is the dependence of the smoothing parameters of the conventiorlal PNN on the
classification accuracy. This is obvious if we compare the results in Figs. 5.12b and c
for the first image, and in Figs. 5.13b and c for the second image. Another important
observation is the superiority of Gaussian mixture distributions implemented using the
conventional and modified PNN models over the multivariate Gaussian distribution. The
multivariate Gaussian is not able to capture perfectly the distribution of the specific
features of these images compared to the proposed Gaussian mixture models.
The tiine requireinents for bias estimation in each case using conventional and modified

P N N are given in Table 5.4. This shows that the modified P N N model takes very less time
.-

~

compared to the conventional P N N for estimating the bias of the constraint satisfaction
network. Annealing parameters used for these experiments are To = 10000 and

T

= 10.0.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the texture classification as a constraint satisfaction
problem dealing with different domain-specific knowledge as the constraints. We have also
proposed constraint satisfaction neural network models for texture classification. Two
image-specific constraints, namely, feature-label interaction and label-label interaction.
were used by the network model. For the formulation of feature-label interaction using

Image

Fig. .5.10a

Class

Trailling site

X:

size S k

1

200

17

2

200

20

3

200

11

4

200

15

1

1000

No. of mixture

Bias estimation time (mirl)

compone~ltsQ k Conventional PNN

2
1000
Fig. 5.10b
3
1000
4

1000

15

5

1000

12

Modified PNN

73.18

9.68

439.26

2 1.44

Table 5.4: Time taken for estimating the bias of the constraint satisfaction
network in different cases using the conventional and modified P N N models.

the feature formation process, we have used two different distributions - Gaussian model
and Gaussian mixture model. Gaussian mixture model was achieved by a probabilistic
neural network which we have modified by incorporating a learning scheme using the
vector quantization principle. The label-label interaction constraint was defined by the
partition process and label competition process. These image-specific constraints were
represented on a constraint satisfaction neural network model based on Hopfield network,
with suitable relaxation algorithms. We have also described important components of
this model along with certain guidelines t o refine them.
In the domains like remote sensing, we obtain the.image data in different bands of
electromagnetic spectrum and a collection of these images are called the multispectral
imagery. The multispectral knowledge combined with textural information is much powerful in discriminating various land cover types in the imagery [87]. In the next chapter,
we describe neural network models for the classification of remotely sensed images based
on the underlying textural and multispectral information.

Chapter 6
Texture-based Approaches for Multispectral
Image Classification
6.1

Introduction

An important feature of remote sensing is the multispectral nature of the image data. A
multispectral imagery consists of a collection of images of a specific region obtained from
different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum using the scanners aboard a satellite.
Incorporation of nlultispectral knowledge in the classification of imagery makes it efficient
since the response of each land cover type will be different for different spectral bands

~71.
Generally, in the images captured using medium- and high-resolution sensors, each
land cover type appears as texture-like patterns which may be different from those of
other land classes. In the analysis of such images, classifications based only on multispectral pixel information are usually inefficient to discriminate different land cover classes.
One has to use both spectral and textural information to provide better accuracy in
.
can be utilized to discriminate land types which
classification. Multispectral .-knowledge

have similar textural properties and different spectral responses. Similarly, the textural
information discriminates the classes which have similar spectral responses, but dissimilar
textural patterns. We assume that the land types which have similar spectral as well as
textural properties belong to same class.
In this 'chapter, two neural network approaches are presented for classification of the
multispectral images based on the underlying textural and spectral information. T h e
texture feature extraction is performed by a set of Gabor filters. Each spectral image is
filtered using the Gabor functions and the resulting feature vectors are concatenated to
obtain the feature vector representing each pixel in the multispectral imagery. In the first

approach, we use an hilLP for the classification of Landsat TbI imagery based on Gabor
features. We show the noise-immunity of the Gabor filters in estracting features frorn
noisy multispectral imagery. The second approach uses a constraint satisfactioil neural
network model (similar to the one described in the previous chapter). The joint probability
of the extracted features is modelled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution using the
feature formation process, the parameters of which are estimated from the features of
pixels in the training sites. The label constraints defined by the partition process (Section
5.2.2) ancl label competition process (Section 5.2.3) are usecl as additioiial knowledge
to the system. These constraints are represented on a Hopfield letw work. A stochastic
relaxation mechanism is used to find the global minimum of the network energy, which
yields the optimal classification of the given imagery. For our experiments, we have used
the Landsat T M images as well as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images. SAR images are
characterized hy both multispectral and multipolar behavior. In the discussions hereafter,
the term multispectral images includes both multispectral and multipolar images frorn
SAR.
Consider the textured multispectral imagery Tn designated by a domain R = {(i, j ) , 0

5

i < I , 0 5 j < J) of pixel positions. Let the number of bands used in the imagery he

B. T h e b th band image is denoted by TbTn.Let %,$,s E R be the random variable corresponding to the gray level value of the pixel s in the bth band image and can take any
integer value in the range (0,. . . ,255). Assume the gray value of a pixel s t o be
instantiation of

K,,. A set of MI-dimensional feature vectors

Igb,, E R"",

yb,,

as an

Vs E R}, gener-

ated by Gabor filtering is used t o characterize the image Tbqn.
This means that the Gabor
filter bank used to extract features from Tb,nconsists of MI number of filters. Each pixel
s in the entire imagery Tn is represented by an M-dimensional vector g, = ISl yb,, where
b

M = BM1 and

denotes vector concatenation. Other notations used in this chapter

remain same as those used in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the use of MLP for classification of multispectral texture tiles of Landsat T M imagery. Use of the constraint
satisfaction network model is described in Section 6.3 where we also provide performance
of the proposed scheme on classifying different images from SIR-C/X-SAR [S9].

Multispectral Texture Classification using Multilayer Perceptron Network
In this section, we describe the use of an MLP for the classification of rnultispectral
textures. The nlultispectral textural features are extracted as described in the previous
section. The network consists of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer.
of Gabor feature
Input layer corltai~lshl number of riocles (where h.I is the di~rle~lsiori
space) and the output layer contains Ir' number of nodes (where Ii is the number of
classes). T h e testure class labels are assumed to be known a priori and hence error
backpropagation algorithm [I471 is used for training the network with g,, Vs E i l k a.s the
input training patterns for each class Ck and with the patterns representing the class
index as corresponding target patterns. During the image classification phase, texture
features at each pixel in the imagery are applied to the network and depending on the
output, the pixel is assigned to one of the classes. If the outputs are not distinguishable
from one another or if the outputs are less than a particular threshold, the pixel is labelled
as unclassified.

Results and Discussion
Performance of the proposed scheme is illustrated on the multispectral imagery from
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) consisting of three spectral bands, namely, band-2,
band-3 and band-4. The false-color image containing band-2 as red channel, band-3 as
green channel and band-4 as blue channel is shown in Fig. 6.la. The image is of size 256
x 256 and contains four different texture tiles. We name the texture classes as T1, T2,

T 3 and T4. For this image, the classification using single as well as multiband data are
compared. In the case of single band data, the feature extraction stage consists of a set
of Gabor filters having 3 different bandwidths, 3 frequencies and 4 orientations (0, 45, 90
and 135 degrees). Output of this filter bank constitutes a 36-dimensional feature vector
for each pixel in the image. Classification result in this case is shown in Fig. 6.lb.
In the case of multiband data, it was found adequate .to
- use a smaller number of Gabor
filters. We have used four filters with different orientations (0, 4.5, 90 and 135 degrees),

but with single frequency and bandwidth. Features from each of the three spectral band

Figure 6.1: Classification of multispectral textures from remote sensing using Gabor features and MLP: (a) False-color Landsat TM imagery containing 4 textures. (b) Classification using single band (band-3) image.
(c) Classification using 3 bands imagery. (b) Classification using 3 bands
imagery when 2dB noise is added to imagery.

Figure 6.1: Classification of multispectral textures from remote sensing using Gabor features and MLP: (a) False-color Landsat T M imagery containing 4 textures. (b) Classification using single band (band-3) image.
(c) Classification using 3 bands imagery. (b) Classification using 3 bands
imagery when 2dB noise is added to imagery.
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Figure 6.2: Graph showing the variation of mean squared error with number
of training epochs in the classification of Landsat TM data in Fig. 6.la using
Gabor filters and MLP.
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Table 6.1: Distance matrices of the feature vectors for (a) Band-3 Landsat
TM data. (b) 3 bands of Landsat TM data.

images are extracted and concatenated together. Hence we have a 12-dimensional feature
vector in the case of multiband data. The classification result in this case is given in Fig.
6 . 1 ~ .It can be seen that the classifier performance using multiband data is much superior
to that obtairied using sirigle band data. The complexity of classification process is shown
as the distance matrices

i11

Tables 6.la and b for each of these cases giving the average

interclass and intraclass distances. This shows the separability of multispectral features
compared to the features from single band data.
To demonstrate noise immunity of the scheme, Gaussian noise is added to each of the
spectral images and the classification experiments are performed by usiiig the features
extracted from these noisy images. Performance of the scheme in classifying tlie noisy
image is shown in Fig. 6.ld for a 2dB noise added to each spectral image. This result
closely resembles tlie result in Fig. 6.lc, and shows the robustness of Gabor filters in
extracting textural features from noisy multispectral images. The learning performance
in each case is shown in Fig. 6.2 as the variation of mean-squared error with respect to the
training epochs. The fluctuations in the energy curve for single band data in contrast with
that of multiband data indicate the inadequacy of single band information in classifying
the images from remote sensing. The number of hidden layer nodes used in the network
is 12.
But this feature-specific method fails in classifying many complex images from remote
sensing. For instance, consider a false-color SIR-C/X-SAR image given in Fig. 6.3d which
contains 4 land cover types. In this image, each land type is characterized with nonstationary textures and with gradual texture transitions. Fig. 6.4,shows the classification
of this image using an MLP with the features extracted from Gabor wavelets created by
rotating ( 8 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees) and scaling (7 = 3 and 4) a mother wavelet of w

= 0.2 and a = 25. As can be seen, the MLP is not able to classify the textured regions
present in the image. The classification result looks as if the original textural patterns
present in the image are reproduced in the output.
In order obtain significant improvement in the classification of such complex images,
we have used a constraint satisfaction neural network which exploits the image-specific
constraints apart from the multispectral and textural information. We describe this neural
network model in the next section.

Figure 6.3:

SIR-C/X-S AR false-color images Ilsed for classification experi-

ments: (a) Image containing texture tiles (5 classes). (b) A region from
Mount Pinatubo, Philippines (2 classes). ( c) A region from Flevoland,
Netherlands (4 classes). (d) A region from the site of the lost city of Ubar,

S. Oman (4 classes).

Figure 6.3: SIR-C/X-SAR false-color images used for classification experiments: (a) Image containing texture tiles (5 classes). (b) A region from
Mount Pinatubo, Philippines (2 classes). (c) A region from Flevoland,
Netherlands (4 classes). (d) A region from the site of the lost city of Ubar,
S. Oman (4 classes).

Figure 6.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d using Gabor features
and MLP.

6.3

Multispectral Texture Classification using the Cona

straint Satisfaction Network Model
In this section, we describe the use of a constraint satisfaction neural network model
(similar to that in Chapter 5) to classify multispectral textures based on the features
extracted using Gabor wavelets. The classification model is a hierarchical one consisting
of the feature formation process, partition process (Section 5.2.2) and competition process
(Section 5.2.3).
+.

6.3.1

Feature Formation Process

For the studies.described here, we have used a multivariate Gaussian distribution to
represent the feature formation process. This is given by,

In this equation, the mean pk and the covariance matrix Ck me the model parameters of
the feature vector distribution for the class Ck.Eq. (6.1) can also be written as,

Figure 6.4: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d using Gabor features
and MLP.
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(similar to that in Chapter 5) to classify multispectral textures based on the features
extracted using Gabor wavelets. The classification model is a hierarchical one consisting
of the feature formation process, partition process (Section 5.2.2) and competition process
(Section 5.2.3).
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6.3.1

Feature Formation Process

For the studies. described here, we have used a multivariate Gaussian distribution to
represent the feature formation process. This is given by,

In this equation, the mean pk and the covariance matrix Ck are the model parameters of
the feature vector distribution for the class Ck.Eq. (6.1) can also be written as,

T h e model parameters

pk

and C k for each class Ck are estimated from the training

site i-21;of that class,
Mean

1
pk = -

Sk

x

g8

8ERk

Covariance Matrix

Ck =

V2lk

~ i j kis

.. .

VM2k

...

1

V 2 ~ k

.......................
VMlk

where each component

V22k

"'%IM I;

the covariance of each element g,(i) and g,(j) of y, and is

estimated as,

Here, Sk = c a r d ( R k ) .

6.3.2

A Posteriori Probability Formulation and Neural Network
Represent at ion

The a posteriori probability, P ( L , = k(G,,L,+,,Vr E N I , L, =

of the classification

model is written as the Gibbs distribution similar to one in Eq. (5.16) where the Gibhs
energy is,

for each
The Hopfield network which represents this energy function has the bias BiYjyk
node (i, j , E) given by7

where s =

(2,

j).

A stochastic relaxation procedure based on the simulated annealing given in Sectio~l
5.3.4 is used to find a global minimum energy state of the network.
To compare the performance of the proposed method on classifying the multispectral
i~nagesusing textural and spectral information, we have conducted experiments to classify
the given imagery in terms of textural information only (by using single band image)
as well as spectral information only (by using raw multispectral image without Gabor
filtering). In the first case, {gb,,,Vs} is used as the feature vector set when a single band.
say b, is used for classification. The B-dimensional feature vector y, = {yb,,,0

5 b < B}

is used as feature for each pixel s in the second case, which is a pixel-based multispectral
classification approach.

6.3.3

Results and Discussion

The Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C and X-Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) [89]
of NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory illuminates Earth with microwaves allowing detailed
observations at any time, regardless of weather or sunlight conditions. SIR-C/X-SAR
acquires images in three microwave bands, namely, L-band (24 cm), C-band (6 cm) and
X-band (3 cm) with four linear polarization states, namely, horizontal transmit horizontal receive (HH), horizontal transmit vertical receive (HV), vertical transmit horizontal
receive (VH) and vertical transmit vertical receive (VV).

A number of images from SIR-C/X-SAR are considered to study the performance of
the proposed classification scheme. The first imagery (Fig. 6.3a) is created by concatenating different multispectral texture tiles. The other imageries (Figs. 6.3b, c and d )
are characterized with undefined texture boundaries and unknown texture models. T h e
results in each case show the original image, classification result by using the proposed
classification scheme, results when each single band data is used for classification (without
multispectral information) and the result when classification is performed using the raw
imagery (without texture features).
Fig. 6.3a shows the false color image of a three channel imagery with size 256 x 256
pixels consisting of five multispectral texture tiles. To extract texture features from each
spectral images, a filter bank consisting of S Gabor filters is used. These are derived from a

mother wavelet of a = 35 and w = 0.3 by using two scales (y = 3 and 4, with wavelellgths
of 1 . 2 5 and
~ 0 . 6 2 5 ~pixels/cycle) and four orientations (0 = 0, 45, 90, and 13.5 degrees).
The concatenation results in a 24-dimensional feature vector to characterize each pixel
in the 3-bands imagery. Fig. 6.*5ashows the classification using the proposecl scheme.
Results of using only single band information are given in Figs. 6.6a. b and c with red.
green and blue cliannels respectively of the false color image. Result when the image is
classified by using only multispectral information is shown in Fig. 6.6d. The classification
result in Fig. 6.5a shows the performance of the proposed scheme on the image containing
multispectral texture tiles. It indicates the ability of the scheme in correctly classifying
the class regions and in locating the class boundaries with a fairly good accuracy. I11
contrast, the schemes which use either textural information alone (Figs. 6.6a, b and c) or
multispectral information alone (Fig. 6.6d) are not able to capture the behavior of each
class. There are many misclassified regions in these results.
The next data used for experiments consists of the imagery of a region extracted from
the area around Mount Pinatubo in Philippines. The false color image shown in Fig.
6.3b consists of L-band HH return in red, L-band HV return in green and C-band HV
return in blue. The imagery gives the regions affected with ash deposit during volcano
eruptions. For supervised classification, we identified two texture classes in the imagery
- the ash area and the underlying rock regions. The Gabor filters used for this imagery

are same as those of the previous experiment. Fig. 6.5b shows multispectral textural
classification using the proposed scheme. Single band texture classification results are
shown in Figs. 6.7a, b and c with red, green and blue channels, respectively. Fig. 6.7d
shows the multispectral classification without texture features. It can be seen from the
result given in Fig. 6.5b that the proposed scheme which uses both multispectral and
textural features clearly brings out the two different classes present in the image.
Three frequency imagery of Flevoland, The Netherlands, is used as the third data for
~ made by using
the classification experiments. The false coIor image shown in Fig. 6 . 3 was
L-band total power in red, C-band total power in green and X-band VV return in blue
channels. The number of classes selected in the image is four with forest region (upper
right part of the image), urban area (upper left), water body (middle area) and bare soil
in the agricultural land (lower part of the image). We have used 2 Gabor filters per band
(with a = 1.5, w = 3.2, 7 = 0 and 0 = 0, 90 degrees), constituting 6-dimensional feature

Figure 6.5:. Classification using combined textural and multispectral information: (a) Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3a. (b) Classification of
the image in Fig. 6.3b. (c) Classification of the image in Fig. 6 . 3 ~ . (d)
Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d.
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Figure 6.5: Classification using combined textural and multispectral information: (a) Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3a. (b) Classification of
the image in Fig. 6.3b. (c) Classification of the image in Fig. 6 . 3 ~ . (d)
Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d.
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Figure 6.6: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3a using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information done (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.
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Figure 6.6: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3a using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Figure 6.7: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3b using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Figure 6.7: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3b using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

vector for each pixel in the imagery. The classification using proposed scheme is provided
in Fig. 6 . 5 ~ .Classification results using red, green and blue channels of false color image
are shown in Figs. 6.Sa, b and c respectively and multispectral pixel classification is shown
in Fig. G.Sd. TIie results shown in Figs. 6.Sa, b, c and d break the imagery into too m a y
smaller regions, which indicates the inadequacy of multispectral or tex tural information
alone in describing the land cover types. In contrast with this, the result in Fig. 6..5c,
which combines these two information, gives a fairly acceptable classification of the given
imagery.
Fig. 6.3d shows the false color radar image of the region around the site of the lost
city of Ubar in Southern Oman. The components are L-band HH as red, L-band H V
as green and C-band HH as blue. The imagery is assumed to have four classes. We
detail these classes as follows: T h e region in the lower part of iniage shown i n prominent
magenta color is a region of large sand dunes. The green area in the upper right part of
the image is rough lime stone rock and the upper left white region is a dry stream bed
(wadi). T h e sandy area which lies in between the lime stone rocks and the sand dunes
has similar spectral properties as that of sand dunes, but different textural properties.
T h e transition from this sandy area to sand dune region is not clearly defined and this
makes the segmentation difficult for these two classes. For this imagery, we have used

8 Gabor filters per band having same parameters as those for the first imagery. Fig.
6.5d shows t h e classification based on multispectral- textural information. Figs. 6.9a to
6.9d show the results using red channel, green channel, blue channel and raw imagery
respectively. There are two notable aspects of these results. The proposed scheme, the
result of which is shown in Fig. 6.5d, has classified the sand dune region well, although
the textural pat terns present in that region are nonstationary. Moreover, the algorithm
has been able to clearly locate the boundary between sandy area and the region of sand
dunes. These are the major achievements in the result, while the classification using
either of the multispectral and textural information is not able to achieve this and the
corresponding results contain many spurious misclassified regions.
Different parameters used for the classification experiments of each imagery are shown
in Table 6.2. From the classification results, it can be inferred by visual observation that
the results using multispectral and textural features represent the true segmentation of
the original image in a better manner compared to the results with either multispectral

Figure 6.8: Classification of the image in Fig. 6 . 3 using
~
textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Figure 6.8: Classification of the image in Fig. 6 . 3 ~
using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Figure 6.9: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Figure 6.9: Classification of the image in Fig. 6.3d using textural information alone (a,b, and c) and multispectral information alone (d): (a) Classification using the red channel image. (b) Classification using the green
channel image. (c) Classification using the blue channel image. (d) Classification using the raw imagery.

Table 6.2: Different parameters for texture classification experiments using
the constraint satisfaction network model

information alone or textural information alone.

6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented two neural network approaches for supervised classification and segmentation of textured multispectral images from remote sensing. The main
aim here was to study the use of neural network models for the efficient classification of
multispectral images by incorporating both textural and multispectral information. Specific issues of processing the textures in remote sensed images were addressed by using
the feature extraction based on Gabor filters. In the first method, we have used a multilayer perceptron to classify the Gabor features extracted from the multispectral imagery.
We have experimentally shown the capability of Gabor filters to extract texture features
from noisy rnttltispectral imagery. Since the scheme has used only feature dependent
knowledge, it was not able to accurately classify complex images from remote sensing.
T h e second. method has used a Hopfield network to represent different knowledge
regarding the image classification system. In this case, we have used Gabor wavelets for
feature extraction. A stochastic relaxation strategy has been used to find the optimal
classification of the imagery by achieving the global minimum of the network. A number
of textured images from SIR-C/X-SAR were used to demonstrate the performance of
this method. It can be observed from the classification results that the utilization of
texture features as well as the multispectral features can provide much better performance
compared t o the classification based on either texture features or multispectral features.

Chapter 7
Neural Network Models for Unsupervised
Texture Segmentation
7.1

Introduction

Methods based on supervised segmentation and classification assume that the numbel.
and types of textures in the image are known a priori. This necessitates a set of training
sites from the image to compute the model parameters for different classes. On the other
hand, some methods perform unsupervised segmentation of textures, without making any
assumption regarding the number of textures in the image [6S]. Some times, it becomes
necessary to use unsupervised methods on natural images. Main reason for this is the
difficulty in identifying the number of classes present in the image, mainly due to the lack
of ground truth. Another reason is the difficulty in selecting the training vectors for each
class.
This chapter describes the use of neural network architectures for segmenting the
textured images in an unsupervised manner.

First method described in Section 7.2

achieves texture segmentation through the unsupervised classification of image regions.
This method uses a modified Hopfield network for representing the classification constraints. The constraint regarding the feature-label interaction is expressed in terms of
a vector

Together with the other constraints, namely the partition process

and label competition process, this is represented on a constraint satisfaction neural network, and a deterministic relaxation method is used to evolve the minimum energy state.
T h e relaxation strategy is modified to include the learning in the vector quantization.
In Section 7.3, we describe the theory of a segmentation scheme based on texture edge
detection. Here, we present the segmentation as a constrained edge detection problem
which can be represented on a constraint satisfaction neural network model. l i e describe

two constraints, namely feature-edge interact ion and edge-edge interaction, regarding the
given image. In contrast with the first method which segments the image through classification, this method uses a boundary-based approach where the primary aim is to detect
the texture edges in order to achieve the image segmentation.

7.2

Unsupervised Texture Segmentation using Vector Quantization and a Deterministic Relaxation
Neural Network

In this section, we describe a method for the unsupervised classification ant1 segmentation of image textures based on vector quantization and a constraint satisfactioil neural
network with a deterministic relaxation strategy. The scheme uses the texture features
extracted by 2-D Gabor filters arranged as a set of wavelet bases. We define a feature
quantization process which uses vector quantization principles to encode the Gabor fea-

tures in the feature space. T h e probability of partitioning the feature space using the
vector quantizer (VQ) is modelled as Gibbs distribution. It defines the feature-label interaction, and is analogous to the feature formation process used in the previous chapters.
T h e label-label interaction is defined by using the partition process and label competition
process (Chapter 5).
We use a constraint satisfaction model similar to the Hopfield network to represent
these co~lstraints.We also describe a deterministic relaxation algorithm for this network.
The state of the network and the codevectors of VQ are iteratively adjusted using this
relaxation procedure such that the energy of the overall system decreases gradually. The
process of updating is continued till there is no more energy change. T h e final equilibrium
state of VQ provides the state corresponding to the maximum a posteriori probability
leading t o an optimal classification of the textured image. A cluster validity measure based
on modified Hubert index [45] is used to decide the number of texture classes in the image.
Unlike other unsupervised methods [86] which depend only on the feature vector of each
pixel to label it, the proposed method uses not only the feature-dependent knowledge but
also a number of image-specific constraints as addiiion.al information. This improves the
performance of the texture classification scheme significantly. We follow same notations

as those used in Chapter 5. In what follows, we describe the feature quantizatiori process
and the neural network representation of the classification constraints.

7.2.1

Feature Quantization Process

The feature qua~itizationprocess describes the partitioning of the hf-dimensional feature
space into a set of disjoint regions {Rk, 0

< k < K ) by means of VQ principles.

I11 general.

VQ is a system for approximating a set of input vectors into a finite number of codevectors [.59]. VQ partitions the given feature space into number of clusters, arid computes
iteratively the cluster centroids (codevectors) of the feature vectors in an urisupervisecl
fashion. T h e use of VQ

i11

image classification is well known in the literature [32, 1271.

A vector qua~itizerQ is defined as a mapping from the Euclidian hf-dimensional space

nMinto a finite set C = {pk,0 5 k < 1 ' ) of points in nM.The set C is called codebook.
Each element pk E C is called a codevector, and it represents the partition region R k .
VQ can be viewed as a multidimensional optimization problem in which the distance
between the source vectors and the codevectors should be minimized [177]. A d' stance
function d(y,,pk) is defined as the cost of assigning a feature vector g, with the label

k of the region Rk. An optimal VQ minimizes the average distance. Two necessary
conditions for optimal VQ are the nearest neighbor condition for the partition of regions
and the centroid condition for codevector estimation [107]. The former ensures that each
feature vector g, is mapped to the nearest codevector, thus defining a partition region
RI = {g E

nM

gk)< d(g, pI),V l # k}. The centroid condition defines each pk as

CgERk
g, where IRk( is the number of
centroid of vectors in the region Rk, hence pk = 1
IRk I
patterns in the region Rk.
We represent the state of VQ by the set S = {a,, Vs E

Q),with a, = k , for g,

E Rk.

Considering the process of determining the state S as a finite state Markov chain [177],
the joint probability distribution of state is modelled as Gibbs distribution given by

CkCgERk
d(g, p k ) is the average distance and 2, is a normalization conthat CvsP(S)= 1. Assuming that feature points falling in disjoint partition

where D(S) =
stant such

regions are generated by independent random processes, the probability P(y, E R k ) of

assigning a label b to a feature vector g, is written as [143],

where Z j is given by

E l e - d ( g m p l ) . This probability is equivalent to the joint probabilitj.

of assigning a feature vector and a label for the pixel s. That is, P(g, E R k ) = P(G', =
g,, L, = k). So the conditional probability P(G, = g,l L, = k ) can be expressed as

The random process defined by P(G, I L,) is called feature quantization process.
Choice of the distance function determines the performance of VQ in terms of codebook
optimization. In our studies, we have selected the Euclidian distance Ily, -
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as the

distance function d(y,,pk). For this measure, the normalization factor Z j is a constant
independent of s and k.

7.2.2

A Posteriori Probability Formulation and Neural Network
Representation

The classification model is described by the a posteriori probability, P ( L , = kJG, =
gs,Ls+r,Vr E N,!,L,

= l),, as given in Eq. (5.15). By substituting Eq. (7.3) in the

expression for the a posteriori probability in Eq. (5.15), we can write it as,

This, when expressed as the Gibbs distribution given in Eq. (5.16), provides the
following Gi b bs energy:

ÿÿ ere,

the normalization constant Z of the Gibbs distribution is ZpZ,P(Gs)P(Ls= k)2

and is assumed independent of s and k. The energy function in Eq. (7.5), summed over
all pixels and all possible labels, will give the total energy Etotalof the classification model
as,

Estimation of a state configuration S which minimizes the Gibbs energy in Eq. (7.6)
will yield an opt illla1 classification of the textured image. It must be noted that the overall
texture classification sclleme is now transformed into designing a vector quautizer which
has a distance function E'~'"'defined by Eq. (7.6). For this vector quantizer, the state
and codevectors are dependent not only on the feature vectors of the pixel of interest but
also on the labels of neighboring pixels and other possible labels of that pixel. This is
in contrast with the conventional VQ which encodes the features vectors independent of
different image-specific constraints.
We use the constraint satisfaction neural network similar to the one described in
Chapter 5 t o represent the energy. For this network, each node (i, j, k) will have a bias
Bi,j,k

given by7

The con~lectionweight Wi,j,k;;l,jl,kl from each node (i, j, k) t o any node (il,jl, kl) is same
as that in Eq. (5.24). We describe the deterministic relaxation strategy used to obtain
the minimum energy state of this network. It should be noted that this is different from
the strategy described in Section 5.2.6 of Chapter 5.

7.2.3

Deterministic Relaxation Strategy

We describe a deterministic relaxation scheme for the proposed unsupervised classification
method. The algorithm also includes a learning scheme for the vector quantization used
in feature quantization process. We use

E { O , l ) for denoting the output of the

node (i, j, k). The set {A;,j,k, Vi, j, k ) is called state of the network. This has the similar
meaning as the state of the VQ described in the feature quantization process.

Note in Eq. (7.6) that, for a fixed .a,the term ,f3 controls the activities of feature
quantization process and partition process on labelling the pixels. For small

P , the quail-

tization process will be prominent, reducing the effect of partition process. The reverse
will result for high

P.

With a random initial state, a high ,f3 value forces the network

to settle in a random state itself because of the uncorrelated behavior of pixel labels at
the beginning. We avoid this by starting the relaxation with a very small value of ,b' ancl
increasing its value at each iteration. An exponential rise with a comparatively high time
constant is used for this purpose.
Initially, each componeiit a,, s E R in the state S of VQ is randomizetl. C!orrespondingly, the state of network is initialized as,
Aiyj,k(0)=

{

1,

if

0,

otherwise

a(;,j)=

k

Also, the initial VQ state is used to compute the codevectors as the centroids of initial
partition regions. The network state corresponding to maximum a posteriori probability
is arrived by using a deterministic relaxation method in which the state of network is
updated iteratively by changing the output of each node. The steps in the n th iteration
of t h e relaxation algorithm are as follows:

1. Select a pixel (i,j).

2. Compute the net input U(ijYk)(n)of each node (i, j, k), for all k as the weighted sum
of inputs to that node. This is given by,

3. Choose the label k+ as the winner for the pixel (i, j) using the following conditions,
kf = arg mpx Ui,j,k(n)

(7.10)

and

Second condition given in Eq. (7.11) is equivalent to assuming a threshold function
in t h e output of each node. Correspondingly, there is a loser k- which was the
winner for the pixel (i, j) in the previous iteration. That is, k-(n) = k+(n - 1).

+

4. Update the output of node ( i , j , k + ) as Ai,j,k+(n 1) = 1. A penalty is given to the
loser by setting Aij,k-(n

+ 1) = 0.

5. Detach the feature vector y(;,j) from tlie partiti011 region

Rk- a ~ i dassign

it to the

= k+.
region R k + . Correspo~lclingco~nponentin the state of V Q is updatecl as, a(,,,)

New centroid of the region Rk+ is calculated and assigned to the correspo~ldingcode
vector as.

In this expression, JRk+I denotes the number of patterns belonging to the region Rk+
after the pattern g(;,j) is deleted from the region Rk- and added to the region R k + .
The change of codevector leads to a change in the bias of node (i, j, b + ) which is
computed using Eq. (7.7). It should be noted that the steps 4 and 5 are perfornlecl
only if k S (n)

#

k S (n

- 1).

6. Repeat the steps 1 to 5 for all pixels selected sequentially from the image.
7. Update ,d according to the schedule,

where ,dm is the saturation value (at n + oo)and r is the time constant.
T h e proposed network differs from the conventional Hopfield network in two aspects.
In the first place, the bias and the connection weights in the network are modified continuously~accordingto the equations (7.12) and (7.13). Secondly, the outputs of two nodes

- the winner and the loser - are updated simultaneously in the proposed network whereas
the Hopfield network updates only one node at a time. Energy in the Hopfield network
is a function of state of the network, as the weights and bias are assumed constant. But
in the proposed model, the energy is a function of weights and bias also. The energy
a~lalysisof such a network is much more complex and is not addressed here. But we show
experimentally that the energy decreases at each iteration and gradually settles to a constant value after a sufficient number of iterations. The reasons for this can be explained
as follows: T h e VQ part of the network attains stability leading to no more significant
changes in the codevectors and hence in the bias of each node. Since the value of

P

reaches eventually to its near saturation value, no further change occurs in the connectiori
weights. At this point, the network behaves like the conventional Hopfield network, and
hence it settles into the nearest local minimum in a srnall number of iterations.
Define A E ( n ) = E ( n )- E ( n - 1) as the energy change at the n th iteration. icl1el.e E(r2)
and E ( n - 1 ) are the energies at the end of n t h and (n - l)lh iterations, respectively. The
criteria we have adopted for stopping the relaxation iteration is that l A E ( n ) )
6

< e , where

is an acceptably small positive quantity. The state of the network at this positio~igives

the optimal state a t which the a posteriori probability in Eq. (7.4) is maximum. At this
point, the label of each pixel (i, j) is directly obtained from the correspontling co~nponent
a(,,,)
of the state S, and this provides the optimal classification of the given i~nage.

7.2.4

Cluster Validatioil

Cluster validation is important in deciding correct number of classes in the case of unsupervised classification of patterns. In our experiments, we have used the modified Hubert

(MH) index proposed by Dubes [45].
We temporarily redefine the feature vectors as {g;,O

5 i <

J R ( ) ,where 101 is the

cardinality of the set 0. The MH index for Ii' number of clusters is defined by

where,

2
Here, A = Inl(lnl-1)

Thus the MH index can be defined as a point serial correlation coefficierit betweell
the matrix of Euclidian distances of the patterns and a matrix corltairlirlg the Euclidiali
distarice between the cluster centers to which any two patterns belong. Assuiililig that
the actual numher of clusters is less than I<,,,,

&I H ( k ) for k = 1 . . I;,,,,. is plot,tetl

against k . The PvIH irides first increases with k and becornes a constant. The nulnl~c~r
of
clusters correspo~ldingto the significant knee in the MH index denotes the actual nunll)cl.
of clusters in the data. A detailed description and analysis of MH incles can be found
(4.51 alicl

[%I.

7.2.5

Results and Discussion

ill

We have used a numher of textured images to study the performance of the proposed
classification scheme. Images containing texture tiles comprise the first set of irnages
(Figs. 7.la and 7.2a). In these images, the correct number of texture classes and the
spatial extent of each texture are visually interpretable. The second set (Figs. 7.3.3 and
7.4a) contains images from the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C and X-Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) of NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In these images, a cluster
validity measure is necessary to decide number of classes in the images because of the
undefined texture boundaries and unknown texture models. The results in each case
show the original image and the classified image (with the optimal number of classes
determined by the MH index) using the proposed method. Graph showing the variation
of MH index with the number of clusters is also provided for each image from which the
correct number of texture classes for that image is selected. The graphs showing the
variation of network energy with respect to number of iterations is also given for each
case.
Fig. 7.la shows an image of size 256 x 256 pixels consisting of tiles of four different
textures - dots, sand, pebbles and diamonds. The mother Gabor wavelet used to characterize this texture has parameters a = 25 and w = 0.1. We have used 2 scales ( y =

4 and 5) and 4 orientations (0 = 0, 4.5, 90 and 135 degrees) for this mother wavelet.

constituting a 8-cli~nensionalfeature vector for each pixel in the image. Fig. '7.11) stlows
the classification result using the proposed scheme for an optimal tiumber (4) of classes.
This is determined from the graph of MH index versus number of clusters given in Fig.

-(..5a. The result in Fig.

i'.lh, when compared with the original image, clearly shows

the performance of the proposed scheme in correctly classifying the texture regions ant1
in accurately locating the texture boundaries. We have used a g i h orcler ueighl~orl~oocl
system for the partition process with a

p, value of 0.8 and

T

of 100.

An image with size 256 x 256 pixels, consisting of five t,extures from Broc1a.t~a.lbunl
is shown in Fig. 7.2a. Tiles of paper (upper left), beans (upper right), brick wall D9.5
(lower left), raffia DS4 (lower right) and cork (middle) are used to generate the i~na,ge.In
this case, we have used t\vo different Gabor wavelet sets, one with a = 50, w = 0.1 and
another with

= 100, w = 0.1 respectively. Each of these mother wavelets are scalecl

with y = 4, 5 and rotated with 6 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees. This yields a total of
16 Gabor filters and leads to a 16-dimensional feature vector for each pixel. The final
classification obtained using the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 7 . 2 ~for 5 classes, which
is justified using the validity graph shown in Fig. 7.5b with a significant knee in the graph
for x = 5. A comparison of the original image and the classification result shows that the
proposed method has classified the given image well, especially in the interior portions
of each texture tile. However, there are certain misclassified regions at the boundaries of
textures. This is mainly due to the fact that the nearby texture classes affect the feature
vectors of boundary pixels in each texture when convolvZd with the Gabor filters having
comparatively high bandwidth. The-parameters of the partition process used for this
image are same as those in the previous experiment.
T h e next two images, which are from SIR-C/X-SAR, are characterized with unknown
texture boundaries. So, in order to take into account the lack of a priori knowledge
regarding the spatial extent of each texture present in the image, we have used a comparatively small order of neighborhood for partition process. Also, a higher value for

T

is

used to make the effect of feature quantization process 'much more prominent compared
to the effect of the neighborhood pixel labels for a considerably large number of iterations.
The next data used for experiments consists of SIR-C/X-SAR image of the area around
Mount Pinatubo in Philippines and is shown in Fig. 7.3a. This image shows the regions

Figure 7.1: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image containing 4 texture tiles. (b) Classification result
with 4 classes.

Figure 7.2: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image containing 5 texture tiles. (b) Classification result
with 5 classes.

Figure 7.1: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image containing 4 texture tiles. (b) Classification result
with 4 classes.

Figure 7.2: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image containing 5 texture tiles. (b) Classification result
with 5 classes.

affected with rough ash deposits during volcano eruptions. The image is of size 256 x
2.56. For this image, the features are extracted by using 16 Gabor filters as the scaled (7
= 2, 3, 4 and 5) and rotated (0 = 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees) versions of a mother wavelet

with a = 50 and w = 0.1, giving a 16-dimensional vector for a pixel i n the image. A 6Lh
order neighborhood was used to characterize the partition process. Values for

P, and

T

are 0.8 and 200. For an optimal number of classes of 2, the final classification result is
shown in Fig. 7.3b. The MH index vs number of clusters graph is shown in Fig. 7 . 5 ~for
this image. From this graph, it can be seen that the MH index has a constant value from
the beginning of the graph, and this suggests a value 2 for the optimal number of classes.
The classification result clearly brings out the areas which are affected by volcano ash
(the upper left part of the image) irrespective of certain artifacts present in the original
image.
Finally, a 256 x 256 pixel SIR-C/X-SAR image of Flevoland, The Netherlands, shown
in Fig. 7.4a is used as data for the classification experiment. For this image, we have
used 16 Gabor filters with 4 scalings (7 = 2, 3, 4 and 5) and and 4 rotations (0 = 0,
45, 90 and 135 degrees) of a mother wavelet having parameters w = 0.1 and a = 25.
The neighborhood of order 6 was used for the partition process. For the experiment, we
have used the values 0.8 and 200 for the parameters 3,/

and

T,

respectively. Fig. 7.4b

shows the final classification with four number of classes. A clear bend in the MH index
graph in Fig. 7.5d shows that the optimal number of classes is 4 for this image. In
fact, the description supplied along with this image provides the category of these classes.
They are urban region (upper right part of the image), forest area (upper left part of the
image), water body (middle region in the image) and bare soil in the agricultural fields
(lower part of the image). Visual comparison of the original image and the classification
result indicates that the result in Fig. 7.4b provides an acceptable segmentation of the
given image, demonstrating the performance of the proposed scheme on such complicated
natural images. However, the spurious spots in the classification result (especially, in the
lower parts of the figure) are due to insignificant changes in the principal land type with
similar properties as that of the forest and urban classes. To obtain a finer classification
of these regions, one may have to incorporate multispectral features also along with the
textural information. For these experiments, we used a constant value of 0.1 for a.
The energy curve showing the variation of energy with the number of iterations is

Figure 7.3: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image of a region in Mount Pinatubo. (b) Classification
result with 2 classes.

Figure 7.4: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image of Flevoland, Netherlands. (b) Classification result
with 4 classes.

Figure 7.3: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image of a region in Mount Pinatubo. (b) Classification
result with 2 classes.

Figure 7.4: Unsupervised classification of textures using vector quantization and deterministic relaxation: (a) Original image of Flevoland, Netherlands. (b) Classification result
with 4 classes.
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given in Figs. 7.6a, b, c aticl d for different irnages.

Unsupervised Texture Segmentation based on Edge
Detection
A texture segmentation algorith~npartitions an image into connected regions, each of
which is uniform in some textural properties, and hence one important aim here is to find
the boundaries arrlollg different texture regions. One method to perform texture segmelitation is through the classification

i11 a

feature space. This is done after a transfor~natio~i

from the image space to an appropriate feature space. We have described different texture
classification schemes in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and in the previous section of this chapter. Thc
advantage here is that the segmentation result provides the class information also. This
means that the classification algorithm not only segments the image, but also assigns each
region with a class label. In order to do this, the classification procedure should be able
to learn the feature distribution of each class which will make it possible to discriminate
features of one class from those of other classes.
However, one may need to segment an image without prior information about the
number and types of different textures in a given image and without generating models
for individual textures. A method to achieve this is through the texture edge detection.
Texture edge is located where texture abruptly changes [94]. A severe problem in locating
edges in a textured image is that there are many intensity changes within each textured
region which generate intensity edges. These intensity edges within the same testure are
called microedges [5CI], whereas the texture edges are known as macroedges1-'
Detection of texture edges is quite different from detecting intensity edges [92]. Intensity edge detection on textured images simply determines the microedges, whereas we
are interested in macroedges. However, instead of applying an edge detection method
to image pixel intensity itself (intensity edge detection), one can apply them to detect
the changes in potential features derived from textured image (feature edge detection).
This idea was first proposed by Grinaker [62] and was widely used by various researchers
[l73, 94, 1761. But no work has really exploited the use of image-specific constraints for
the feature-based texture edge detection, even though some methods have used them for
detecting intensity edges [165].

In this section, we present the theory of a texture segmentation scheme based on
feature edge detection using a neural network model. We pose the edge detectiori problem
as a constraint satisfaction problem and represent the derived constraints on a neural
network model. Two different constraints are used in this model. namely the featureedge interaction and edge-edge int.eraction. In what follo\vs, we describe these image
constraints and neural network representation of the constraints.

7.3.1

Probabilistic Modelling of Coustraints

Assume an Ad-dimensional feature space representing a given image Tn desig~iatecl b ~ .
the domain fl of pixel positions. Let G', be an hl-dimensional randon1 process c l e ~ ~ o t i ~ l g
the feature vector of a pixel s in fl, and let y, be its instantiation. We use the rlotatioii

L, E { O , l ) to denote the random variable corresponding to the edge information on the
pixel s. We call it as edge random variable (edge RV). L, = 1 indicates that there is an
edge located a t pixel s.
We extend the principle of gradient-based intensity edge detection methods to perform
the enhancement of feature edges derived from the textured image. T h e advantage of
gradient-based methods is that they give the information not only regarding the edge
gradient but also on its direction at each pixel. An important thing to he noted here
is that the selected features should be able to represent the texture boundary as a clear
discontinuity in the feature space. Gabor features provide one ideal choice in this case due
t o their inherent properties enabling intensity and texture edge detection [123, 1151. The
proposed method is designed such that one can use any of the gradient-based methods
-- .

extended t o the M-dimensional feature space.
We use two different kinds of constraints in the proposed segmentation scheme. T h e
first constraint is the feature-edge interaction which describes the dependence of features
on the edge information of each pixel. The second constraint, namely the edge-edge
interaction, defines the dependence of edge information of each pixel on the presence of
edges in a set of pixels in its predefined neighborhood. In what follows, we describe each
one in detail.

7.3.1.1

Feature-Edge Interaction

..-

Consider two Q x Q masks, 'H and V which measure the gradient of an intensity image
in the horizontal and vertical directions. We use them to enhance the edge in the n t h
component y,(u) of the feature vect,or g, at pixel .s =

(2,

j) in the given textured image.

This is expressed as,

and

After performing this to every component n, 0 5 n < M, we can obtain the edge
enhancements of the feature vector g, in horizontal and vertical directions at the given
pixel s as,
..-

Hs =

-

C H,(n),

and

V ,=

C V,(n)

Similar to the intensity edge gradient, the magnitude T, and direction $, of the feature
gradient vector at pixel s are given by,

and

Hs

$, = tan-' -

-

.v,

Usually in a deterministic way, the pixel s is declared as an edge location if the
magnitude T, of edge gradient exceeds a threshold. But we can define statistically the
edge information at pixel s as the dependence of the corresponding edge RV and the
feature vector. We formulate this as a Gibbs distribution given by,

Table 7.1: Some common gradient operators. Boxed element indicates the
location of the origin.

where

-

,-

,-.

--

.- -

..

Zfeis the normalization constant, assumed to be independent of s. According to this
expression, a high value of T, leads to a higher probability that s is an edge pixel, and
vice versa.
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types of gradient operators.
7.3.1.2

Edge- Edge Interaction

Consider two pixels s and s $ r , r E

Ni

where N i is the set of displacement vectors

r---n r r -~ s o-n--n-d- -i- n ut.n
~-i. -x- -e- l.s (see
Sect,inn .?.?.:! of
- - -sernnd
- - - -- - order
- - - -- -neicrhhnrhood
- - - - - - - - -- - - - of
- - the
- -- - =
\
- - Chant,er
r - --

5 for the definition of

N i ) . The fact that there is an edge at the pixel position s $ r

(i.e.,

L3+, = 1) influences the edge status of the pixel s. This depends on the directions of edge
gradients a t the pixels s and s

+ r, and on the angle of the line joining these two pixels.

We describe this dependence P(L,JL,+,) as the Gibbs distribution,

for the coul>li~~g
where the Gibbs energy fuliction is defined based on a si~llilarformulatio~~
coefficient Re, described in [153]. The energy function is given as,

where ,O is a positive constant co~itrollingthe contribution of the edge-edge interactio~i
process. $, and $,+, are the directions of the edge gradients given by Eq. (7.24) at
pixels s and s

+

T,

respectively.

+

T.

positions s and s

4,

defines the angle of the line segment joining the pixel

It should be noted that this angle is a function of the displacement

r between the two pixel positions, and is independent of the absolute position of s. Z,,,,

is a local normalization factor.
Value of the energy E,, in Eq. (7.28) becomes zero if the directions of edge gradients

$, and $,+, are both equal to

4,.

This means that if $, = $,+, = $,, P(L,JL,+,) becomes

maximum. On the other hand, if any edge gradient is orthogonal to the line joining the
two pixels (i.e., if either ($,

- 4,) or ($,+,

-

4,)

becomes 90 degree), the energy gets its

maximum value ,O and hence L, has the least conditional probability of having an edge.
Note that these conditions are valid only if s

+ T is an edge pixel.

Expression (7.27) describes the dependence of the edge-edge interaction between two
pixels s and s

+

T.

Now we extend this t o all the pixels in the 2nd order neighborhood of

the pixel s as follows:

Lee

where the normalization constant Zee=

n

vr EN z

Zee,,.

7.3.2

Forinulatioi~of a Posteriori Probability

The aim here is to obtain the edge infor~nationof each pixel s such that the constraints imposed on that pixel by the feature-edge interaction and edge-edge interaction
are satisfied to a maxinlum extent. We formulate this as the a posteriori probability

p(L~~ G SLs+r
Y ) v r E ~ ; maximization of which for all s will provide the lnaximum a pos7

teriori estimate of the edge map of the image. Using Bayes Theorem, the

(1

posferio/.i

probability can be written as,

When expressed as a Gibbs distribution, this will give the following expression,

where the Gibbs energy is,
E(LsIGs,Ls+r)vTEN:= -f s -

8 [I - COS('$.- Q r ) C O S ( ' $ ~-+Q~r ) ] Ls+r

(7.33)

VTENZ

and the normalization constant Ze = ZjeZeeP(LS). The total energy of the system is
obtained by summing the energy in Eq. (7.32) for all pixels s,

*-

7.3.3

.

Neural Network Representation

The energy function in Eq. (7.34) can be represented on a Hopfield network with nodes
arranged as a 2-dimensional lattice. For an image with size I x J, the network consists
of I x J arrangement of nodes. Each node (i, j) represents the corresponding pixel (i, j )
in the image. We use the notation AiYjE {O,1) for the output of the node (i, j ) . Aig = 1
indicates that the pixel (i, j) represents an edge pixel. Each node (i, j) can have a bias

B i j representing a priori information about the edge status of the corresponding pixel.
Any two nodes (i, j) and (il, jl) are connected with a weight W,,j;i,,j,. Similar to the
discussions in Section 5.2.5, the energy function in Eq. (7.34) can be compared with the

energy function of the Hopfield network to obtain the bias and weights of the proposetl
network given as,

P [l - cos(G(i,j, - 4 ( i - i l 9 j - j 1 ) )
CV,: , I.; ~. I , I. I =

if

cos(G(i1,jl) - d(i-il ,j-jl

(i-il,j-jl)€

Ni

I]
(7.36)

0 otherwise
Once we obtain the network which represents the different constra.ints, a relaxatioii
strategy may be used to obtain the minimum energy state of the network. This state yields
t h e maximum a posteriori estimate of the segmented image. T h e relaxation strategy may
be the deterministic one described in Sectioli 5.2.6 or the stochastic relaxation in Section
5.3.4, both adapted to this 2-D Hopfield network.

7.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed two schemes for unsupervised texture segmentation
based on constraint satisfaction neural network models. T h e first method uses a vector
quantizer t o encode the Gabor wavelet features into a set of codevectors, and this acts
as a feature quantization random process. T h e partition process and label competition
process were used t o define label-label interactions. These constraints were represented on
a constraint satisfaction neural network which uses a deterministic relaxation strategy. As
the network relaxes, strength of the neighborhood dependence of pixel labels was gradually
increased a n d each codevector was adjusted towards the centroid of the corresponding
class. Unlike t h e conventional VQ methods which encodes t h e feature vectors independent
of other featurevectors, the proposed method computes t h e codevectors dependent on the
feature vector of the pixel of interest as well as the labels of the neighboring pixels. It must
be noted t h a t the proposed scheme does not describe an efficient method t o determine
the optimal order of neighborhood for the partition process. However, this is a n open
problem in t h e Markov models [9:1.] which lacks a satisfactory solution even in specific
domains.
T h e second scheme was based on texture boundary detection. We have described
t h e necessary theory for such a scheme incorporating different constraints expressed as

feature-edge interaction and edge-eclge interaction. We have also explained how these
constraints can be represented on a Hopfield network so as to perform a constrained edge
detection in a feature space. It must be noted that this method is applicable only for
the images which have crisp texture boundaries and may not be useful for natural images
having gradual texture transitions. Also, this method, as such, is not complete and o n e
has to incorporate several other constraints [165] in order to obtain edge maps of t,estui.ecl
images. However, the aim here was to provicle an outline of how different feature-basecl
and edge-based constraints can be modelled for texture segmentation via featurc eclge
detection.

Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusions
Summary of the Thesis
In this thesis, we have studied texture-based analysis of natural images and exa~uined
models based on artificial neural networks for classification and segmentation of natural
images. Analysis of the natural textures is difficult due to three main seasons: ( I ) The difficulty in determining appropriate resolutions for texture analysis - the cell unit problem,

(2) the nonstationary behavior of natural textures, and (3) the noisy and sparse data. To
extract texture features under such circumstances, we have used a method based on the
Gabor filters. Gabor filters have the capability of providing multiresolution analysis, joint
spatiallspatial-frequency representation and noise immunity. The main issue in using the
Gabor filters in characterizing natural textures is the higher dimension of the extracted
features.
To perform texture classification in a reduced dimension compared to this higher
dimensional Gabor feature space, we proposed a hierarchical organization of neural models consisting of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) and a self-organizing map (SOM). This
method reduces the o-wrall classification complexity in two ways. First, the SOM maps
the Gabor feature vectors to a secondary feature space of comparatively small dimension
and the MLP classifies the vectors in this secondary feature space. Second, the interclass
separation of the secondary feature vectors is higher than the separation of Gabor feature
vectors. T h e proposed scheme not only takes less time for classification compared to the
direct Gabor features but also provides an improved classification performance. We have
also presented a network consistirig of a SOM and an outstar architecture to label the
clusters developed in the output layer of SOh4.

A constraint satisfaction model was proposed to incorporate image-specific constraints
for texture classification. The scheme used three kinds of random processes to define these

constraints. Tlle first one was a feature fornlation process where the Gabor features were
modelled using a standard statistical distribution in order to represent the feature-label
interaction. The dependeilce of label of each pixel on the labels of the pixels of a predefined neighborhood was characterized by using a partition process. The constraint that a
pixel can have only one label was nod el led by using a label competition process. These
constraints were represented using a Hopfield network. We have used algori thnls basecl
on deterministic and stochastic relaxation strategies to obtain the minimum energy state
of the network, which yields a maximum a posteriori estimate of the optinla1 classificatio~i
of the given image. The efficacy of this scheme was demonstrated in the classification of
different images, including those from remote sensing. In addition, the use of a probabilistic neural network and a modified version of the network was studied for the Gaussiail
mixture model of the Gabor features.
One way t o efficiently classify high resolution images from remote sensing is to combine
the multispectral knowledge with the textural information. Use of an MLP for classification of multispectral textures from Landsat TM has been described. The importance of
this work was the demonstration of noise immunity of the Gabor filters to extract texture features from noisy multispectral imagery. But this scheme failed to classify many
complex images from remote sensing, and this led us to exploit image-specific constraints
also in the multispectral classification. An approach which incorporates the multispectral
knowledge, textural information and image-specific constraints was developed by making
use of the constraint satisfaction network based on the Hopfield network. Results of classification were demonstrated using multispectral-multipolar images from SIR-C/X-SAR.
Constrained vector quantization can be utilized to segment an image in an unsupervised manner. We have developed an unsupervised texture segmentation and classification
scheme by combining the principles of vector quantization and the constraint satisfaction
network. T h e Gabor filters arranged as wavelet bases were used for feature extraction. A
modified deterministic relaxation strategy was proposed for this scheme which performs
simultaneously the network state updation and learning in the vector quantizer. A cluster validation measure based on the modified Hubert index was used for the estimation
of the actual number of texture classes present in a given image. Finally, formulation
of an unsupervised texture segmentation scheme based on texture boundary detection
was described. This scheme achieves the segmentation by performing a constrained edge

--

detection in an appropri.ate feature space.

8.2

Major Contributions of the Thesis

Main contrib~itionsof this thesis are higliliglited below.

1. Developmelit of constraint satisfaction network models for classificatiori autl segmentation of Gabor-filtered textures.
( a ) An efficient integration of different image-dependent constraints based or1 featu1.c~label iilteraction and label-lahe1 iiiteraction in a decision-thcor.~ticfrar~iework.

(11) Representation of these constra,ints on a neural network nloclel basecl or1 I-iopfield network.
(c) Use of deternlinistic and stochastic relaxation strategies to find the minirnr~nl
energy state of the network, providing maximum n postel-iovi esti111at.eof tht,
optimal classification.

2. Development of an unsupervised classification approach for textured images using
vector quantization and a constraint satisfaction neural network incorporating different image constraints and a modified deterministic relaxation strategy.

3. Approaches for supervised classification of multispectral textures present in the
remotely sensed irnages.
(a) Classification of Landsat images using multilayer perceptron network.
(b) Efficient method to integrate multispectral and textural knowledge with imagespecific constraints ta-represent on a constraint satisfaction network model
working on stochastic relaxation strategy.

4. Combination of neural network models for efficient utilization of the properties of
different neural network models.
(a) Hierarchical arrangement of MLP and SOM to perform texture classification in
a reduced di~nellsioncompared to the higher dimensional Gabor feature space.
This combination reduces the complexity as well as the time requirement of
classification.

(b) Coinbination of SOM and outstar structures to efficiently label the clusters
developed in the output layer of SOM.

(c) Use of probabilistic neural network (PNN) model for the C:aussiar~ nlixturc:
model of Cabor features to feecl 'into a constraint satisfaction neural network.
This work also proposes an algorithm to train PNN in order to reduce the
dependence of the co~nplexityof the network on the number of training samples,
and to implement multivariate Gaussian mixture model.
5. Decision-theoretic formulation of a texture edge detection scheme by presenting it
as a constraint satisfaction problem.
6. Use of the Gabor filters for texture feature extraction from natural iniages.

Directions for Future Studies
Methods adopted in this work for the selection of Gabor filters are more or less clat aindependent, and the selected filters are not optimal with respect to a give11 image. Eve11
though a number of methods have been developed in the past for the design of optinla1
Gabor filters to characterize synthetic and deterministic textures [46], suitable methods
are not available for natural images. It is desirable to evolve methodologies for the design
of the optimal Gabor filters to characterize the natural textures.

.%

Methods which combine the Gabor filtering and the Markov random fielcPmodels may
be useful for obtaining better performance in an image analysis system. Also, combination
of the MRF models and the Gabor filters in the image domain will be useful. But in these
cases, validity of the Markovian assumption may have to be theoretically proved.
The segmentation scheme based on texture edge detection described in Section 7.3
is incomplete in the sense that many more constraints [165] can be incorporated in that
model. Even though this edge-based method is nof generally applicable in the case of
images with gradual texture transitions, this limitation may be overconle by efficiently
combining the region and boundary information in the proposed model.
While classifying the image given in Fig. 5.3b using the constraint satisfaction scheme
described in Section 5.2, the final classification result in Fig. 5.5b contains rounded corners
at the texture boundaries when compared to the initial classification shown in Fig. 5.5a.
One may try to unify the region and bdundary information to correctly locate the texture
class boundaries, based on certain iterative methods to refine the boundaries.
There are certain issues involved in the multiresolution and nonstationary texture

analysis metllocls. hIiiltiresolutio~~
metllods use a number of windows with different resolutions to characterize a given image. All of the selected resolutions m a not be necessary
for the analysis of given textures and in this sense, this method is data-independent. The
studies reported in this thesis do not address the issue of selecting optillla1 resolutions to
characterize a given image. Sometimes, it is desirable to have a scheme where different
weights are given to features extracted using windows of different resolutions clepending
upon their suitability on the textures in the image. Also, use of a neural network moclel
with appropriate connection weights to represent the importance of the features at different resolutions may be significant in this regard. In the nonstationary texture analysis.
one may consider the feature gradients in different spatial directions in order to represent
the variation of texture features with respect to the space and quantify them. Another
approach can use a kind of spatial neural network model (similar to the time-delay neural
network models in 1-D signal processing) which captures the variation of features with
respect t o space.
T h e approaches proposed in this thesis do not address the issues of temporal variations
in textures and texture boundaries. One can combine the texture analysis.and change detection in order to find the temporal changes in textures and their boundaries. One major
application of this comes in the analysis and interpretation of images from remote sensing.
T h e changes occurring in land cover types of the original terrain area appear as changes
in the corresponding textural patterns. These textural changes may be appropriately analyzed to interpret the temporal changes in the underlying land types. A difficulty arises
here when the textures are nonstationary. Different atmospheric conditions in which the
sensing is done also affect the accuracy of change detection adversely.
T h e concept of 3-D and higher dimensional textures is important in the case of multispectral and color images. Texture in a single band image is a 2-D texture, whereas
texture in the multispectral/color images can be considered as a 3-D or higher dimensional texture. It may be quite useful to process these higher dimensional textures in order
to utilize the nlultispectral behavior of remotely sensed imagery to a maximum extent.

Appendix A
Derivation of a Posteriori Probability
In this appendix, we derive the expressiorl for the a posteriori probability given in Eq.
(5.15) of Section 5.2.4 in Chapter 5. This a posteriori probability can be written as,
P ( L s = k(G3,L,+,,Vr E N:, Ls = I),,

P ( L s = k(Gs,L3+,,Vl. €

=

Ls = 1)(.4.1)

Vl

Throughout this discussion, L3+, stands for L3+,,Vr E

Nl

and L', for L, = 1. Also, we

temporarily use the notation L, for the event L, = k.
By Bayes' theorem,

Assuming independence of the processes G,, L,+, and L',, we get

Also,

We assume G3 to be independent of L3+, and L',, and L', to be independent of L,+,.
So the expression for P ( L , (G,,L,+, , L',) becomes,

Expressing the P(L:IL,) and P ( L , + , ) L , ) as,

and

and substituting in ( A . 6 ) .we get the expression for P ( L, ( G , ,L,+, , L:) a,s,

This is equivalent to,

Substituting (A.lO) in ( A . l ) ,we get,

=

-

n

P ( G s J L 3= k ) P ( L s= kJL,+,,VrE N ; ) P ( L s = k ( L , = 1 )
vl
P ( G 3 ) P ( L 3= k )
P(Gs IL3 = k ) P ( L s = klLs+r,VrE N i ) P ( L 3 = k J L ,= I )
Vl

P ( G s ) P ( L 3= k )
- P(G,ILs = k ) P ( L s= kJL,+,,VrE N i ) P ( L s = klL, = 1),/
- P ( G s ) P ( L s= k )
Eq. (A.13) gives the expression for a posteriori probability as in Eq. (5.15).

(A., I )

( A .12)
(A.13)

Appendix B
Joint Resolution of 2-D Gabor Filters
A signal (eg. delta function) which is concentrated at a point in time domain has no
frequency localization.

I11

a similar way, a function which is concentrated in frequency

domain has no time domain concentra,tion. In this appendix, a discussion on the simultaneous joint resol~~tion
of 2-D Gabor filters in spatial and spatial freqilency dotnains is
provided, based on the derivations given by Daugman in [36].
A good measure of localization and hence the joint resolution in time and frequency
domains for a 1-D signal is the product of effective bandwidths in the two domains.
Consider a one-dimensional function f ( t ) of time t. The effective bandwidth A t of this
signal is defined as the standard deviation of the energy distribution J f (t)f*(t)dt. In order
to make it to be independent of amplitude of f ( t ) , the effective bandwidth is normalized
by the energy. Using this definition, the effective bandwidth in time domain is written as,

Assuming F ( u ) to be the Fourier transform of f (t), the effective bandwidth in the
frequency domain Au can be expressed in the similar way as,

T h e uncertainty principle [I281 states that the possible values of the product of At
and A u is bounded by a fundamental lower limit
Consider a 1-D Gabor function

-&. This means that, At.Au 2 -&.

--

and its Fourier tsansforni
F ( u ) = e -2ir202

[ u - $12

The effective hal~d\vicltl~s
At and

311

in time ancl frecluer~cydoriiair~sof the C;ahos f~~lictiori

car1 he clerived tq sul>stitut,ing(B.3) and (B.4) i r i ( B . l ) and (B.2) ses~>ectivel~~.
Hence we
get

9

ancl

Atr =

1

-

2Ax0

It can be seen that,

This shows that the 1-D Gabor filter achieves the minimum possible bound of the joint
uncertainty and hence has a n optimal joint resolution in time and frequency domains.
Extending this principle to 2-D, let us assume that the effective bandwidths of a 2D signal f ( x , y) in spatial domain are A x and Ay in horizontal and vertical directions
respectively. Using (B.1) in 2-D case, we can write

and

Similarly, if F ( u , v ) is the Fourier transform of f ( x , y), we can write similar equations
for effective widths At1 and Av in the spatial frequency domain in horizontal and vertical
directions respectively as:

and

The uncertainty principle in 2-D constrains the effective bandwidt,hs 3 . r and Ay of
spatial domain and AILand Av of spatial frequency domain by the inequalities,

Substituting a 2-D Ga,bor function for f ( ; r , y )

and its 2-D Fourier transform for F ( u , v)

the effective bandwidths can be derived as

in ~ ~ a t i a l ' d o m aand
in

Au =

1
,
2&7ra,

Av =

1
2&7ra,

.-.

(B.15)

by substituting (B.12) and (B.13) in (B.7), (B.8), (B.9).and (B.lO) respectively.
We get the following relation,

1
Ax.Au = - and
47r

1
Ay.Av = 47r

(B.16)

from Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15). This shows that the 2-D Gabor filter achieves the lowest
limit of the 2-D uncertainty inequality given in Eq. (B.11).

Appendix C
Markov Random Field Models
Because of the importance of Markov random field models in irnage m o d e l l i ~ ~a11t1
g the
specific use of them in our studies, we review some impel-tant aspects of such moclels

ill

this appendix.
T h e stochastic models of a spatial event (eg. an image) consider i t as t l i v sanlplc
function of a random (i.e.. stochastic) process consisting of 2-D array of ral~tlo~ll
variablcas
and this random process is known as a random field. If the r a n d o ~ nfield is sampled a t
discrete spatial periods, then it is called a discrete random field and each sample in that
is a random variable.
Consider a 2-D finite lattice R of size I x J. Let Yn be a discrete random field defined
over the lattice R , with each sample y,, s E R in it taking any value from a domain of
sample functions

y.

Let NL be a set of displacement vectors corresponding to a

order

neighborhood of any point in the 2-D lattice R (see Section 5.2.2 for the definition of N:).
\Ve define t h e Markov random field as follows. This definition is based on [33].

Definition C . l A hfarkov random field (MRF) is a stochastic process Yn over the lattice
R defined by-a joint probability density P ( Y n ) subject to the following conditions.
1. Positivity : P ( Y n = Y ) > 0 for all instantiations Y of Yn.

2- Markovianity : P ( y , lyr,v r E 0 - { s ) ) = P ( y , ly8+,.,

vr E NL)

3. Homogeneity : P(y,ly,+,,Vr E Ni) depends only on the configuration of neighbors
and is translation invariant.
T h e order of this M R F is p. This definition enables us to represent each component y, of
this M R F as the response of a

pth

order discrete spatial filter defined over the neighborhood

points. T h e filter representation of an MRF is given by,
Y3

= F ( Y ~ VT
+ ~E ,AT;)

+ e,,

for all

s

(c-1)

where e, is an indepenclent and identically distributed stationary noise. Different classes
of MRF models have been proposecl [9] depending upon the realizations of the filter 3.
The main difficulties with the MRF formulation by itself are that the col.responding
joint probabilitj. clistril,rltion is ]lot apparent and i t is very difficult to s1)ot t l ~ eloc,al
characteristics [.55]. This is solvecl by the following theorem collnecti~igthe hIRF anti
Gibbs distribution [.55].

Theorem C . l T h e randorrl field

E'b is

a n M R F with respect to the rzeighbor~l~ood
systtrrz

NL if and only if P ( h = Y ) is a G'ibbs distributiort with respect to N:.
This means that,

where E(Yn = Y ) is the energy of the system when the raridoln field

has an in-

stantiation Y , and this energy function is defined only over the points in the

pth

order

neighborhood of each spatial location s in 0. Z is a normalization constant defined so as
to make the tota.1 probability

C P(Yn = Y1)= 1. So,
yI

For each random variable y, in the MRF Yn, we can write,

where E(y, = y ) is the energy function of the state when the random variable y, is
assigned with a value y and Z1 is a corresponding normalization constant.
Similarly, we can write the conditional probability P(y31y,+,, V r E il;;)

where

as,

U(.)is an appropriate function which defines the type of MRF model. As an

exa.mple, for the Gauss-Markov random field model [23],

where u, a n d p are the parameters of the h4RF. Note that t,lie functions 3 ( . alltl
)
are assumed t o be transla.t,ion-inwiant,and hence t,hey depend onlj.

011 1.

U(.)

a n d not. on the

absolute position s.
T h e equivalence of M R F model and Gibbs distribution provides an explicit formula
for t h e joint probability function of the random field which enables us t o have a practical
g
with a quantitative expression for it.
way of s p e c i f y i ~ ~NIRF
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